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INTRODUCTION

What is the proper federal role education? Over the years this
abstract question has generated a emarkable degree of passion and
partisanship, dividing educators and the genera] public while mak-
ing federal education policy a major political issue.

The debate is at least as livelyand as far from resolutionin
-the early Eighties as it was during the Great Society period. At this
wiging (early 1981) the federal role in education appears to be
destined for its most searching examination, and perhaps most
wrenching changes, since the mid-xties.

An outside observer, reviewing the numbers, may find the ar-
gumep,t,,,perplexing. Next to health care, education is the largest
public "industry" in Americaabsorbing nearly 8 per cent of the
Gross National Product, and over 20 per cent of all governmental
expenses, employing well over 3 million adults and directly touch-
ing the lives of every American family. But as Jack Jennings points
out iri the first selection of this, volume, the federal contribution to
education is now and always has been relatively small. State and
local government each contributes roughly four times the money
into education that Washington does.*

But moneyat least, where governments are concernedis far
from everything. Federal officials have at their command a goodly
mix of carrots and sticks, as well as a potent degree of influence.
All of these have increasingly come into play in recent,years, As a
result Washington's influence over education has grown far more
than bare budget figures would indicate. Forty years ago a "typical
educator" could plausibly assert that the federal government was
almost totally irrelevant to his or her job. Few would make this
claim today. For better or worse the federal government, while still
a minority shareholder in the educational enterprise, is generally
conceded to have attuned a position far greater than its modest

* See, generall, The Condition of Educcition, 1980 edition, Nationa Center for
Education Statistics, U S Department of Education, Washington, DC 1
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financial contributions would suggbst.
This growing federal presence has now stimulated a growing cho-

rus of criticism, which is transforming the nature of debate over the
proper federal role .

'Reviewing the arguments and confrontations over iederal edu-
cational policy during the Seventies, hindsight comfortAbly at the
ready, one is struck by the way in which these often bitter debates
focused on means rather than ends. Arguments revolved aboUt the
structure of federal agencies (culminating, of co rse, in the three-
yea:r struggle over the creation of the Depart nt of Education),
the amount of prescriptive regulation (affirmative action, Title IX,
bilingual education mandates, etcs) and funding levels for estab-
lished programs, but generally accepted both the progfammatic ap-
proach of federal efforts and/the implicit assumptions about public
Viucation that lay behind these programs.

As the Eighties begin, it appears that the modern period of federal
'education policy makingwhich, we should remind ourselves, only
dates back about fifteen yearsis about to enter a new phase, one
that is likely to be 4-narked by far more questioning of basic premises
and established approaches than in the recent past.

More than ever, the overall nature and effect of the federal pres-
ence, rather than specific directions, has come in for searching crit-
icism Fairly or unfairly, the purposes, methods and conseq eneesefi

of federal involvement in education are all under attack. omfort-
able assumptions about the federal role, and for that matter the
place of public education itself, are being challenged in ways both
new and old.

The legislative battle over the Reagan Administration's consol-
idation proposals, which appears likely to continue through much
of the 97th Congress, is one sign of this "rethinking." But the
larger issue of what is the proper federal role in'education will
continue to be debated long after the specific question of program
consolidation is answered.

This volume, the fourth in a series.of IEL Policy Papers tracing
the evoking debate over federal education policy, is designed to
contribute to that debate It' looking at both the current dilemmas
facing policymakers and some possible solutions to tlse problems.*

" Earlier volumes in the series are Pervectities on Federal Educational Policy An
Informal Culloilitoni (1976), Federalism at the Crossroads Inzprou tag Educational
Policymaking 11976), and Educational Policyniakrag in the Carter Years (1978) All
are available from the Institute for Educational Leadership, Bo,,x B, Suite 310, 1001
Connecticut Avenue N W , Washifig-ton D C. 20036, at prepaid prices of $1 50, $3 00
and $4 00, respectively

O."
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Like its predecessors. this ()luny includes a,,bruad cross - section of
'cwt., about what existing federal polrcies really are, and what they

ought to he
"Volumes such as this are part of the Institute's effort to strengthen
and impro e the policy making system in American education. The
Institute is a priately supported, politically neutral forum and
trainingcenter th4t emphasizes three,objectives,

---strenk,rthemng the formal and informal cuMmunicattuns links
among policy makers. educators. researchers and those who
pay for and who consume educational services.

offering talentetl indi 'duals mid-career training that will in-
lerease their effectiveness and the educational system's qual-

ving educators and the public at large a clear ©r understand-
in of key educational issues and what is actually happening
as well as alternatives about what might happenin the na-
tion'A classrooms and campuses.

In their Format to Federalism at the Crossroads, the Institute's
Samuel Halperin and George Kaplan wrote. "we solicit the written
reactions of our readers Nothing would please us more -Than an
outpouring of responsespro or con ;which would justify a second
collection of contributions to what ought to become a vital national
discourse about the future of the federal system in education

We hope for a similar outpouring frdm this volume
Robert Miller
EL Senior Associate

AI*



THE FEDERAL. ROLE IN PAYING
FOR EDUCATION

. IN THE 80's
John F. Jennings*

Since much of my academic training was in the field of history,
I believe that it is best to look to the past in order to understand
better the future. Therefore, I would lira to review how the last
decade or so saw a very significant shift in the financing of educa-
tion,

Within the last 10 to 12 years State government's have moved
aggressively toward financing a larger share of the cost of education
at all levels. Public elementary and secondary education, public
higher education, and private higher education have alleen the

, recipients of substantially increased State aid.
Dunne that same time period, the Federal evernment has at

best only Ilightly, increased its contribution toward paying for the
cost of eddcation at all levels. In fact, its contribution to private.
higher educationThas actually declined as a percentage of the total
cost.

Local boards of education, municipalities, county governments,
and various sources of financing higher education have all been
relieved to some extent of having, to finarice the same share of the
cost pf education as they assumed in the past. But the relief has
come from State governments and not from the Federal govern-
ment,

I have to emphasi4e that point because the popular impression
has often been that the 1960's and 1970's witnessed the advent,of

John F Jennings is Counsel and Staff Director of the Subcolinmittee on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education of the Committee on Education and Labor,
U S °House of Representatives. This paper was originally presented at a symposium
sponsored 'by Phi Delta Kappa of Northwestern Universit}{ on March 8, 1980

)
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the Federal. goernint:nt as a eery major, contributor to paying for
the cost of education The'Federal contribution has been lar.ge and
growing, but the rapidly increasing costs of education have kept the
Federal share at a relatively stable percentage of the whole

The statistics describe these conclusions best
In 1966, fur publie.elonientliry and secondary education, localities

paid 53 0', of the costs. the States paid for 39 1'; , and the Federal
gUN ernment 7 9', In 1978, the respegti-'e shares were 47 8" local,
4 1', State, and 8 1e; Federal

Within the last 12 years the State governments have picked up
a much greater share of the cost of public elementary and secondary
educationa full fiNe percentage points more of the total costs
Nk bile the Federal share increased only slightly Bind the local.share
decrea.edkubstanually

In htgher toducation the same trend of greater State support pre-
A, ailed For public higher education, in 1968, State, governments
paid 37 '2', of the hosts of univiwsities and 37 of the costs of two-
\ Ca I institutioas By 1977, this State support had increased to
41 5e, and 45:3'; respectivelya 4 3r; and 7 6r; increase respec-
tvek Other-public four-year institutions reCeived about the same.
degree of State support dVer that time period

The Federal share of the costs of educittion in public universities
actually xiechnedfrum 24 in 1968 to 18ri in 1977 The Federal
share Increated a few percentage points in support of other public
futir-y ear instit.utions and two-year institutions--from 13.3(7i to
15 and from 5 6', to 7 2', respectively Other sources local gov-
ernmental and pricfte--Thade up for the remaining costs in those

)institutions
The saThe'trend of greater State support holds true for private

institutiuns of higher education Between 1968 and 1977. State rev-
enue contributed to private universities increased from 1 6(; to
and, to other private four -t'ea'r institutions. from 7`; to 2 Al-
though still nut a major source of revenue for private institutions,
State fUnding Siid increase during the last 10-years

As egards Federal support for private higher education, a sig-
nal-42,am. decline, occurredsimilar to the decline experienced
public universities In 1968, the Federal government contributed
:36 5(«A the revenue in private universities and 14r1 in other pri-
ate four-year institutions By 1977, those percentages had fallen
to 27 3r; and 13 3(i, respectively

To summarize the trends over the last decade, State support for
public elementary and secondary education and for most.uf higher
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education increased significantly. During the same time period, fhe
Federal Aare increased slightly for elementary and secondary ed-
ucation and for public two-year and four-year institutions of higher
education other than\universities, but actually declined for public
universities and for. pm ate institutions of higher educatidn.

Greater .'tate support and only slightly higher or declinin Fed-
eral support' occurred during a period when many more billions than
eer bfure were being spent fur all'leelsof education For instance,
the Federal share alone of public elementary and secondary edu-
cation increased from $2 U billion in 1966 to $6.6 billion in 1978,
or in constant 1978 (10111asfrom $3 billion' in 1966 to $6 6 billion
in 1978

The uerrisling fact, howeer, hich must be remembered is that
the ',total costs of education t all levels increased t mendously
during that time period. $43.5 billion was spent on all p lic edu-
cation in 1968, and this amount increased to 8107.6-billion i 1977

Consequently. even such a large increase as the Federal gov rn-
ment cuntributed----een viewed in constant dollai-scould barely
keep up'with the rapidly rising costs of providing education Over-
all, the Federal share of the cost of education remainectfairly con-

.
stant during that decade

A principal question that must be dealt, with is what will happen
in the 1980's Will this trend continue from the '70's? Will, the
State share of the cost of education continue to increase, and will
the Federal share continue to reinain relatively constant?

In my opinion at least, the key fact that undergirds the expansion
of the State rule in education has to do ,with changes that have

4
occurred user the last decade or two in the forms of State taxation

In 1968, the §tates raised 19 8c1 of all revenues generated by all
of government in the country By 1977, this percentage had

increased to 23.71almost a full four percentage points.
The dollar amounts are even more jarring. In 1968, State gov-

ernmynts had 52.5 billion dollars to spend By 1977, this had iji-
creased to 155 8 billion doll vs.

At the same time the locaNhare of all revenue- remained fairly
stable But, the Federpl share of all revenues declined s bstan-
tiallyfrom 62 2% in 1968 to 58.19( in 1977.

In other words, States have been raising more revenue relatively.
and the Federal government less. In my opinion, this key,fact,un-
derlies the ability of State governments to become more active in
many areas, iricluding education. This trend will likely continue,
because the States' new sources of revenue tend.to be more flexible
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than those relied un in the past, e g , income taxes instead of prop-.
erty and use taxes. State governments should at leAl be able to
maintain their relative revenue positions. (IN.-ill leave a discussion
of the effects of the various taxpayer revolts to others

So, if we presume that the relative revenue-raising positions of
the vai'ious levels of government remain relatively the same, is
there any likelihood of the Federal guernment increasing its con;
tribution to education from the substantial rev enues it already
has-58.1% of the total revenues raised in the country''

In order to answer this question, I v. unld like to discuss first the
future of Federal support for all domestic programs

Iti 1979 the Adv isury Commissiowon In tergov ernmental Relations
issued. a report which cunclukd that Federal support of domestic
governmental activities hps crested and is on its way down as a
percentage of tutat governmental aid. This report pointed out that
fiscal 1979 showed an increase in Federal aid which was less than
half of that shown in recent years. The current fiscal year-1980
shows a continuing and much sharper slowdown.

The ACIR contends.that a cross-roads has been reachedas regards
Federal aid and that "State and local governments must depend on
their own revenue sources for an inyasingly larger share of their
expenditures" The Commissi n did not give all its reasons for
reaching this cTlclEsion, e pt to point out that there have been
efforts to restrain Federal expenditures to contrulti;nflation and that
fiscal pressures un the Federal government have been relatively
more acute than on °titer levels of government.

In ray opinion. the ACIR kes have a bias towards encouraging
an enlargement of the State role in our Federal system, but none-
theless I believe that they have pointed out an incipient trend And
this trend is based on the relative revenue-raising abilities of the
various levels of government

If we presume that this conclusion regarding a declining Federal.
rule is accurate,,or even if we presume that there will be a relatively
stable Federal role in supporting domestic activities, what can we
say concerning support for eduCation'It is atways-difficult to try to
foresee the future Aid anyone who tries to do so has to hope that,
once the future has.,..tre,'no one goes back to review those pre-
dictions

But, I wouldike to risk a prediction I believe that Federal sup-
port for education will be lucky to remain, during the '80's, at

,relatively the same percentage as it is today. This,pediction is
based on two general trends and on four characteristics which are

I;
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peculiar to the structure of Federal aid to educatidn First. I shall
describe the two gEineral trends

First. the declining number of adults with children in school has

contributed to a decline in education's political magic A decade ago

4441 of the population were pdrents of children in the public schools
Today. that percentage it4down to 28'7( .

Many people have concentrated on the declining enro llments
which are occurring in our schools. but not much publicity has RI-

cased on the necessary correlation-that there are also many fewer
parents As a result: fewer and fewer people have a direct' stake in
theschools and so more 'people are inclined to vote for their pock-
'etbooks instead of for the1schools in their communities

Propositions 13 and 5 in California are prime examples of tills.-

mood. And the enactment of those propositions shows, of course.

t this public mood can affect State support of educatiOn as much

as t affects Federal \support.
1 ere could be a-moderatirrg of this mood in 'the mid-1980's de-

pends g on what_ happens-with the fertility of the post-war "bal.),.-

boom omeiN.who have become or will become married within
the next few -Oars But no one as yet knows that for suro

Second, demands are increasing fin7'other programs Old seruices.

especially at the Federal level of government, and ineeting these
demands wall result in le'ss funding being potentially available for
education Everyone is aware of the need for alternative energy
sources, and the Federal government is about to launch a multi-

billion dollar program of synthetic fuel production More being
spent in that areanecessarily means less being poTntially avafla-
ble for other areas, such as educatid.

Another area of rapidly growing'F'ederal expenditures concerns
the aged By 1990. one in five Amertc' ans will be over thaage of 55
For the first time in our hikory,this age group will.exceed in num-

ber/the entire elementary- secondary school population And. since
the elderly ,vote more consistently thah any othe. r group in the pop-
ulation, politicians take special note of their concerns and needs.

Another area which will gain many billions more in future Fed-
eral budgets is the area of national defepse. To state it midly, there

is a strong feeling in Washington that we have not spent enough
on our defense forces to meet our obligations and that we must
immediately begin to do so. 4

Those two trends contributing to a reduced emphasis op education
4fin the future at the Federal level have to do with general demo-

graphic trends and with other factors in society The following four

al

.." '
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t2,1,011, why Federal .ad to education will prpbably riot glO in the
future concern things peculiar Lir the structure of present Federal
aid programs

In addition to those first two general trends,. the first reiison.en-
dangering growth of Federal aid is that they is presently ii4 broad
ho d support Fedtial rdut tttutri programs throughout society
Si\ t\ percent of the aid administered by the U,S. Office of Educa-
tion' is tot progtants of compensatory education for pour children
in elementar y. and secondary schools and for programs -or basic
giants to assist financially needy studthits attending colleges and
urn ersitLes Most of the remainder of the aid is 'focused on partic-
ular tyRes of -.wants, such as the handicapped. or .on particular
needs, such as fun bilingual educafron, or debegregatoln assistance

Frequently. only the teachers and 'administrator:\ -immediately
affected by these programs are willing to push for increases in their
appr opt iturns Many others in education look upon these prbgrams
as p ral to their concerns or even as detrimeptal since thty
no t t e time away from the regular school curriculum.

opid/, and this point is really an extension of the first reason,
the Federal foals on the economically disadvantaged, the handi-
cappe d. desegregation assistance, and other special needs leads at
times to a resentment_against these programs.., .

Must of these programs afe being provided because of a feeling
that the needs of these groups aiki the meeting of these interests
were being ignored at the local levels-Asnd so, special programs were
established .to. focus on them. >

-But, these progranis had to be structured so that the perceived.
and locally slightedneeds would be met with this aid Of course.
this led to the imposition of many requirements and conditions and
then audits and much paperwork..

All or this leads unfortunately to a situation where more and
more ,local educators are saying that thJy wonder whether the
amount of aid is reilly worth the administrative hassle,

Thirdly, and this point is related to the previous tw9 reasons.
Federal aid is sometimes resented because it ts used as the instill-
ment foi enforcing cull rights requirements.

School districts and colleges must revise their athletic programs
pursuant to Title IX Schools and other institutions until recently
faced cut-offs of Federal aid unless they complied with Title VI of

the Civil Rights Act Schools and colleges must make their facilities
The C' S Office of Education was merged into the neW Department of Education

in May. 1980 [1:' dt Owl

sir
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more accessible to the handicapped pursuant to section 504, and
they must not discriminate against anyone on the basis of age

All of these requirementswhich cause uncomfortable change
are conditions which must be met by educational institutions re-
ceiving Federal aid So, not only is Federal aid focused on the poor
and on special needs. but it also carried with it various conditions
designed to implement broad social policy I am sure that most of
Non here today support these social policies, as do I, but is it any
wonder that the Federal aid which 16 used as the instruinent to
implement them is not any more popular, and supported. than it is'

Fourthly and lastly. Federal aid for education is usually struc-

tured as a so-called -controllable- item in the Federal budget Only
the school lunch programs, the guaranteed student loan subsidies

and a few others are entitlements.
Although the, last:point .may seem somewhat arcane. it is-verry

important in terms of which Federal programs are funded over time

a Education programs unfortunately fall into the category of those
which are less likely to receive sufficient funding because the threat

of legal action to secure their funding does not existas it does for

the Federal entitlement programs. such as social security
To sum up. these six pointstwo rooted in broad trends and four

reasons peculiar to the structure of Federal aid programsmake it
unlikely that Feder -al aid as it is pres'ntly structured will greatly
increase in unding in the years ahead The natural next questIon
is whether them is any possibility of changing Federal aid to make

et More popular and more broadly based
My opinion is that this is not very likely at this time, and my

reasons for 'believing this are two-fold First, some earlier forms of
Federal aid which are more broadly based are currently under con-

stant attack for bei9g focused on special, populations and on

special needs Most' of th48'e attacks are being led by those who want

try curtail Federal spending and who have seized on these programs

as likely victims of such curtailment. And their attacks are having
some effect.

For instance, Federal support for vocational education, which
dates to 1917 and which is relatively unfocUsed, has been held down

in appropriations for the last five years so thatuntil last year
when it achieved an increaseit had acts, ally suffered a 26% de-

cline in appropriations in constant dollars between 1972 and 1977

Another example is the Administration's attack on the subsidy
for students who pay for their own lunch in the federally supported

school lunch program.

1
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Another example of an attempt to cut back on any aid to the
middle-class is the Administration's efforts to hold down spending
on the loans fin student, from middle-income families In an effort
to fight off enattnientuf a very eKpensive and unfocused tuition tax
credit, Federal law was reLentl, amended, with the reluctant en-
dorsement of the Carter Administiation. to permit families of any
income to apply through banks for'luans guaranteed and partially
subsIdized by the Federal government Since so many middle-class
families are taking advantage of these loans now, and also since
the interest rates the governMent has to pay have increased so
much due,,,to inflation and the government's own tight monetary
policies, the Administration is try ing to revise this program and to
have middle-class families pay more.

So there is the dilemma Many policy-makers in Washington be-
lieve that Federal aid ought to be highly focused so that it achieves
a certain objective, suchas aiding the pour But by doing precisely

''that, 'the constituency for the programs becomes limited, and the
programs beconte unpopular due to their identification with the

_povir or with minority groups In addition, the administrative re-
quirements are generally written tightly so as to achieve a pdrtic-
ular objective, further adding to the burdensumeness,apd unpopu-
larity of the programs.

Being reluctant to, end this discussion on such a negative'note, I
would like to point out ,twid factors that possibly may help to break
this impasse- First, the new Department of Education has the real
pbtential to take' a freph look at the'se programs and to create a
different structure In inz opiwon, this was not possible with edu-
cational progrimsbemdln the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare because that-Department had too many bureaucratic
layer -

And secnnd, the growing militancy and political sophistication of
teachers, especially in the National Education Association, can pos-
sibly provide the necessary political muscle to find solutions. Teach-
ers and college professo-rs today are being left far behind in terms
of salary increases to keep up with inflation) And so their anger
may channel itself into being an effective political instrument.

As we enter the new decade of the 1980's, I am sure that many
different parts of society are trying to foresee what the future holds.
That task is always risky since unforeseen events inevitably alter
what we thought were certainties. The Arab oil boycott of 1973 is
a prillne,example of an unforeseen event which had, and is contin-
uing to have, immense reperiussions.
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In education k e nia, experience similar unforeseen but important
i.ents ur trends I would simply plead that everyone pretend to take
seriowil all of toda)r's predictions but then have the grace never
to remind any of us oPhow wrong they may all -have been

-I
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EDUCATION 'POLICY FOR THE
EIPHTIES:

WE CAN'T GET THERE FROM
HERE . .

Samuel Halperin*

Social changes o'er the next few decades viii place a burden on
our educational system as great as any it has ever faced. Unfortu-
nately, our present federal aid system is inatrequate and has not yet /-
obtained sufficient results to justify the substantial public invest-
ments t it. It is inconceivable that federal aid programs and federal
educatio agencies, is structured today, can meet tomorrow's de-
mands.,In ort, We can't get there from here e

Irr vie/win the current federal aid system, it'Es-e"..areas are of

mediate c cern. (a) fragmentary versus holistic policy, (2) over-Ae
load, much complexity, and too much change, and (3) pOlicy e(s
if p ople didn't matter. Unless there is substantial improvement in
these areas, it seems very doubtful that federal education agencies
wilkbe able to cope with a most uncertain future.

Fragmentary Versus Holistic Policy
The currerkt fragmtntation, of our "non-system" of federal aid

militates against a holistic view of 'education and the maximum
development of human potential. We give far too little time and.
attention to assessing the impact of a ,given\act on education br
learning as a whole. Rather, our vision and our inquiry seem limited
too often to Ower questions of schooling or of specific concerns,
such as or "Ragram Y." One /ear we legislate for

Samuel Halper isthe-Direator of the Institute for Educational Leadership. He
was formerly Deputy ssistant Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare for Leg-
islation
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i .higher educatiyn. another year for elementary' and secondary, the
n xt year for vocational. There is scarcely ever time to consider the
elationship of one educational program to another, of one level of

education to another I
Virtually every congressional committee and over 70, executive

branch departments and agencies take dozens of actions each year
which affect the health of our educational enterprise When, for
example. the labor committees of' the Congress helped to enact P L
95-265. the "Age Discrimination in Employment Act Amendments
of 1978." they played havoc With both educational practice and
budgets by requiring some institutions to retain staff they might
otherwise have replaced with younger, presumably' less costly, in-
structors.'Similarly. . energy policyor *ck thereofgreatly affects
the solvency of educational institutions. While manufacturers pass
along higher fuel losts to consumers and when the president dere-
gulates prices of oil or natural gas, to wh64,1 do the schools and
colleges turn when their heating and lighting bills soar')

And how educationally rational is it for public policy to subsidize
child care and day care through tax credits while denying similar
financial support, for the same age child whose parents would prefer
educational benefits in the form of tuition, books and fees9 Is there
educatiOnal sense in policies which, through tax deductibility of
educational expenses. encourage individuals to improve skills
needed in their current employment but deny support for training
that same. individual for new employment, presumably of greater
worth to both the individual and society') Currently, television, the
most powerful educative medium of our time, lies beyond the Juris-
diction of the education committees of the Congress So do telecom-'
municationsttnd many of the new technologies of tommorrow

These are only a few examples of the ad hoc, fractionated char-,
acter of contemporary policies affecting education Even limiting
our inquiry to issues within .the jurisdiction of one specific congres-
sional committee, for example the House Subcommittee on Ele-

mentary. Secondary and Vocational Education, it would be fair to
say' thatfor all its.many and real successes the legislative pro-
cess, as now Constituted, gives inadequate attention-to legislative
oversight Too often the predominant interest in inspecting federal
aid programs is to find out what's fail.ed and especially who's at

. fault. Too often the inquiry is conducted in the spirit of a prosecut-
ing attorney, rather than in the spirit of a partner who also loses
when things go wrong and who, out of self-interest, tries to learn
how to make things go right. ,

a
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Most oversight gives too little attention to questions of what it
would take to get the job done right. Are the burdens and respon-
sibilities imposed upon the implementing bureaucraciesfederal,
state, local institutes administratively feasible? Do they have
the necessary personnel to do the job? Are their staffs properly
trained for these new roles" Are state legislatures and school boards
likely to come up with the match resources necessary t?)rnake
the federal mandates more tha pape promise (

When Congress author zes specific stu s, will tht executive be
given the personnel k;'slo s") and the dollar to car them out, or
will they remain hollow ges i ts? And, after eas nable period of
trial and error, and a truly collaborative and constructive attitude
on the part of the Congress, will the Members have the courage to
consolidate, terminate of otherwise replace defective programs?

Overload: Too Much Complexity, Too Much Change
I am an unreconstructed chathpion of federal aid to education

generally . and of categorical aid in particular. But sometimes a good

thing can be carried too far
According to the National Center for Education Statistics, there

are now almost 1,100 federal education and training programs De-
penchng on huat one counts them, ie U.S Department of Education
manages at least 150 This amoun of programming is counterpro-
ductive, for it faces educators and implementing bureaucracies with
a degree of complexity and cumbersomeness that must ultimately
be self-defeating True: these programs can be "managed"in the
sense that4t, e agencies can pass out their appropriations, on time,
with comple

I)
e compliance to -managerial rulebooks. But so many

programsspreading dollars, expectations and dreams a mile wide
and an inch deepcan never measure up to their potential' The
human mind cannot really comprehend that degree Of complexity
Of necessity, it focuses on a few central tasks and, in fact, defaults
on a host of others. Everything can't be a priority.

As the president of California's State 1713M of Education, Mi-
chael W Kirst, a former congressional and Office of Management
and Budget (OMB) staffer as well as U.S. Office of Education Title
I manager, has written. The question becomes hdw,much change
can an organization take, -and continue to deal effectively with its
clients?" This is a particularly cogent question, since the way we
Americans seem to cope with change is"by loading a new reform or
innovation on to the old system, scarcely-ever reducing the original
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burdens Shall We have Minimum Competency Examinations,
School Site Management. IndividualrEducational Plans' Yes! Let's
add them 'to Tean'jeaching, Early Childhood Programs, PPBS,
NIBO,"ZBB, Flexib e, Scheduling, Open Classrooms, Educational
Television, etc And hen we mandate or promote new curricula for
ev cry new problem (.0- emphasis of society Intergroup Relations,
Drivel Education, Metric Education, Environmental Education,

' Ed eicat ion for Death and l) ing. Career Education, Ethnic Heritage,
etc

Overall, federal aid objectify es are far too ambitious in scope fbr
the amount of actual assistance they render to educational insti-
tutions In a country, as large as ours, We simply cannot hope to
achieve large goalssuch as educating all handicapped, education-
ally disadvantaged and non-English speaking; children as long as
our resourves are widely dispersed and our personnel as thinly
stretched as they are today

A maim reasse,,ment and reevaluation of categorical programs
is long overdue- However, that process must be based on goodwill.
It should start from the assumption that the goal is not to reduce
the amount of federal assistance but, if at all possible, to increase
it in the interest of more effective learning ,Increase it to the point
that flie federal contribution is large enough that one can legiti-
mately measure what difference it inki-k-46--1-14 the achievement of
school districtsand Ma!, be even indivodual schools and studiiitts'
Nut like the present mode in which we appropriate $5 to 10 million
in Washington and then expect "results" in the academic lives of
50 million Americans' 'With Charles Beard, we need to remind
ourselves constantly that "The truth of an institution is to be found
not at its center but at its circumference"where it touches the
lives around it

One of the must important Ways the Congress could help Amer-
ican education to meet the changes and challenges of the 1980s
would be to develop a few clearly articulated themes or roles of
federal aid and then to pursue them consistently and in a financially
responsible fashion over a period of years, not subject to the ups,
and downs.of educational whim and fancy

This last point deserves underscoring. Schbol systems throughout
the country still regard federal aid programs as "temporary." From
Washington, they have come to expect only the unexpected;Perhaps
a new administration will wish to de-fund an "old" program? Per-
haps a new Congress will change its tastes in federal aid fashions?
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Even i.ith forward funding, what assurance is there that the',ex-
Ocut e won't try to impound or rescind an appropriation' Since

'the Congress reauthorizes'program; virtually every two or three
years and department guidelines and regulations lag one,,to three 4
years behind the new raweducators and administrators scarcely
know whom to behest! Their edu,Oational associations in Washing-
ton that faithfully report what tht? Congress has authorized and
promised for the future' Or the e:Necutive rulemakers who. some-
time in the futol-e, will have much to say about the substance of
those plans and promises"

It (Add be h hly desirable for the Congress to consider a mor-
atorium on riTati horizations of major educational programs We

need to get aw5 from the syndrome identified by a former U S
Commissioner f Education in which the Congress routinely pulls
programs up by the roots in order to see how they are growing The
Congress and federal agencies need to send clear signals to the
people in the fiebld, assuring themas much as humanly possible,,-.
that at least certain cent,ral federal aid programs are here to 4ay
State and local educational leaders need to be encouraged to inte-
grate federal aid into their own long-range planning and into their
gwn comprehengtve school finance programs.

In addition to reducing the Pate of change and. level of uncer-
tainty, there are several other "surgeries" Congress could con-
sider For instance, the House.Committee on Education and Labor
has three or four d)fferent subcommittees, each dealing with sonac
part of education or youth programs It may be that bythaving these
separate subcommittees, the6 expectation is created that eachs sup-
posed to produce more and more legislation, more and More change,
and conseqyently, more and more uncertainty hir those wil`6 have

"to live with the results of the subcommittees' actions. It seems fair
to ask whether ,a single subcommittee might not help to give edu-
cation legislation a more holistic, comprehensive and constructive
view than is now the case.

Similarly,it is essential that the Congress reduce the number of
policy making cente,46Chat) affect education. As of tioic, important
policy churig,w,.affecting education emanate from eight or 10 "policy .
shops" and planning and budget offices in the Departments of Ed-
ucation, Health ciiid Human Services, d Latior, not to ntention
OMB and the While House. Policy is too of n made in thq,,whirlpdol
of tradeoffs among these competing and ov rlapping centers. As far
as I can detect, there is no evidence that is excessive number of

.0 -
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policy advisorsinciden&illy, usually men and women of high`com-
petence and personal integrityhas in any way contributed to the
making of better policy than was the case when there were fewer
and, hence, more accountable policy makers and policy advisers, In-
deed, I, think George F Will vvas.at his insightful best when he-
observed of this general fihetionietion.,,

Waohlilgton ha, many "bright young men" who are ncit :,o young
any They came hoping to be consequential, and just became
in 'table Theirs is a distinctive Washington irritabNity t4at afflicts
ambitious people Nkhen they face this fact as the state expands, it
employs more people, but fewer of them are consequential

When the new Department of Education was proposekOMB &as
priill(ting that the nets department would refine!: the Fallacy- of ,taff
offdels dealing a ith educdtron (legislation. management, budget,
planning and evaluation, executiNe secretariat and public affairs);
from 22 to finir The problem is, it Just didn't happen An incredible
array of staff officers produced new veto powers in many places
instead of clearly enunciated "policy" in one

In a closely related matte the Congress, should consider what -

can be dune to provide greater continuity to the managerial lead-
ership of federal education programs U.S commissioners finddep-
uty cdminissioners of education, responsible for billions olthe pub-

, lie's tax dollars and for our most ardent hope r educational
_improNement, have passed through the U.S Offi of Education -

and now F>': D.áf a rate ekceeding that of L in American and
Africa'n military coups In the 20 years since hn F Kerin dy was
inaugurated President in 1961, we have seen 15 commissione.r.s of
education (including long-term acting commissioners) and one. Sec-
retary come and go This "revolving door" sort of leqtrship does
not seem a proper way to administer the federal education enter-'
prise , '

Policy As If People Didn't Matter
.3.

Former Representative William L: Hungate spoke eloqueetly of
the national mood about government when he retired from the con -
gress in 1975

Politics has gone from the age of "Camelot" when all things were
possible to the age of :'Watergate" when all things are suspect
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Watergate hat passed but, regrettably, ouLnational mind-set con-
tinues to denigrate the pbblic sector in aeral and 'education in
particular

The Congress, itself sorely criticised, xhibits too little respect
and extends too little supportto the men and 'women who manage,
educational programs "Bureaucrats" at all levels of-government
and education are subjected to blanket condemnation as a class in
what John Kenneth Galbraith has aptly remarked is "the only fortn

of racipm that is still respectable in the United States
. Much of the appointed leadership of the federal education btu

---reaucracyitself of often undistinguished character and even lesser
durationis openly scornful of the bureaucracy, scarcely masking
its suspicion and even its contempt. The civil servant's role in mak-
ing federal aid effective is belittled and overlooked Freqdent and

precipitaL4 reorganizations further unsettle porsdbriel and their
programs Bureaucrats. are severely chastised for mistakes, told
that the are lazy, incompetent and unimaginative. In many ways,
subtle and overt, they are dissuaded from taking reasonable risks
of professional ju)abl "meat Little discretion is allowed All is increag-

, ingly reduced to elaborate routine, designed to diffuse and share

responsibility Civil servants, Yearn to spend their time securing
multiple signoffs to e'Very ,conCeivable memorandum---*vhat are-re-.
ferred tem their lingo, as C.Y.A s . which means to cover your

posterior.
. All in all, with morale near rock bottom, the bureaucracy, is re-

duced to a preoccdpution with techniques of survival, rather than

with the purposes or effectiveness ofederal'aid:'"What the heck
Let's do it by their rulebook and who cares ic the program works?"

To Congress' fondly legislated hopes, the bureaticracy responds by

administering despair.
4446

One point deserves elaboration few trlining opportunities are
provided at any'evel of our educational systerli for staff to become

truly coppetent in their taslcs. Congress and the executive have

jointly done away with most of the personnel training programs
which offer the only hope that the people who manage our educa-

tional system can rise to meet their many complex challenges.

_overlooking the stark fact that most of the school principals, ad-

ministrators and others now workilig in the system will be there foi?

decades to come, we have defaulted on the opportunity to help those -

individuals becice truly potent and effective in the conduct of their

tasks. Ignoring an increasing body of research evidence linking the

perforniance of school, principals to the succet's of the instructional
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process, we fail to help them gain competence Similar?), state ed-
ucation agency personnel. student financial aid -officers, school ad-
imm,trators. statt' and city school board'membeh, and a host of
other Li-areal educational personnel whose work deeply affects the
learning process are 4.1.1 left to feria for them;elves

Despite dechning-school enrollments, the case for training ed6-
cational personnel told leadership has never been more compelling
With leNker and, fewer opportumtres for change in zisr.eer, and less
and less room for :idi,ancement within education, morale will re-

.. main "in the pit's-- unless educators feel themselves enabled to
make a 'differem.e in their work. to gain the professional satis-
factions that attracted them to eilucation in the first place

There are no e,4 solutions to. the problems enumerated here
Leaders hae to respect and care about the peoplethey lead. Leader
hatr,to recognize that no programno matterh6w well designed

« i, self e \e(aiting People make the difference Therefore, investment
Fri personnel training as at least as critical as support for the pro-
gram Congress should take the lead in assuring that imple-
menting bureaucracies at every Pen el of government and in every
iirogram are assisted to reach the highest possible standards of
professional performance Only in that way can the dreg s of the
past and the challenges of the futur'e be merged into -credible
present for all who care about 'the federal id system io education.

Alfred Nortii Whitehead said, "It rs the,burness of the future to
be dangerous Present-day conditions are noles,s da4gerous to the
cause of' federal aid and to the health of American education gen-
erally They need to be addressed now
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FEDERAL POLICY ISSUES IN
. ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY

EDUCATION

Iris C. Rotberg*.

Introduction 4

.

The change in administrations, as well as Federal budget con-
straints, make this a particularly appropriate time to discuss Fed-
eral education policy for elementary and secondary education Dur-
ing the next few years, there is likely to be a reexaminationrof the
assumptions and structure of-Federal aid to education This:'re-ex-
amniation wall come at a tinie when there is optimism, on the one
hand, about the effectiveness of some of the programs and growing
concern, on the other, about the regulatory, fiscal, and coordination
problems they create for state and 'peal governments.

This paper considers accomplishments and problems Generally,
our experience during the past 15 years suggests that Federal ?d-
ucation programs can be effectively designed and implemented and
that they can make a significant contribution More important,,
there is greater realism about whlt programs can and cannot ac-
complish. A considerable amount is known about effective program
designs, about problems and limitations, and about possible im-

provements
Our expectations and assessments of Federal financial aid have

Iris C -Rotberg is Director of Research Planning at the National Institute of
Education (NIE) and was formerly Deputy Director of the NfE Compensatory Edu-
cation Study. This chapter is based on a paper given at the United States-Israel
Educational Colloquium on Education of the Disiadvantaged ib Washington, D C ,
Decesjeber 9, 1980 The views expresled are those of the author and do'not necessarily
reflect the positions or policies of NIE or the U S Department of Education
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changed substantially since the programs began in (965 These pro-
grams at first were oversold Many expectedperhaps hoped is a
fairer wordth4t the programs would substantially reduce poverty°
and remote the constraints unpolitical and social qicces:, by dra-
matically raising children's achievement and subsequent success
in higher ep.ication and empZyment Not unexpvtodly,, the early
evaluations produced negative findingsin part. becauAe, at the
time the research-was conducted, the programs were not yet fully
operational, and m part because the measures of effectiveness were
based upon unrealistic standards for the success of the program.
current expectations are more realistic Fedeial programs cannot
change a child's overall educational experretcce They cannot, by
themselves, solve educational problems whose fundamental causes
are routed in basic social and economic disparities within the coun-
try They- can, however. if well designed: provide educationa) ex-
periences which can produce- measurable educational achievement
gains - ,

jectives and Scope
Th Federal Government cuntribut5s about 9 5'; of total educa-

tional expenditures in the United Sta ' Most Federal programs
are designed to respond to the fact that there are large differences
in proportions of low-income 'families both among and within states
and that certain groups of children either because of poverty, low -
achievemeat; past racial discrimination, limited English-speaking

-ability or handicaps require supplemental educational sere ices
.tv.hich cannot be adequately provided for by state and local funds.

It should be noted that some of these groups are defined by educa-
ti performancethat 1,s, by low achievement Otii categorle

are defined by their economic level or, in the case of bilingual chil-
dren, in ethnic terms Although there is considerhle variation
among programs in the criteria used to distribute funds, in genqyal

qrograms are designed lo direct funds to school districts with a high
Tiroportion of low-income families. Within these districts, services
arp provided to target population groups

The influence of Federal aid is considerably greater than its 9.57(
share of the educational budget would suggest. Some states receive
as much as 15r4 to 25 '('of their elementary and secondary school
expenditures from the Federal Government A number "of school
districts within states receive 257( to 307( of their instructional
expenses from Federal aid.'
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The great majority of school districts in the country rely on Fed-

eral funds to provide supplementary educational services to special
population groups. Both for financial'and political reasons, many
school districts could not do the job they believe is necessary if

.,,
Federal aid were not available. The problem has become especially

acute in recent years. as school districts have faced increased fi-

nancial pressures resulting from a combination of several factors
declining school enrollments, tax and bond issue limitations, infla-
tion,,increased energy costs. and increased proportions of students

requiring special services including, for example, students from
non-English speaking backgrounds. In this connection, it is esti-
mated that by the end of the 1980's, Hispanics will constitute the
largest minority group- in the nation. Other groups, particularly
Asians, also will require specialized language programs and in-

g d ekbenditures. t

Many school districts, therefore, find it difficult to support even
their basic instructional program'and are even less able than in
previous years to pay for specialized education services. Morever,
needy students are often concentrated in large cities or in remote
rural areas, where, the financial burdens are most severe because
of deteriorating tax bases.

Program Effectiveness /
Federal education Aograms' are too diverse to permit a general

statement about their effectiveness The programs vary along a

number of dim sions First, there are large differences in funding
E .levels. Title I largest elementary and secon-dary pro-

gram, was funded at $3.216 billion in Fiscal Year 1980 Other pro-

grams such as Bilingual Education, Emergency School Aid, Voca-

tional Education, and Programs for Handicapped Students were
funded at between $167 million and $1.049 billion. Finally, there

are a large number of very small or specialized programs including,

for example. Ethnic Heritage Studies ($3 million), Alcohol and Drug

Abuse Education ($3 million), Consumer Education ($3.6 million)

and Metric Education ($1 8 million). ,

In addition to differences in'fundinglevels, programs vary in pur-

pose and design, in regulations and administration, and in the qual-

ity and comprehensiveness of the evaluations that have been con-

ducted. In spme cases, the perceived quality of a program reflects

more-the quality of the evaluation design and the fairness and ail-

pPopriateness of the outcome measures than anything else. In oth-

ersfor example. Bilingual Education and Vocational Education-

2 )--,
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evaluation resul s are inconclusive primarily because the charac-
teristics of the ervices provided are so unclear that even the most
careful study cannot tell whether the target groOs are better off
and if so whether the program is the reason Further, Federal funds
account for only a small proportion of total expenditures in these
areas and are not clearly useit'o` pro ale supplemental services.
These programs, therefore, are not easily distinguishable from the
basic school programthe program the students would have re-
ceived if Federal funding were not available. Program objectives,
instructional approaches and participants vary greatly am6ng
school districts, even for the same Federal program, and it is diffi-
cult therefore to assess the effectiveness of thee programs nation-
-wide

However, other programs like Title I ESEA, the largest elemen-
tary ii\id secondary program, have been thoroughly and carefully
studied and have produced clearand positiveresults,*Title I Rro-
vides funds' to most of the nation's school districts for basic skills
programs which seine low-achieving children in schools with a large
proportion of children from low-income families. The NIE evalua-
tion of Title I indicated that the program has been highly successful
in meeting the purposes intended 13\fC,prigress.'

First, Title I directs substantial Federal aid to areas with the
highest proportions of low-income children Title I is also -addi-,
tional," tkdit is, it is designed so that it does not substitute flit
educational spending at the local leNel. For the most part, it does
not replace what otherwise would have been spent by state and
local governments Its effectiveness in this regard is considerably
greater than tltreffectiveness of other Federal programsboth in
the field of education and in other areas.

In addition to increasing resources, to low-income areas, care is
taken to assure that the funds are used to provide special additional
services to low-achieving children in the poorest schools Thus, par-
ticipating students spend more time in basic skills instruction than
ao their classmates who are not in Title I programs. Further, they
are taught in smaller groups and often by specially trained staff.

Not unexpectedly, under these conditions, the program enhances,
the educational achievement of participating students. Thus, the
NIE study found that first grade students made pergntile gains of
12 to 15 points in reading and mathematics between fall and spring
testing Third grade students made percentile gains of between 7
andr-15.points during the same time period. Both of these gains were
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higher than would be expected without the special instruction pro-
vided by the program While/we cannot conclude from the results

that all compensatory education students are gaining as much

those who participated in the study. the results indicate that school

districts can and do create the conditions necessary to make com-

pensatory instructional services effective
The NIE results are consistent with findings of other studies For

example. Arthur Wise noted 'In a recent RAND study that the Na-

tional ,Assessment of Educational Progress.(NAETh has shown in-

crease, in'reading scores for precisely those groups who have been

the primary recipients of Federal education programsthe poor,
the young and the Black '

Design and Implementation Issues

,The design of Title Iin particular, the fact that it has realistic

agoals ndlli clearly targeted to specific schools and studentshas
a lot to, do with its'success The Federal Government can meet its

funds alloetition objectives effectively without inappropriate inter-
ference in how subject matter is taught. It can direct resources to
specific school districts and schoolg. It can fund supplemental serv-

ices for specific population groups Given the difficulties faced by

some Federal programs, getting funds to the right places and the

'right people is no small accomplishment.
However, even these objectives,'ivhich.seem relatively straight -

forward, are not accomplished simply or automatically, For pro-

grams to be effective, the criteria for allocating resources must be
clear and consistent. Title I has met its funds allocation objectives
because a very specific set of income criteria are used to distribute

funds to states, school districts and schools In contrast, the Federal
Vocational Education program, for example, uses a number of over-

lapping and sometimes contradictory criteria for allocating fund''
Thus; funds are to be allocated to which meet the following

criteria
They should be economically depressed, have high unemploy-

nient and inadequate fihancial resources,
They should have low property wealth;
They should contain large numbers of low-income faritilies;

and
They should'produce new programs to meet emerging man-

power needs
The contradictions in these criteria are obvious. For example,

.2D
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areas with high property we th may have large numbers of low-
income families Areas that have emerging manpower needs are
more likely td have new technologies and less likely to be econom-
ically depressed or have high unemployment rates. As a result, dur-
ing the past two years every single state has had a formula disap-
proved by he Federal Government for one reason or another That
finding tells us more about the ambigUity of the criteria than it
does about the performance of the states or the reed for the pro-
gram There is no way to assess whether the Vocational Education
program is meeting its objectives. This is not to say that there is no
need for vocational education in this country It is only to suggest
that consistent and unambiguOus criteria are necessary if we are to
assess the outcomes of a' Federal program

In addition to clear objectives, it is important that programs con-
tain pro% isions to ensure that funds supplement and Flo not suosti-
tute for state and local expenditures Local school districts, faced
with recurrent fiscal problems, are under considerable pressure to
use Federol funds to replace state or local resources. Without pro-
visions requiring supplementation, there is little reason to believe
that the Federal funds wokild add to total spending for education.
Similarly, provisions are Aeded to ensure that Federal programs
in fact provide extra services and that the target children receive
them These outcomes are not obvious results of statement:, of Fed-
eral intent They require specific provisions and careful manaie-
ment .

The point is made by the local officials- themselves In interviews
conducted by t..e :CIE compensatory Education Study to determine
whether distris wouldNiirect funds and serviceg to the target pop-
ulation if there were no restrictions in the form of the funds allo-
cation requirements, two comments reflect the'cons'ensus among the
administrators interviewed.'

"Historically. the education'ally deprived in poor areas do not have
0-, the political clout to require the provision of equal resources, and

certainly not extra services Title I ensures that these children will
not be ignored Most LEAs (Local Eclucatibn Agencies( in my state,
if left to their own devices, would not use Federal funds for com-
pensatory education in poor areas, they would be used to counter
the current fiscal crisis. whatever that 'crisis might be (State
Title I Director)

Another put it this way:

"Without strong language.in the Titlefrpgulations (about the in-
tended beneficiaries and the supplementary nature of the programs
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there is no question that Title 1 dollars would be used essentially as
general aid I don't think the superintendent could avoid that."
Local District Title I Director)

Although Federal programs can ensure that the intended bene-
fkiaries receive supplemental educational services, it is not at all
clear that the program should attempt to intervene in local deci-
sions about instructional techniques or planning methods. I suggest
that the failure to make a distinction between identifying target
groups and ensuring supplen4ferservices, on the one hand, and
interfering with local planning or instructional methods, on the
other, has reAulted in cumbersome and time consuming regulations
that at best have limited positive effects on program quality and
may in fact detract from more appropriate and reasonable Federal
objectives It is .the Federal involvement in local planning or in-
structional methods which has overshadowed the fundamental
gains which have been achieved by certain carefully designed pro-
grams. It has also weakened the,basic political support of even high

fiu41ity programs.
There has been considerable discussion about this topic in recent

literature:
Arthur Wise has argued that improvements in educational
effality are a local responsibility and that Federal attempts to
mandate these improvements are ineffective and simply in-
crease the bureaucratic complexities of running an educa-
tional system,"

, The NIE Compensatory Education study found that the Title I
program development requirements are not necessary in the
same sense as the funds allocation requirements. Although
local districts have many pressures to use funds more gener:
ally than the funds allocation regulations allow, they have
little incentive to deliver inferior or ineffective services. More-

1
oVer, even if school districts follow the procedures established
in the program dekelopment regulations, there is no guarantee

(lhat they will produce high-quality services. No regulations
handed down from ab can accomplish that.'
The NIE study of Voca ional Education programs found that
the complex planning requirements for thesel programs are
cumbersome, time consuming, and do not result in positive
Programmatic changes."
Research on Follow Througha large Federal demonstration
program designed to compare different teaching methods for

3
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educating early elementary school students=fiiund more vary
ability in outcomes from site to site within models than there- . t., I

were variations between ,models .Thus. the particular educa-
tional theory upon which the model was based had a very ,.

limited effect on the actual program implemented in schools

or on the outcomes " (This finding is consistent with the re-
sults of other studies comparing different instructional meth-
odsfor example, comparisons of phonics vs. whole word ap-
proaches to teaching reading Although many studies indicate
a relationship between amount of instructional time and stu-
dent achievement, vary few studies demonstyate one theoret-

- y.-xcal teaching technique to be clearly superior to another )

Finally . the RAND Chaige Agent study and other studies of
'program implementation found that Federal program regu-
lations have limited effects on the quality of services that are
priisided at the local level '' There is a wide gap between Fed-
eral expectations and local education programs as imple-
mented One of the best illustrations of this difference is found
in The Lawn Party. The Evolution of Fedtral Programs in Lo-
cal Settings The article describes the implementation of the
educational voucher study in Alum Rock, California, in the
early seventies

"The U S Office of Eccnomic Opportunity (0E0) sponsored the dem-
onstration, hoping to discover whether bompetition for students
would force Schools to improve curricula and become more respon-
sive to parents But local participants had other priorities
From the federal perspecive, then, Alum Rock is a story of program
plans and priorities foiled by unanticipated local obstacles that pro-
duced major ehanges in the voucher design But from the local view,
vouchers provided the opportunity to accomplish 4 variety of things
Principals obtained more-power, more money, and little competition,

1
all of which they waked Parents were guaranteed neighborhood '

schools and some choice 'amoneprograms, both of which they
wanted Teachers received the resources' and the freedom to inno-
vate and to teach as they preTerred, along with job security, The
gbperintendent made some progress in his efforts to decentralize ,
authority in the district, and the federal funds kept his school sys-
tem solvent _

Few of the Alum Rock participants paid attention to the voucher
blueprint or to 0E0's forml assessments of its implementation If
they measured success at all, it was not against central plans and
pi"lorities but against their own differingneeds and desires These
lo'cal needs and desires, in fact, changed and shaped the federal
initiative,`much as guests shape a lawn party "" .
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'Problets of Federal Programs
The most significant problems stem from the multiplicity of pr'b-

grams The combination of requirements from different programs
both Federal and stateoften places trying administrative and fi-
nancial burdens un school districts These problems are summarize

fifrom a briefing given by Paul Hill describing research he conducted
1

at RA;ND 14 s

The problem basically results from a lack of coordination and
clarity in the current system_ Students, teachers and principals
must Lupe with the combined effects of programs that legislators
and higher level administrators deal with separately and in a rather
distant setting The result is that the point''of supplementary in-
structionto give students extra help in_specific areas without re-
placing the basic educational curriculumis often lost when stu-
dents are assigned to several special programs rather than to one
or two which best meet their needs. For example, the research by
RAND indicates that migrant Hispanic students in one district were
involved m a minimum of 4-5 separate pullout programs daily (Ti-
tle I Migrant, Title I reading and math, ESEATitle VII, and ESAA
Bilingual) The instructional day was so fragmented that the stu-
dents were out of class while the classroom teacher presented the
state-required curriculum. By grade 5, most of the migrant Hispanic
students in this district had never had a clasg In either science or
social studies It is one thing to provide supplemental instruction to
students It is another to isolate them from normal learning experi-

---errces.

Teachers, in turn, may have so many students pulled out of their
classrooms for special programs that, in some schools, the classroom
teacher has the whole class for only' 11:: hours daily. In one class-
room in the RAND study, 26 of 27 students were in pullout pro-
grams most Of the day For the brief time studentsKspent in class,
the teacher had to develop instructional stratelties for children at
14 different achievement levels. ,'

While these are extreme examples that do pot occur in most
schools, they do suggest some unintended and negative conse-
quences of.multiple and uncoordinated program's.

Far school principals, multiple programs mean a grfreat deal of
a ministrative 'work and required meetings with various parent
advisory groups As a result, there is simply less time available to
supervise instruction The principal's responsibilities increase with
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the number of Federal program's in the school Principals in low-,
income and minority group schools carry the, heaviest burden How-
ever, principals in these schools in,the RAND study unanimously
reported that they could not serve their students' needs without
the Federal resources. The RAND researchers concluded that elim-
inating Federal programs is not the solution. The key is to find
ways to stop putting vile greatest administrative burdens on the
people and places that are already under the greatest stress, but to
assure that the funds go where they are needed-.

The RAND study also indicates that students in' multiple pro-
grams might spend all, or a g6od part, of their day in gegregated
classes. Most districts implement Fe ral programs by procridingft
services in ,separate pullout classes incd use of standardized tests
typically -results in a

..
correlation between ethnicity and achieve-

.,merit, low achieving minority students are often placed in segre-
gated categorical program classes. In some instances, Black, or
Black and Hispanic; students are segregated for Title I reading and
math, for Special Education, and for ESAA remedial reading and
math. Segregation was particularly pronounced in school's with
large enrollments of Hispanic children' Hispanic children in the
study were less likely to be returned to their regular classroom than
Black or White children, ,anci were more likely to spend more of the
scschool day in bilingual or ESL (English as

IIa Second Language)
classes ,

The multiplicity of program requirements Was produced incon-
gNuou§ patterns of services. For example, the NIE Title I study in-
dicated that one-fourth of all compensatory education students'are
separated from higherscoring students for the entire school day
That pattern is inconsistent, with the intent of Title I. and other
Federal programs and would be unacceptatile for all but the most
severely handicapped children under the Ea,ucation for All Handi-
capped Children Act (P.L. 94-142), an Act which requires that
handicapped children be educated in the "least restrictive environ-

ment" possible. . .

Finally, school distracts must respond to a large nutinber of new
Federal and state regulatory requirements that muse be financed
from local revenues rather than, frail categorical Federal or state
funds. Since 1975, the Federal Government has published several
major new sets of requirements in areas such as education for the
handicapped, teacher training, students' rights to privacy and due

2
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process, sex' equity; and education for the gifted. One of these re-
quirementsthe Education for All Handicapped Children Actpro-.,
vrdes Federal subsidies for only about 127( of the services it requires
school districts to deli% er Requirements of the other Acts are totally
without Fe'cleral financial support Further, most state governments
have added their own regulations In California, school districts can
be required to implement as many as 33 state categorical programs
including the Educationally Disadvantaged Youth Program, Alco-
hol Education, American Indian Early Childhood Education, and
Bilingual Education. ,

1. The combination ofregurations-which are not supported by Inds
for their implementation and decreased local fiscal capacity has
created severe finanCial difficultiesdor school districts. Not unex-
pectedly, districts have responded by a) reducing the level of the
basic instructional program and (2) using grant funds intended for
one purpose or beneficiary group to provide .services for another
beneficiary group The temptation of course is to go one step further
and to seek funding which is without any restriction and which may
be u4ed, in effectparticularly during periods of fiscal difficulties
comPletely outside the field of education,

The Education for All Handicapped Children Act illustrates the
problem The Act increases special education costs tremendously
for example, by requiring teachers to prepare individualized lesson
plans for each handicapped child and by. encouraging mainstream-
ingbut the Federal financial contribution is relatively small.
Everyone agrees that handicapped children ,should have equitable
education, but states and school districts do not have the funds.
During the next year, about $3.5 billion in additional funds will be
required to meet special education costs. It is ,4snclear.where these
funds will come from.'

Alternatives for the Future
Ideally, any changes in the cur,ent:Syltem would build on thee

positive outcomes of existing programs. What we need is more clar-
ity and simplicity in the current system; while ensuring that Fed-
eral funds are used to Avide supplemental services for target' pop-, , .ulations.

There are a wide variety of alternative proposals which are being
discussed by governMent and professiOnal.communities. Although-
several of these prosposaFs may have some merit', tfiere is insufficient
information about their implications tdadvocate one over another.

o'
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It may be useful, however, to note a few examples of options which

should be examined.
One set of suggestions propose incremental changes in the current.

system to make programs more efficient. For example, the RAND
studies suggest that we recognize the permanence of multiple pro-

gwns and improve their management.' Under this proposal, both
local and Federal action is needed Local, districts can limit the
number of programs offered in each school, and give the responsi-
bility for program coordination to district officials, v;r'ho have more

owe to spend on administrative mattes, rather than to principals
and teachers Federal officials can heI by not adding new pro-
grams, by recognizing the problems reulting from requirementg
which do not provide funding, and by helping multi-program schools
integrate their Federal programs.

Another suggestibn for simplifying program management is to

exempt from certain Federal-regulations those states with high ex-
penditures for disadvantaged children.

Finally, there are a set of roposals fOr various trpes. of Federal

program consolidation aiine at reducing administrativ'e burdens.

These include, for exampl (1) consolidation of categorical pro-
grams with similar purpose into a single broad category serving
the same target population, and (2) making block grants to states
without regulations as to how the funds should be Used.

Depending on how the programs are designed, it may be feasible

t© implement he first proposal for consolidation and continue to
provide supplemental services for needy students However thesec-,
and proposalthe proposal for block grantswould threw en the
considerable progress that has been achieved in designing fective

Federal education programs. Programs without fundin& con rol typ-

ically provide general pUrpose government support rather than in-
creasing overall education expenditures or providing extra services
for the children who need them the most. If Federal subsidies are
needed to relieve the financial problems of states, that issue should
be argued on its merits. We should not assume, however, that under
such circumstances the funds are likely to increase the quality of
education or go to population gibups that need them the most.

In short, experience during the pest 15 'years indicates that Fed-
eral programs can make an important contribution- to educational
achievement. The Federal Government can provide funds to needy

areas of the country and to specific population groups. There are

some unintended outcomes and problems of multiple programs; the

3;'
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most significant problems stem from a lack of clarity and coordi-
nationin the current sy stem and from requii;eibents without finan-,
mai support There is a need to make the current system more ef-
fietent without changing thet, basic objectives of providing
supplemental services to the neediestiest students.

.,.
)
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The explosion of federal education programs in the late Sixties and early
Seventies imposed some severe strains on the then-Office of Education. As
the number of funded programs mounted, U.S.O.E. found itself scrambling
to keep up with new demands on its already-strained managerial resources.

Outside critics during this period were not slow to belabor the federal ed-
ucation bureaucracy. But, althow4 policy makers in the Office of Education
could plausibly retort that many,,67 the problems they faced were not of their
own making, many senior officials were troubled by the drift of federal edu-
cation policy.

As the a1uthors note, the following piece was originally drafted as an inter-
nal staff document in 1975-1976 by John W. Evans, then Assistant Com-
missioner of Education for Planning, Budget and Evaluation, and Cora P.
Beebe, then Director of the Division of Planning and Budget in the Office of
Education. It illustrates a fundamental irony of the middle and late Seven-
tieswhile those outside Washington often pictured U.S.O.E. as an implac-
able, if often bewildered, leviathan, those inside the agency were far more
aware of its internal divisions and problems.

Readers will judge how accurate a portrayal of today's federal education
policy this piece remains.
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.CLARIFYING THE FEDERAL_ ROLE IN
EDUCATION

Cora P. Beebe
John W. Evans*

Introduction

For most of the 1970s the two of 'us We sible or the plan-
ning and budgeting activities of the then Office of Education
in the Department of Health, Education and Welfare (Evans as
Assistant Commissioner of Education for Planning, Budgeting and
Evaluation, and Beebe as Director of the Division of Planning and
Budget). As anyone who has worked in governmental operations
knows, their pace of operation is so frenetic, and their daily de-
mands -so pre-empting, that reflection about their goals and purl
poses is nearly impossible. Indeed, there are many who believe that
the basic functions of planning and budgeting cannot coexist in the
same organization because the on-rushing pace of the budgetary
schedule dribes out-ney effort at thoughtful planning or analysis. .

Nevertheless, we found intellectually intolerable thefiask of pr
paring annual budget requests to the Congress which amounted t
little' more than exercises in incremental budgeting. The federal
education program structure consists ofmere than one hundred sep-
arately authorized and appropriated programs which have, over the
years, grown up through a process of largely aimless accumulation.
The programs range in size from several hundred thousand to sev-
eral billion dollars. They cover virtually all population groups in

* Cora Beebe is now Assistant Secretary for Administration, U S Treasury De-
partment. John W Evans is Assistant Vice President and Director of the Western
Regional Offices of the Education Testing Service in Berkeley, California
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the society, and deal with every educational topic from home eco-
nomics to school desegregation. But neither the programs them-
selves nor the amount of resources allocated to them has been de-
rived from any considered judgment of an appropriate federal role
or an explicit statement of educational priorities.

Thus, for both the Executive Branch and the Congress the annual
budgetlegislation cycle has consisted of proposing still more addi-
tions to ,the program structure in the form of new legislation, and
adding unrationalized increments to the programs with the most
vociferous constituencies. Though such a non-system characterizes
the budgetary procedures for many public agencies at the state and
local as well as the federal level, we wanted very much to change
it. What this meant was attacking the basic question of the federal
role in American education. Only by develOping an explicit concep-
tion of the federal role, we reasoned,-would it be ome possible to
make other than ad hoc judgments about whether the federal gov-
ernment rather than state or local levels of government should be
responsible for specific educational functions and programs.

What follows is our effort to produce such a formulation and pro-
voke a debate, around it. The material is in spartan outline form,
extracted from briefing material we prepared at that time for pre-
sentation to various decision-makers in the Executive Branch. It is
not intended as a current documentalthough we would argue that
many of the concerns expressed here areitill valid.

We should add that the original statement dealt not only with
the theoretical concerns reflected here, but with the need for some
prescriptions about what a proper federal role should inclulie. We
played' out, in short, some of the consequences of this approach in
terms of desirable program and budget options. For reasons of space,
and because of the passage of time, these options are not included
here (although further information is available for the archivally
inclined from the authprs).

As for the outcome of this effort,, suffice it to say that while many
expressed appreciation for the ground-breaking character of the ex-
ercise,.it has only marginal influence as a reference point for mak-
ing determinations about the appropriateness of programs for fed-
eral sponsorship.pr for allocating scarce resources. In the end, other,
considerations, including political ones, dominated the judgment as
to what programs should exist and what resources they should,re-

,
ceive.

Despite this essentially unsuccessful outcome of our effort, we are
not-cynical about it nor do we believe that it was wasted. Neith%`

4 1
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do we believe that the goal of rational planning for governmental
programs and expenditures should be abandoned. For Planners and
analysts fresh from the protected environs of academia, there is a
hard lesson to learn. the real world of governmental programs, laws,
and budgets is predominantly political, and reflects the pluralistic
character of our society and the electorate. It can hardly be other-
wise. Nor should it be. But even though rational, statistically based
decision models-and planning mechanism; are not likely to become
the principal basis for governmental decision making, it is wrong
to conclude that they can have no influence at all. All governmental
processes are becoming increasingly subject to assessment by ra-
tional and objective standards.

As we write this in early 1981, a new effort is under way by a
new administration to tackle the problem of what educational pro-
grams and expenditures the federal government should support
Many belieVb at this point that these efforts too will run aground
in many place's on the shoals of entrenched political interests, but
it seems likely also that rational efforts to define the federal role in
American...education will reappear and that they will have increas-
ing impact ati the decisions that are made.

Clarifying the Federal Role
1. The Federal role in American education is small and likely to

remain so. The Education Division's fiscal 1977 budget of about
$9 billion is only six percent of the total national expenditures on
educdtion of $135 billion.

Even adding in the expenditures of all other federal agencies
for programs such as the G.I. Bill, school lunches, Defense Depart-
ment schools and the likewould bring the federal total up to $21
billion or 15 per cent of the national cdst of education.

At the same time the tradition of lodal control remains strong.
The is no prospect of a totally centralized of "European .minis-
try"4ystem in sight.

Another factor restraining any expansion of federal expenditures
is the competition for funds from other pressing areas of domestic
expenditures, such as welfare.

2. Although small, the federal role in American education is not
concentrated, specialized or focused on any consciously selected mis-
sion or area of responsibility. Rather, it has grown up through a
process of ad hoc accretion.

4'>ti
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Thus, the Federal government supports programs in almost every
educational area addressed to almost all educational target popu-
lations and institutions:

Content Areas and Target Populations
Addressed by Federal Education Programs

Content Areas
Target Populations

and Institutions

1 Compensatory Education 1 Economically Disadvantaged
'2 Teacher Training 2 College Students (Both,Mi
3 Postsecondary Student Aid Class & Disadvantag
4 Impact Aid 3 Migrants
5 Research, Development, 4 Handicapped

Demonstration and Dissemination 5 Indians
6 State Administration Support 6 State Department ducation
7 Bilingual Education 7 College & Universitie
8 Drug Abuse Education 8 Libraries
9 Vocational Education 9 Illiterate Adults

10 Ethnic Studies 10 Veterans
11 Environmental Education 11 The Non-English Speaking
12 Desegregation 12 Local School Districts
13 Library Support 13 Vocational/Technical Schools
14 Work-Study 14. State Institutions
15 International Education 15 Dependent Schools
16 Construction
17 Metric Education
18 Career Education
19 Consumer and Homemaking ''

Education
20 Arts and Humanities Education
21 Educational TV
22 Cooperative Education
23 Community Schools
24 Food Programs (
25 Early Childhood Education
26. Science Education
27 Reading 1.-

i

3. There is also much inconsistency and unclarity about the nature
and limits of Federal responsibility. When is it appropriate to as-
sume full responsibility, and payyfor all needed services? When is
it appropriate to develop and demonstrate effective techniques and
approaches, and leave actual implementation and service delivery
up to the states and localities? This dilemma over,strategy and

o
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purposecan be seen in many Federal programsfor example Follq
Through and Bilingual Education. .,

4 Not only dues the substance find direction of the Federal role
lack clear definition, but the pattern also reflects the ad hoc nature*
of Federal involvement in American education.

When in comparative, terms, some of the funding patterns
within FedAral aid to education appear hard to understand

For example, in the Federal budget
We are spending twice as much on libraries as we are on Bi-
lingual education.
We are spending 35 tim?.?as much on aiding college students
as we are on educational programs for,' illiterate adults.
We are spending 20 times as much on direct educatidnal serv-
ice programs as we are on all educational research, develop-
ment, demongtration. and dissemination combined.
We are spending twice as much on vocational education as we
are on desegregation assistance. iiik ,

We are spending the same amount on the "B" part ...the,
Impact Aid program as we are on Indian education.
We are spending four times as much on consumer and home-
making education as we are on career' education.
We are aiding 809- of the disadvantaged college students
through the Basic Grants program, but only 40% of the ele-

. mentary and secondaly students eligible for Title I.
It is doubtful that the choices and trade-offs that we have in fact

made reflect conscious decisions about 'what the Federal priorities
are and how scarce Federal dollars should be allocated.

5. Achieving a clarification of the Federal role in education can
have important and far reaching benefits.

It can help clarify the complementary responsibilities of the dif-
ferentlevels of government, and thereby- reduce the unguided
growth of conflicting and overlapping programs and activities at
the Federal, state and local levels of government. -

-It can help stem the continued ad hoc growth of the Federal
education structure, by providing both the Executive and
Congressional branches with, a basis for judging what, will
surely be an increasingly large and diverse number of propos-
als for the Federal government to fund education programs/.

It will allow the limited Federal dollars to be conceltrated on
problems and programs that are properly the respo1sibility of
the Federal government and of, high educational priority.

It will underscore and reinforce the limited Federal role in

4 ;
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education and avoid intrusions on areas that properly should
be reserved to the states.

Proposed Criteria for the Federal Role
1. In the absence of special and compelling reacans to the con-

trary, the prolusion of basic educational services is a state and
local responsibility.

2. The Federal government is responsible for preserving indi-
viduals' fundamental rights tir equitable participation in the
educational system.

3 The Federal government is responsible for compensating for
Federally-imposed 'financial burdens, in areas such as Impact
Aid and Veterans' Educational Benefits.

4. 'The Federal government properly has the responsibility for
"assessing the status and progress of American education."*

5 The Federal government has a primary responsibility, in
partnership with.the states and with the postsecondary and
private sectors, for providing leadership in improving the
quality and relevance of American education, through *re-
search, develOpment, demonstration and evaluation efforts.

6. It is appropriately the Federal government's responsibility
to intervene in order to deal with critical educationa( prob-
lems which have serious national consequences and are beyond
the ability (or, sometimes, willingness) of state /local govern-

..

-mentsto solve.
Criterion 6 has its major application in three areas:
a. assuring that critical personnel shortages do not have crip-

pling effects on the nation's economy and the functioning of
its basic institutions.

b. supporting compensatory education programs because of the
manifold national consequences of educational disadvantage-
ment among a sizeable portion of the population, in unem-
ployment and loss of productivity, welfaTe costs, crime, lack
of individualized opportunities, etc..'

c. equalizing educational opportunity for postsecondary eclizca-
tion, where comprehensive systems of free public education
do not exist.

Criterion 6 currently, and properly,, justifies the expenditures of
most Education Division program dollars:...

* The car4ginal U.S Office of Education establishment act of 1862 set this out as
the major function of the Office [Editor),

y
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Where the Criteria Lead
Although many of the current Education Division programs fit

comfortably within one or more of these criteria, a number clearly
do not. Although some of these are relatively 'small in terms. of
federal employees and dollars, some are of significant size In any
case, whether small or large, the mere existence, of these programs
imposes significant costs on the Feder.al government. The drain on
scarce dollars may be less significant than the drain on other scarce
resourcesparticularly by diverting time, staff and attention away
from realizing more important objectives and by making the Edu-
cation Division needlessly over-bureaucratic and cumbersome.
. The .clear iThplication of this logic is that concentrating current

efforts on a smaller but more coherent array of USOE programs
would be educationpy, m agerially, and fiscally desirable.

As much as a third of th xisting budget for the Education Di-
vision could profitably be re..d ployed in this way, over time.

Remaining Issues
The purpose of this discussion is to lay out .a theoretical model

which will serve as a template against which to measure the exist-
ing education program array. ,

This model is only the first step in an effort to rationalize that
array. It leaves many questions for'subsequent discussion.

For instance, the model does not indicate the relative priorities
among the criteria. It does not indicate how to determine or carry
out an optimum strategy for programs that fit the criteria. Nor does
it reveal how to improve program interconnections and efficiency

These strategy and trade-off considerations usually dominate
whatev` er discussions of policy are allowed by the day-to-day de-
mands of managing 1-.20+ programs. They should continue to doso.
But their ultimate rgolution will depend on an explicit rationali-
zation of the federal role.

Role, Strategy and Priority
Given the limited resources and leverage avallableat the Federal

level, jnterventions must be carefully tailored on truly major prob-
lems,,TheY must also attempt:to use strategies that maximize the
return on investment.

As a general rule, proposals far Federal aid should be evaluated
in terms of the following kinds of"questivs:

4G.
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In terms of these criteria, what is the need for the effort? What
data are available to document- the extent of the educational
problem?
Given the exigence of a documented problem that satisfies the
above criteria, how would Federal intervention in the area
meet the criteria defining the Federal role in educaiion9 Why
should not or cannot the problem be left to State, loc'al or
private efforts' In other words, does this problem have any
relativship to the proper Federal role in education?
If there is a need that properly fallvwithhi the sphere of Fed-
eral actions, why policy should the Federdl government pur-
sue9 What should the government's objectives be?
Once policy' is settled, what programmatic strategy should be
adopted to reach this goal?
Finally, how does the program relate to the central educa-
tional problems the Federal government must deal with? In
other words, what is the priority?

In pursuing this process, careful distinctions should be made
among the available program strategies. Even after the th1Kshold
question of Federal role and responsibility is answered, it
to avoid the uncritical acceptance of cost-sharing or service-oriented
approaches Logic and experience both suggest that the.most effec-
tic-e use o£Xederal funds is to supplement baseline state and local
(and private) efforts rather than supplant them

Given this outlook, then, it makes sense to determine whether a
given problem cannot be solved through solutions that emphasize
as far as possible catalytic efforts that inject innovations into on-
going practices or else build state and local capacities

If a capacity-building approach is not feasiblebecause of the
intractability and cost of the problein and or the ina ility or un-
willingness of the state and local agencies to provide dequate sery-
ices cznd if the problem has a high enough na al priority, then
supplementary services may be justified Arld, finally, in the ex-
traordinary cases where the usual patterns of state and local sup-
port are not present, there may be justification for the direct pro-
vision of services by the Federal government.

Clearly either of the latter two approaches will be expensive, lim-
iting t.he Federal government's ability to put resources into other
areas that prohOise large payoffs'. Therefore, as far as possible with-
out sacrificing national priorities, the capacity-building approach
should be the Federal strategy of first-choice

1 "
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One example where capacity building would apply is the Bilin-
gual Education Pr Ogram ( ESEA VII), which is an effort to build the
bilingual resources available to the system to the point that State

and local agencies will be able to offer high quality bilingual in-
st ctiun. But the important thing is that the federal government,
in ursuing its aim of improving the bilingual capacities of the
system as a V. hole. should resist the constant pressures to provide
general services instead of improving the overall effectiveness of
the system

An example of a capacity building effort within a larger program
area is the>pecial Education Personnel Development program This
training program supplies needed trained personnel in a shortage
area through direct fellowship support. At the same time it provides
institutional aid that increases the quality and quantity of training
programs In the long run, this type' of effort is designed to build
local capacities to the-point that Federal training funds are no
longer needed

The pre-eminent example of "supplementary services" is, of
course. ESEA Title I, which gives state and local agencies the added
resources needed to attack the educational effects of poverty.

Finally , an example of direct support is the provision of Impact
Aid funds to other Federal agencies as compensation for educational
outlays they have made. For instance, the OffiCe of Education com-
pensates the Defense Department for the costs of operating base
schools for military dependents.)

The distinctions in program strategy between capacity-building,
supplementary costs and direct support are most clear-cut in the
area of elementary and secondary educationan area with a fairly
clear structure for. the delivery of services. Yet the basic rationale
is also applicable to postsecondary education. Here also the three
types of approaches mentioned above existas for instance in the

. capacity building efforts pursued by the Fund for the Improvement
of Postsecondary Education, the "supplementary" types of aid ex-
emplified by the BaAic Grants approach, and the direct services
funded by the Language Training and Area Studies Programs.

There is, to be sure, one vital difference between the two fields.
With the single, though important, exception of handicapped chil-
drep, all children in the United States have access to some form of
free public education. The problem in elementary and secondary
education is not to opek the gates but to improve the structure itself.

This is not the case in higher education. During the past 20 years
a copsensus has emerged that giving all of the' "college -age" and

a
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adult population the opportunity for postsecondary education is an
important national goal. But the gates to postsecondary education
as well as adult basic and continuing education) are still partly

shut. In order to Meet this national, goal, the Federal government
has put priority on the provisiod,6ea4cess to postsecondary educa-
tion rather than on qualitative improvement.

However, this important difference in educational policy should
not mask the problem, common to both areas, of setting priorities
and determining the appropriate Federal role. This is more than a
mechanical exercise, even if the appropriateness of some type of
effort is generally conceded. It is a common'temptation to allocate
Federal education funds by "sector` so much for postsecondary
education, say, or so much "for the Indians"without a real effort
to weigh needs and possibilities against each other in a disciplined
and coordinated way. This paper has attempted to avoid this ap-
proach and develop plans keyed to priorities for the agency as a
whole, set against criteria for an appropriate Federal role.

These distinctions are important precisely because of the general
tendency of existing programs to move in a "service" direction.
Unless this inherent tendency is carefully controlled, within a few
years the Education Division is all too likely to he left with a du-
plicative array of service-oriented efforts`, none fully meeting edu-
catinal needs, all competing vigorously for funds, few if any redly
pursuing the innovative and catalytic efforts that should be the
Federal government's main concern.

O
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Until recently, much of the debate about the existing array of federal ed-
ucation programs could be classified easily, if ci bit aritrarily-2".likerals"
emphasized the value of the programs in making certain that scarce reso ,s i rces

were not dribbled away, while "conservatives" attacked the. program for
eroding local control over education. The first group accused the second of
indifference to the real problems ofdisadvantaged and minority students;
the second group blasted thi I first for fostering statism under the cloak of
cavil rights. These presumptions dominated the debate through the Sixties

_and $euentia, . , ., 41, .
re are, hoipeuer signs that the,cdmfortable liberal - conservative di.

ii c V-my is starling to.break down, as observers from both camps find, com-

- mon groundtand etnmonyroblerns. ...

, A their p&a for a more "holistk",approach to federal aid, Harriet Bern-
hem' a Dan Alp- dci bxemplify the new kinds of criticism that federal

programs e.now' acikk. ,
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CATEGORICAL PROGRAMS: PAST
AND PRESENT

Harriet T. Bernstein and Daniel W. Merenda*

"The trouble with categorical programs is that the programs are cat-
egorical and the children are not . ."

State Superintendent-1980

Observant residents of the educational countryside have watched
the birth, growth and development of categorical services programs,
noting the ebb and flow of conflicts between the "parent" federal
government and the "family" of educators and children most in
need of educational success. This paper provides a brief historical
perspective on the origins of categorical programs, some general
sense of how those programs have evolved over time, and an anal-
ysi4 of the assumptions imbedded in the Elementary and Secondary

,Education Act (ESEA) categorical programs. With the benefits of
hindsight and Contemporary findings from the research community
about schools and schooling, we will analyze and explore the prob-
lems associated with the army of federal programs converging upon
and doing battle within the confines of the public school campus

- Finally, our paper concludes with recommendations for consder-

ation by federal policymakers seeking to improve the effectiveness
of federal interventions in compensatory education Just as scien-
tists invo?ved in research on recombinant DNA havelbeen required
to insure the safety of their labs as they restructure genes and
tinker with chromosomes. which affect the filture of life itself, so

* Harriet T Bernstein, now a Senior Associate of the Institute for Educational
Leadership, is the former PresidAt of the Montgomery County, Maryland, School
Board Daniel W Merenda is Deputy Director, National School Volunteer Program
He was formerly an Assistant to the Secretary of Health and Human Services ant
Suptrintendent of Schools in the U.S. Virgin Islands.
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muat_educational policy makers be cautioned to control their class-
room expenments lest they create a national epidemic Of disjointed,
fragmented institutions, previously known as the public educa-
tional system.

How the Idea of Categorical Aid Proliferated
Although the federal goverhpent has offered categorical aid for

education for a long time the Smith- Hughes Vocational Education
,program of 1917 is a prime example), these programs were rela-

tis, elk small until fifteen years ago. The categorical aid concept grew
in the Sixties more from the discovery of a workable political strat-
egy than from an educational analysis of the needs of disadvantaged
children. Looking at theoature oPthese programs today, one might
infer that the basis for le categorical approach was the cciihmon-
sense idea that limited federal funds should be reserved for the
benefit uffthose children that had been historically neglected and
who needed extra help. While this was one justification, it was not
the foremost one in the minds of the framers of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1965.'

In post-World War II,Amenca, progressbie educational leaders at ,
every level of governance shared a concern over the fiscal plight of
the schoolk. The war forced local school districts to postpone needed
construction, and the post-war baby boom further intensified the
school housing crisis. Not only were teachers in short supply; they
were organizing and demanding better salaries.

For more than a decade, liberals struggled to enact some form of
general aid to the schools. They were opposed by a formidable co-
alition composed of Southern Democrats, conservatiye Republicans,
those in charge of Catholic and other private schools, and some
educators and parents. Conservatives ,opposed general aid to edu-
cation on constitutional and political grinds=, claiming that the
;fates alone were responsible for public edubation and fearing that
federal aid would further centralize power in Washington. Catholic
forces opposed federal aid unless private schools were included, but
strict separationists vigorously opposed any aid bill which gave
money to religious schools. The Powell Amendment, Which barred
the use of federal funds in racially segregated institutions, mobi-
lized Southern opposition against general aid bills until the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 made the amendment redundant. Additionally,
many Senators and Congressmen feared thatigeneral aid to the
schools would sul?ject them to endless demands for more money. In
this context, the idea of categorical aid as a compromise method for
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breaking the deadlock over federal aid to education gradually
emerged. Categorical aid to disadvantaged children, whether in
public or parochial schools, was constitutionally feasible and polit-
ically palatable under the "child benefit" doctrine.

Thus categorical aid, and the concept of "targeting" was in the
first instance the product of a long and frustrating search for a
politically acceptable -wa-yto help the schools, and not the product
of a search for an educationally sound method of raising theachieve-
ment levels of poor and minority children. The decision of the Cath-
olic for6e5 to join with the ESEA proponents opened a political Will

do w through which the federal government could pass some badly
needed money to the schools. Although most state and local edu-
cators would have preferred general aid forconstruction and salar-

ies, they were desperate for resources and disinclined to look the

federal gift horse in the mouth. The moment arrived When many
forces coalesced around a new and hopeful piece of legislation After
extended debate, ESEA and its major educational service delivery

program, Title I, passed through Congress in record time.
Precisely because the legislative shape of the categorical ap-

proach was dictated primarily by politics rather than educational
philosophy, however, the Congresional debate did little to clarify
legislative intent or determine the way in which the categorical
programs would actually be run The flow of implementation deci-

sions owed little to the political compromises that gave birth to the

programs, and everything to the underlying assumptions of liberal

educators. . .
Underlying Assumptions in Title I

The assumptions that shaped the implementation of the ESEA
package, particularly Title I,- embodied the soaring optimism of the
Johnson era. The consciousness that informed that legislation, the
regulations, and the administrative attitudes rested on certain be-
liefs, prevalen't at the time, about the nature of poverty, the causes

of educational failure, th'eArelationship between money and student
achievement, and the manageability of social programs. The year
1965 was a time of such flamboyant confidence in newly emerging

data from the social sciences, in newly devised management tech-
niqus,iand in the solvability of social problems that little time was

spent worrying about possible unintended side effects/ Senator

Wayne Morse of Oregon raised a concern about the possible nega-

tive effects of labeling children as poor and was promised by HEW

officials that Title I children would not be so labeled, but his point,

...
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it seems. was swept under in the tide of Great Society ebullience.
With the distance provided by 15 years of experience, it is now

possible to examine some of those inherent assumptions. Using Ti-
tle I as an exemplar, this papet will identify those assumptions,
assess their present day Validity, and speculate on the reasons many
of them have gone unexamined

7-lappy Matenallsni
ESEA Title I. like many other Great Society. Programs, was

.shaped by the deeply held and widely shared belief that education
was a powerful way to abolish ignorance, which\ would in turn wipe
out the remaining pocket, of poverty in the Unked States through
the creation of jobs-ttnd efforts `uch as Head-Start, civil rights in
housing. employment and voting and better health care services. It
was belie eif. that poor and disadvantaged children would be able
to lift themselves up and compete in the mainstream of American
life if they were provided with equal educ'atiOnal opportunities
through a large concentration of federal funds which would com-
pensate for inadequate state and local resources.'

That belief, implicit in the liberal credo of the time, was strong
that it was as able to overwhelm the contrary evidence presented in
the first-Coleman.repoit, which found that resources were not as
unequally distributed
people as
distribution have

Alth
ween minority and white schools as most

g Coleman's findings regarding resource
been widely challenged, their implications

were not so much, attacked at the time as ignored. They had little
effect on education policy We can speculate that liberals were af-
fronted by Coleman's conclusions because they challenged literal
belief in the malleability of social conditions, conservatives, By a
challenge to their central belief in individual social mobility. For
whatebtr reason, Coleman's findingsthat unequal outcomes had
more, to do with fam4y background than with school reources--
were not absorbed into either the political culture or the legislative
process

After the ESEA legislation passed through Congress, the Office
of Education was faced with an unfamiliar task. Having no suitable
structure for the administration of a categoreal program of service
delivery , USOE initially lodged Title I in a general administrative
unit and not in a separa,te program office.' Officials in the Office of
Education had diffenng interpretations of the new program, song
seeing it as a for-m of general aid, and others understanding the
program as compensatory and categorical in character.

4
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War on poverty and civil rights groups soon were stung by what
they r 7arded as a misuse of federal funds that were supposed to be

pplernentary to local programs and intended only for disadvan-,
/aged children. There were charges of "cheating" and suspicious-
ness about the motives of local educators Pressured by these
groups, the federal government began to tighten the rules govern-
ing Title I expenditures.° The elan that had accompanied the initial
stages of the program began to sour a bit as federal distrust became
incorporated into law and regulation

The direct beneficiaries of Title I fundsadministrators at the
state, local and buildinglevel, teachers, aides, specialists, and mem-
bers of parent advisor} councilssoon became a powerful consti-
tuency for the idea that money, kept strictly targeted for the benefit
of eligible children and no others; was the prime factor in achievig
educational equity for disadvantaged children. That constituency
would fight many battles to keep monies targeted and prevent fed-
eral resources, from being spread over elie whole school population'

Strict targeting of money (and, as a consequence, the increasing
segregation of the children and their teachers and aides) was linked
to the idea of remediation for past inequality; which was in turn
linked to "compensatory" programs, parent power, and jobs for
minority parents. Education, per se, was not the focal 'Point of their
struggle, the proper direction_of money was. Just as the initial in
petus for Title I was essentially political, and not strictly educa-
ttonal, so also was the animating force that shaped the program's
evolution in its first', years. It now appears in retrospect that every-
one was assuming that money would lead to results. If you could
nail the money down long enough, eventually good things would
happen for the disadvantaged children.

Tit lel money would soon become equated with those items the
federal government allowed schools to purchasespecial teachers,
aides, auxiliary specialists, equipment and materials In many
schools, the rush of new money, or unspent money at the end 9f the
fiscal year, led to lavish spending on items that could not really be
absorbed into the educational program' All' the while federal offi-

cials presumed that the mixture of purchaseable items were the
essential ingredients for an educational breadloaf, with the local
school supplying the yeast.

Assumptions About Poverty
The federal commitment to poor children was shaped by the con-

cepts of poverty that were prevalent in the mid-1960's. Going

v
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through the history of that period, it is difficult to escape the con-
clusion that most people thought of poverty as an absolute. rather
than a relative condition. There are many references in the docu-
ments to lifting up the "bottom quartile" or the bottom third of
the population to the median.

In the input-oriented atmosphere of the 1960's compensatory ed-,
ucation was not seen, in the first instance, as a way to fund a better
quality of teaching and learning for disadvantaged children; but as
a matter of buy ing "more" things (extra time, more books, desks,
microscopes, etc -It was as if education were a commodity, like a
chicken or an apartment, rather than a process.

The-,b.we of Title I 'vas that the provision of "more" education
for disadvantaged children would compensate for the past neglect
and present discrimination, that they would catch up with the oth-
ers because they would be guaranteed the same as other children
(comparability( plus a little more'(supplementary funds). The focus
on poverty eligibility compensatory services would begin to rein-
force the connections in people's minds between low income and
low achievement The new belief that poverty was not only highly
correlated with but cau.SAl to poor school performance would become
more and more a self-fulfilling prophecy,, eventually- obliterating
the 19th century perception that barefoot boys could become clas-
sical scholars, and that not kids were smart.

These views seem, in retrospect, overly simplistic.
The idea that poor people needed more money for the things

money could buy ) is sensible enough if the need is for food, rent, or
specific job training When applied to education, however, the con-
cept is a little less suitable. The translation of need into satisfaction
becomes very complex when the mediating institutions are as com-
plex as schools.

When applied to schooling, the absolute conception of poverty
falls 'short, for other reasons. For many poor children, the sting of
poverty was a relative matter It had to do with the fit of the other

'Children's clothes or the size of their houses. It was often the feeling
that your parents weren't respected in the community, or that the
teachers didn't think you were very smart. Title I would come to
reinforce those feelings for many children when they were separated
out from other children to be taught down the hall by a remedial
reading specialist.

As we enter the 1980's there is a growing body of research that
challenges the 1960's viewpoint about poverty and its effects. Poor
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children, say the challengers, do less well because teachers, admin=
istrators. and policy makers expect them to do less wefts Leaving
aside for the moment the question of whether or not there are really

aI Q differences between races, there is stiff the Problem of why so
many ghetto children don't learn to read and count. The "school
improvement" researchers say they can, and point to the growing
number of schools in pour communities that maintain their students
on their grade level Practitioners in these schools reject the view
that poverty, broken homes, single-parent families, high transiency
rates, or expectant mothers who subsist on potato chips are.legiti-
mate excuses for low school achievement.

The success of some schools and some teachers within unsuccess-
ful schools, as well as the research 'arising from the "school effec-
tiveness movemee,should be carefully examiled by the Congress
to determine whether the assumptions about poverty inherent in
the present structure foster or inhibit school success for disadvan-
taged children. vs

Asaumptions About the Social Sciences
The history, ofESEA reveals a vaulting optimism about new ideas

from several disciplines that feed into educational thought psy-
chologc, sociology, psychiatry, and medicine.9 In 1965 many people
believed that school psychologists, social workers, reading diagnos-
ticians, nurses, and measurement experts would be able to comple-
ment the work of;teachers in ways that would overcome the "d,efi-
ciencies" that hact been identified by these disciplines. Indeed, the
idea of deficiencies, both so ial and individual, was the substratum
of socialthinking of tha pe iod. Title I permitted, even encouraged,
the employment of th specialists and the ideas they carried with
them

The language us d to anticipate the interplay between specialists
and teachers wa borrowed from medicinepathology, diagnosis,
prescription, treatment, remediationsuggesting that the deficien-
cies were to be found in the heads and bodies of individual children
and, their parents, and not in the teacher, the school, or the curric-
ulum. This way of looking at things tended to result in children
with various problems being separated out from others just as ill
people are hospitalized for treatment.

The medical model, as applied to education, can be seen as a
metaphor for the world view pf the 1960's poverty warriors. In
federal education service prqgrams, the new cadre of social scien-
tists eager to help the disadvantaged went;off to the schools with
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the blessings of,thetr professional groups and the United States
gcrcemment. They arrived on the scene with a linear approach that
focused on the inch.vidual child and his undetected pathology. Di-
agnosis was done with tests and interviews with the- individual
child He was seldom observed in a natural contextthe classroom
or the home. Poverty was the generic disease, but the diagnosis
involved Nanuus manifestations of the disease"emotional disturb-
ance," `hyperactlylt4," "perceptual deficits" or immaturity If
the expert made any recommendation at all, it was usually a gen-
eral prescription, such as4"smaller class." or "individualized in-
struction", or more "personal attention Reports on students sel-
dom contained an analysis of the child's strengths on which the
teacher could build a teaching strategy. Teachers rarely got any
specific advice about the "Monday morning" ramifications of the
deficiency The power structure did not eqcourage specialists to
comment un the teacher's competence, the school curriculum, the
school district's budget, or any other factors that might have pre-
vented the recommended treatment frcim being carried out.

Before the psychological sciences rose to prominence in educa-
tional circles, being "behind" in school was seen as a position rel-
ative to other children who were "ahead." The arrival of the era
of educational diagnosis, however, would cause many teachers, who
w ere ever respectful of their aJsumed intellectual betters, to see
children who were 'behind" in school as having a condition rather
than a position That condition had to do with certain dark foi-ces
in the human mind, which were not thought to be alterable by
group-oriented teaching within the regular classroom. Diagnosis
tended to arrest thought,or to stop effort.

What was not understood in 1965 was that the new disciplines
were themselves part of the social a.nd political system. There was
an overemphasis upon the indrcidual and an. underemphasis on the
ecology of the classroom. There was a tendency to "blame the sys-
tem" While the enlightenment about individual human charac-
teristics that emerged from these disciplines would be helpful to
education in some ways, the concepts emerging from that formu-
lation would cause harm by an overemphasis on the individual and
the negative, and a failure to address the systemic and the positive.

While there can be no doubt that a nurse who spots a medical
problem and garners commemity resources to solve it is very eful,
and no one can quibble with a school social worker who t es a
myopic child to get eyeglasses or an unshod child to the shoestore,
the role of the specialists becomes very complex when one moves
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from the realm of the physical to the psychological.
School psychologists, for example, are most typically pre-doctoral

persons with little clinical experience. They are better equipped to
administer mental and psychological tests than to interpret them
for the benefit of teachers, or work jointly with those teachers to
develop classroom strategies based on psychological findings.

Reading diagnosticians, to take another example, are believed by

many to be practitioners of a science that can detect the pauses of
reading failure and recommend useful strategies for teachers. Stud-
ies recently conducted at the Institute for ResearCh on Teaching at
Michigan. State University, however, would suggest that reading
diagnostics Is far from being a science Highly regarded reading
diagnosticians reached widely varying conclusions on the same
cases, 'and even contradicted their own findings very often when
presented with disguised duplicate cases."'

There is little doubt that knowledge from other disciplines can be
useful to education, but much more needs to be known about the
relevance of various disciplines to classroom settings and teacher
quandrieg. Based on his research, Lawrence Lezotte at Michigan
State has concluded that most teacher training programs have
"drawn too much of their curricular content from the discipline of
psychology and have not drawn enough of their content from other
relevant disciplines, especially sociology Noting that psychology,
as a discipline, is oriented toward the study of individtlals, Lezotte
says: -There is nothing more tragic than watching a beginning
teacher try to utilize psychological concepts and principles appro-
priate for an individual to a group of 28 students or try to organize
the group of 28 students so that they can work with one student at
a time." liezotte also points out the power of sociological insights
to improve student, motivation and learning, citing research on
group learning games."

Assumptions About Management
In 1965, the success of Program Planning and Budgeting Systems

iPPBS) in Secretary McNamara's Department of Defenge led many
people to believe that sophisticated new management systems
would improve efficiency and productivity in other public bureau-
cracies, including education. Although the ESEA legislation did not
officially incorporate PPBS into law, the assumptions that under-
girded PPBS found their way into the managerial posture of the
federal government. But the widespread faith in "good manage-.
ment" was misplaced.

\
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The new management systems such as PPBS, Management by
Objectives, and, later, Zero-Based Budgeting) assume that an in-
stitution is Ike a product-oriented, corporate pyramid They 'ssume
reasonable spans of control, clear lines-of control and communica-
tion between levels and layers, and above all specific, measureable
goals. Even in 1965, theorists of the new management apppaches
said that goals were the linchpin of their schemes, but the federal
government was reluctant to become the national educational goal-
setter The federal ideal, in a general sense, was to assure that a
child educated in rural Mississippi would be able to function in
Cie\ eland, but there were no specific educational goals established
as the centerpiece for the federal educational programs such as Ti-
tle I

So(ne federal officials hop that State Departments of Education
wouldNill the gap, setting t goals that the U.S. Office of Education
could not or would not formulate. There was an awareness that the
State Educational Agencies were weak and, for that reason, ESEA
made 'prol,isions for "strengthening" State Departments of Edu-

---'t-----atiun. Federally funded personnel in the state agencies were to
formulate state plans, review local plans, monitor local programs,
process jeports to the federal government, and measure student
achievement. What was apparently not understood at the time was
that State Departments of Educationt,were weak for inhered rea-
sons. State -Boards and State Superintendents were generally ap-
pointed, not elected. They ran no schools, and therefore had no sig-
nificant power to allocate resources. Local school boards, on the
other hand, were elected, levied taxes, and allocated benefits to
school, patrons. State agencies had been traditionally shy in assert-
ing their constitutional authority over education beCause they
lqcked real power. Even with the =fusion' of federal funds, the state
education departments would continue to be timid partners of the
federal government and reluctant dragons to the locals.' Except in
highly organized states, goal setting would be kept to the most lofty
level, and there would be few if any consequences for schools or
school districts that failed to meet the goals How, after all, could
the state tell the locality what to do when the local taxpayers sup-
ported the schools and elected their own local policymakers?

Because of this abnegation and the compliance orientation in
Washington, over time the federal government's management ap-
proach evolved into an intricate and burdensome reporting system'
designed to measure the degree to which feder,al.money went to poor

..%
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children in poor neighborhoods it did not have any specific educa-
tional go,t3ls for those poor children, and even though it deireloped
requirements for reporting their educational progresS, there was no
ptrr,Tity for educational failureonly a penalty for various lapses
in the targeting of money to target'children Without the most es-
sential piece of the new management theoryeducational goals
tht, federal management of Title I and other.categorical programs
became consumed with process and bereft of educational substance.

The federal government was not alone in its infLuation with
modern management techniques State and local educators made
repeated efforts to use the systems-oriented approaches. The results
were meagre and Thort-lived.' (Test data, gathered to inform the
policy-making process the school distpct level, was frequently
unsuitable for p c nal) sis. and equally unsuitable for use by
teachers The most visible result of those attempts to extend such
information-oriented systems to the school-bbilding level has been
to add to the paperwork burdens of school staffs, particularly prin-
cipals Instead of functioning as instructional leaders and leacher
trainers. they spend far too much of their time filling out forms aid
writing proposals

Despite all of these mechanistic approaches to improving educa-
tional management. the nation's schOols are still unsure of their
pals. and still Very unlikely to connect planning and funding witi<azi,
educational success ur failure Despite the talk about management,
the past fifteen y ears have brought little serious effort to improve
the overall quality of educational leadership. Intelligently planned
and coordinated in -sere ice training for teachers is rare enough, for
principals and supervisor despite the smorgasbord sk individual
courses'and programssophisticated career development has been
almost totally absent.

Federal programs such as Title I contribute to and rei orce this
situation in seNeral waysby increasing paperwork dema ds under
the spur of audit problems, by draining managerial time and talent
into the creation and maintenance of special programs, and by di-
erting in-service dollars and attention toward those marginal pro-

grams. and away from the sore academic programs of the school. At
the same time, the disappearance of promising early federal efforts
to improve the qiiality of educational personnel, plus the teacher
glut of the past decade, has further increased a trend toward edu-
cational particularism.

6.
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Assumptions About the Concentration of Poverty .r

Another assumption imbedded in the, categorical approach was
that concentrations- of poor and minority children create a concRn-
tration of negative effects. That circumstance, the theory goes, re-
quires a critical mass of resources to combat the problems' U That
belief, when corn6ined with the federal government's desire to con-
sen, e scarce resources and account to the. ublic for its expenditures,
led to successive refinements in the federal concept of "targeting,"
and to increasingly restrictive regulations.

During the early years of Title I, the Congressional. intent was
ni ul I) explicit and the U S Office of Education had not yet geared
its dministrative structure toward the categorical approach Some
school districts used Title I..rno'ney to support Title I schools, freeing
local monies for other non-eligible schmets A series of structural
prov isions were added to tile law_in subsequent years to etisure that
school districts maintained their existing level of Wort rather than
substitute federal funds for local ones; to ensure that school level
services in_Title I schools were comparable to the level in non-Title I
schools, and to ensure that funds directed toward particular eligible
studeCts in Title I schools supplemented, rather than supplanted
local Zunds." Later on, Congress added the "excess cost" require,:
ment to the others, stipulating that Title I thoney must only be used
for services beyond the ordinary instructional program.

Effects of Assumptions
All of these provisions would come to be seen by federal officials

through an idealistic focus. The stringent effort to ?mile sure local

school districts didn't.. "cheat", tI4 belief that*federal vigilAnce
was an essential protection against local politics and the-callousness
or downright bigotry of local school officials, became a part of the
lore of Washington. Local edikational officials bristled at each new
federal regulation and tended toward a petulant stance

Early on, the adult beneficiaries of Title Istate and local ad-
ministrators, Title I teachers and aides, auxiliary personnel, mem-
bers of parent advisory councils, and local civil rights groups 'be-
came the natural constituency of Title I. They lobbied successfully
to excuse Title I teachers from school-wide chores likelurich duty,
bus. duty, and playground duty." It was argued that such tasks
involved the supervision of non-eligible children, thereby supplant-
ing local funds which would have ordinarily been used for that pur-
pose *

The problem is that many of these restrictions ignore the culture
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of the school and create distinctions that are both arbitrary and
capricious.

The accretion of rules, all designed to insure the integrity of fed-
eral funds, has 'resulted in the strict segregation of textbooks and
equipment within snools,.with Title I books Snd Title I mimeo-
graph machines being forbidden to other children in the school. It
has resulted in children being pulled out of their regular classes at
inopportune moments to receive "special" instruction. It has even
resulted in the labelling or Title I paste pots Districts have abol-
ished class field trips because the Title I auditors would not a'flow
the non-Title I children to ride free with the Title I children (vio-
lation of "supplement not supplant ") nor_would they allow the non-
-T.01p T children to be paid fur out of local funds of "corn-

.
parability").*

Special privileges accorded Title I teachers and aides have re-
sulted in corrosive status divisions within faculties. Those working
on federal funds have also been discriminated against, sometimes,
being denied tenure. "Title" teachers have tended to give their
loyalties to the vertical column of educators running Through the
district central office, Ale state department of education, and the
U S Department of Education, rather than to the' horizontal layer
of fellow faculty.

While the framers of ESEA and the managers of subseq uent reau-
thorizations have feared that any local actions which diluted- the
federal dosage would hurt the children most in-need, they do not
appear to have been concerned that the segreghtio,n of children,
teachers, materials, and loyalties would weaken the dosage supplied
by the basic school program where the Title I children spent most
of their days.

Finally, there is little evidence that the federal officials have se-
riously confronted the evidence about the power of expectancy. As
ESEA has become institutionalized, rrt y thoughtful practitioners
have become concerned about the depressing effects of the categor-
ical programs, particularly Title I. upon teacher expectations' for,
children The conspicious segregation of poor and' low-achieving
children, combined with "child deficit" and "social deficit" think-
ing, has created a powerful set of excuses for keeping poor and
minority children down "Low-income families," "broken homes,"
"single-parent families," high transiency rates have become easy
explanations for Why "target" children are years behind in reading

* Under this interpretation of the comparability rules, local funds should either
be used to pay for all children (including Title I students), or none

' J
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.
and math. Society has come to expect that those children cannot
learn as otherichildren do.

Since eligible children within individual schools are chosen on
the basis of low achievement land the law'encouraiges that only
those with thigreatest need be served), there is an additional.fl-
nancial disincentive to expect much and achieve well. If all the

*children in a Title I school were to miraculously start achieving on
grade leNel, the school would lose its extra positions and materials
after a year's grace period. If some of the children improve, they
face the prospect of beingpromoted" out of Title I services.

The federal assumption that concentrations of poor children pro-
duce a concentration of problems still appears to be a valid as-
sumption in the vest majority of circuinstances. Yet a few schools
here and there are producing average or superior resul6 with poor
ghetto kids or poor rural kids. Although the number of such cases
is still quite small, the existence of these schools would suggest that
assumptions about the concentration of poverty problems are not
immutably true A serious redesign of federal categoricil,progr ms
should include an analysis of incentives and disiVentive4, status
issues within schools, and the powerful role of expectations.

Federal Non-Interference in Curriculum .,
Another underlying c4sumption of federal'tategorical programs

is that they do not influence the curriculum. Passing out money and
accounting for it is thought to be completely separate from the con-
trol of curriculum. Federal officials need to believe that If it were
not so, they would be faced with a prickly constitutional question
about the federal role in education. They see the federal role as a

..
modest effort in technical assistance or as a major, financial assis-
tance.

By. the'narrowest definition of curriculum, federal categorical pro-

grams leaNie the school districts free to dene the program of stud-
ies, the books, and the teaching methods. However, any definition
of curriculum which includes he time spent on various subjects,

itthedaily schedule, the exposu of children to"peer influences, the
saucial. system* *of .the school or the effects of testing upon what is
taught, would strain the federal claim of non-interference in cur-
ricular matters.

This Auchous federal effort not to ;Interfere" in curriculum has
been heightened, oddly, by the sorry fate of efforts to evaluate the
success of categorical _programs.

A federal requirement for program evaluations was written into
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the !awe 1965. States were reqiiired to report on the progress of
children in federal categorical programs. Since the early years of
the program, most of the evaluation money has been passed on to
the states, which haveunder federal prodding--emphasized a relz
ativ ely narrow view .of program success The evaluation program
has concentrated on the "basics-, and has developed into a fairly
basic interpretation of the "basics".

Although measurrng the effects of publicly funded programs in
education is a sound idea, the nature and effects of the present
measurement system bear some close Congressional scrutiny Mea-
suring ie most narrowly measurable things may result in teaching
on a eery low levellittle bitty bopks with tiny little words in order
to pass very simple tests. The praitive state of the art of measure-
ment, when combined with low expectations and financial disincen-
tives, can severely inhibit the schools from trying innovative ways
to stretch thildren out.
. The problem of test-controlling the curriculum is hardly a federal
problem. It is an issue at every level of the educational system But
a careful review of categorical programs and their evaluative fea-
tures ought to include an analysis of the effects of very circurl
scribed evaluation efforts upon the whole attempt, and a deterMined
reach for higher standards and broader evaluation strategies

Assumptions About Parent Involvement
Initially the framers of ESEA gave the Commissioner of Educa-

tion discretionary' authority to establish parent advisory councils at
the school district level '' Eventually Congress incorporated the
parent advisory structure into law, mandating both district and
school level councils. Ultimately, even the number of members and
the frequency of,meetings were legislated'. Civil rights groups lob-
bied successfully for an adversarial style of parent involvement.
Parents werto watchdog the program to make sure it was well
designed

The record does not show whether those who mandated parent
advisory councils believed thaf the requirement for consultation
arid sign-off would eole into some form of school-site democracy,
but it is clear that they believed it to be "an important Means 'of
increasing the effectiveness of programs."'" There is no evidence
to suggest that they anticipated the ease with which local school
officials could co-opt the PACs. Parents were given a number of
perquisites, such as occasional trips to conventions and baby-sitting
money, but no real power. Such status in the community as could

Mz)
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be derived from membership on thePACs)vas more honorary than
substantial. In 1965, the role allcitted_ldparents was as much as
local school officials would stand for.

GIN mg due credit for good intentions, it now seems that the role
of parent "involvement" (left undefined) was primarily a political
rather than an educational move. Although it was conceived as a
check and balance against the presumably unsympathethic local
school officials who were dominated, then and now, by the majori-
tarian characteristics of local school politics, the federal mandate

for parental participation has not been effective. In fact, recent find-
ings indicate the "the creators of the mandated grotips not only
control their actions, they determine the system of representation
and often select the members and even leaders of these organiza-
tions, and that the leaders and members of these organizations are
the least policy oriented "7 In short, PACs have 4/gen treated as
a political problem, and isolated as a political threat, by school sys-
tems that have felt threatened by the adversarial style many PACs
adopted

If the advocacy function of PAC's has been effectively nullified
by the very federal mandate that was intended to enhance it, there
remains the "service" function that parents can perform for the
schools 'Servico" cap involve representing other parents' views
to school authoritiesor ice can be defined as doing relatively
menial chores around the choolrunning dittos, serving food, etc
Finally, "service" can be defined as helping children learneither
in or out of schooland that vision of service, while it lacks the
pungent political appeal of the 1970's style of advocacy, may be the
most direct line to improving educational quality as well a equity
Although many school principals have been able to redirect the
energies of the PAC toward the reinforcement of children's learn--
ing, it has been in spite of rather than because of the federal posture
toward parent involvement.

During the forthcoming authorization process, Congress should
thoughtfully consider whether the benefits of watchdogging, partic-
ularly without real power, outweigh the benefits of collaboration
around educational goals. In a recent article in the Phi Delta Kap-
pan, Benjamin Bloom cites the research on the significance of par-
ents' roles in the development of language, encouragement of chil-
dren to learn, aspirations of parents.fotheir children, and provision
of help when needed.' Recent attempts to alter these home vari-
ables suggest that it can be done, and is a powerful strategy." But

U.
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that approach is far away from the present adversarial role en-
couraged by federal statute and attitude.

If Congres.9.feels that it cannot give up on the struggle to empower
parents of children who are among the unloved, unappreciated, or
untaught, then ould look at the alternative process laid out in
P.L. 94-142, wh ch gives parents built-in due process and sign-off
rights on the Inds Education Plan. .

The Evolution of Categcwical Programs
The assumptions that appear to have Shaped Title I, the oldest

and largest of the categorical programs, have also tended to fix the
pattern for subsequent categorical service programs. The structural
provisions designed to segregate the money (and the children as a
consequence) from the regular school program are present. They are
all constructed oh the "service delivery" model, with a dispropor-
tionate emphasis on material resources and an inherent tilt toward
a"child deficit" or "social deficit" world view.

There are, however, discernible differences in the more recently:
enacted categorical programs that reflect a small change in the
political and educational consciousness of.the Cgrigr ss Even in the
most recent authorization of Title I, there is evide ce of a slight

'Movement toward a more holistic view of education.
The Bilingual Education Act,.for example, differs from Title I in

two important respects. First, it deals with the substance of what
eligible children are to learn (English). Secondly, it provides fund-

.,
ing for research into the critical area of language acquisitiona
potential benNt to all children.

The most recent.major categorical program, P.L. 94-142, ex-
presSes a further departure from the assumptions of, Title I As
noted eallier, pal-ents are given specific powers relating to the ed-
ucation of their own children. Also, the "medical- model" is more
implicitly rejected, perhaps because the handicapped have been
more victimized by it than any other group of citizens. In the man-

Ilate to provide handicapped children with the "least restrictive en-
vironment" and the push toward "mainstreaming," the law
seems to recognize the relationship between socialization with peers
and academic progress, It is irnic that some poor minority children
with normal intelligence are being pulled out of regular classes
several times a day to partake of various supplementary services'
while some handicapped children with a degree of mental insuffi-
ciency are sitting in regular classrooms all day. Such a conceptual
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nightmare begs for some thoughtful consideration by the best think-
ers in the nation.

Title I has recently inched toward recognition of the importance
of the schools as a whole in the instrumentation of instruction Ti-
tle I teachers will no longer be exempt from their share of general
school duties. In a half-hearted recognition of the value of whole-
school planning, a "whole school" option is now possible, albeit
with the approval of the S etary of Education and requirement
that there be at least 70%,eli ible Title I children in the,school The
forthcoming guidelines are aid to include ''can do" as well as
"don't do" language, illustrating ways that a school can conduct
in-school Title I programs and avoid "Pull-out" strategies

)ese slight shifts seem to be in response to a growing chorus of
local school. officials, many with impeccable credentials in civil
rights, who are critical of the educational impact of categorical pro-
grams.

Item. A creative superintendent in a very poor northeastern city
_says. "Federal programs are based on a pathology model.
You have to have something wrong with you to get into

' them.. The federal government doesn't, give money to
treat the mainstream of education from which the chil-
dren are pulled. How do they expect the kids to go back
into the regular program which failed them in the first
place ?"

Item In a battered old school house In south Texas, four' "Ti-
tle" teachers work i four temporary but opulent class
rooms parked on e four corners of the building. They
work in air-condit oned comfort and are surrounded by: a
glut of new and sophisticated materials and equipment.
Meanwhile, the teacher in the regular classroom works in
unbearable Licat with books that are tattered and ethno-
centric Most of the children are Chicano migrant work-
ers. The teacher cannot keep track of which kids missed
which lesson since most of the children are pulled out
three and four times a day. The assistant superintendent
wishes he could have the whole pot of federal money and
design an integrated. instructional program for all the
children. At a minimum, he would like just a little money
to hold after schoOl or Saturday workshops for his teachers'
so they could agree on instructional objectives for all
classes° and programs. He believes that approach would °
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minimize some of the fragmentation caused by categorical
programs.

These examples illustrate some of the problerris inherent in tar-
geting aid to 16w-status children Thep Washington viewpointthat
money should go only to the children most in needsounds so rea-
sonable, but in the context uf'all the other factors that are operating
in the school, it seems to inhilSit the progress of the fiery children
the Congress intends,to help.°Elizabeth VanderPutten, now with
the NIE school finance study project, writes:.

'One of the fundamental impediments to the i plementation
of federal polity appears to be found in the conMet of the two
cultures The culture of the, school, whether at the elementary,

,secondary. or college level differs fundamentally from the cul-
ture of the government whetAraccat the loc1, state or federAl
The school, for example, tends to emphasize the individual, the
intellectual, the long term. The government tends t6 emphasize
society's needs, 'equity, and the short term."2° -

After 15 years of operation, Title I can now claim that most Title I
children are making a month's educational progress for each month
in the program. Many people are proud of that outcome. The fact

however, that most of those children are several years behind
their peers in reading and math. Students who graduated from high

of with elementary level reading and math skills, or who drop
because school seems so difficult,-have little chance td become

full:blown American citizvs, whetheer in the economic or civic
arena. To be satisfied with the current level of academic attainmsnt
is to accept the belief that these children can only do that well 'and

° no better.

Tile Categorical Jungle:
As if the problems associated with one categorical program were

not enough, the situation in schools with more than one program
is becoming increasingly desperate. There are conflicts between the
renlations of the several programs. In an era of declining re- .

sources, numerous duplications and overlaps between 'and among
the categorical programs, the base program suffers frominattention
and is beset with frequent interruptiotis. At the federal level, thel.e
is already. considerable awareness of the problem, but remedies
seem very slow incoming.

The prospect of general federal aid to education seems remote.
Not only does° it pose constitutional problems; in the current fiscal

- e
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climate, it would seem politically beyond consideration Grants coil-
solidation is another proposed remedy, and that has considerable
appeal to those who worry about the paperwork burden and the
continuing problem 9f oversight through monitoring and auditing
If, however, the assumptions of ESEA are rooted in another era and
are educationally unsound, grants consolidation would be an act of
legislative laziness which would perpetuate the faulty assumptions
A better way out, it would seem, is a fundamental re-analysis of the
federal role in elementary and secondary education The idea of
categorical programs may still be a usefUl strategy, and the current
manifestation of the cat,vgorical idea IS not viritten in concrete Nor

is the -child benefit" doctrine a priori incompatible with less re-
stricted fqrms of aid.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Federal categorical programs were an educational by-product of

a political e/pedient, designed to secure the passage of ESEA. They
reflected and continue to reflect the general Zeitgeist of the 1960:s"
The Congress and the federal government can be justifiably proud
of the changes in education ethos that have come about largely
through their efforts in the field of civil rights, equal opportunity,
and compensatory programs for thosq members of our society that
had been, and continue to be, disadvantaged through the fictions of
the majority. The existence of so many state and local compensatory
programs, above and byond those provided and required by the
federal government, is good witness to the revolution in intentions
that has taken place over the last 15 years, narrowing the gap
between the cultures of the schools and the federal government
Those intentions, however, have not resulted in a significant nar-
rowing of the gaps in educational achievement between the rich
and the poor

Although a number of evaluations of Title I have been conducted
by the National Institute of Education, the assumptions that forrri
the warp and woof of federal categorical programs (and the,state
and loctil ones that tend to be modelled on federal efforts) have not
been rigorously challenged at the policymakipg level. Dysfunctional
structures and belief systems have gone, foilthe most part, unchal-
lenged, in the main; because the groups of adults that directly ben-
efit from these programsbureaucrats, parent advisory council
members, minority group leadershave exercised their political
muscle out of understandable self Interest and out of the belief that
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these programs would ultimately benefit their special interest
group.

The proliferation of these programs, each with their supporting
interest group, has created an educational environment more con-
cerned with who gets federal education money than with the edu-
cation gotten. Programs such as Title I have had effects that have
been both unfgreseen and damaging The basic school program,
where eligible children spend most of their day, has tended to be
structurally unrelated to the special programs, and both basic and
supplementary programs have been impoverished as a result. Those
students who were already isolated from the mainstream commu-
nity have become further isolated. The belief systems of the several
professions that, define the character of American education have
ignored the power of expectancy on learning. Somehow, our good"
intentions have go e 31,..and it is time to look again.

Avoiding a, ma r revolution in public education may riguire a
minor reul io in policy direction from the federal level. A serious
redirection of ederal effort will necessitate a stripping away of the
Washington myth that the federal government does not interfere
with curriculum. The entire concept of "supplement versus sup-
plant" is out of place with regard to education programming and
curriculum. Categoircal program should not supPlementthe local
programs, that is they should not be added on to what already ex-
ists, creating some three-legged aberration expected to better serve,
students in need. Rather than supplementation, the concept of in-
tegration of programs into the overall curriculum should be intro-
duced at the local level.

If influence on long term societal needs is truly the goal of federal
government, then it does no good to maintain that categorical pro-
gratns do not influence what is taught in the schools. The plain fact
is that curriculum is currently influenced at the local level by fed-
eral programs

That being the case, then let us begin to discuss methods to ensure
that programmatic changes will be controlled at the local level.
Local curriculum 'developers should be required to plan for integra-
tion of programs to determine how best to utilize federal funding,
by pategory of student if necessary, but always integrating pro-
grams into the overall educational program Doing this will require
a more holistic view of schools and schooling, and a much more
vigorous and effective strategy to identify and disseminate success-
ful school programs. More research is neededresearch which is of

Mk.
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practical use to teachers, principals and school district administra-
tors and policymakers. Most importantly, the U S. Congress needs
to declare its intention to promote higher standards in educational
achievement, and do it in language that Will make clear that "High
Standards" are not elitist code words but a national aspiration for

all children.

How Federal Categorical Programs Might Be Organized
In declaring national educational goals, the Congress and the

Secretary of Education would be exercising moral leadership in ad-
dition to announcing prograni requirements The states, however,
would be required to establish goals and standards as a precondition
for receiving federal educational monies. Integration of federal and
state educational goals, providing some structure with meaningful
scope and sequence, would reinforce the school district's effort to
reduce fragmentation of federal, state aici loCal programs and would
result in a more coordinated delivery of educational services at the
school level.

The present categorical structure, divided according to various
classes of children seen to be in need of federal protection, could be
maintained at the federal level in order to preserve identifiable
power centers and technical assistance mechanisms 'for those sub-
groups with unique needs. Service programs for poor and educa-
tionally disadvantaged children (Title I), for handicapped children
(P.L. 94-142), for children in newly desegregated schools (Emer-
gency School Assistance Act), and for children with limited English-
speaking ability (Bilingual Education Act) could be,kept intact The

states would receive formula and discretionaryffunding based on
their accounting of need in the several categories lake federal gov-
ernment could continue to control the distribution of federal funds-
to the states, the school district, and the individual school site so as
to ensure that federal funds were directed toward schools with the
highest percentages of children with greater needs.

Once the money got to the schoolhouse door, however, all federal
compensatory education funds would be consolidated. The school
would be required to develop. a whole-school plan for the utilization
of the federal funds..The federal government could require the
whole-school plan to include complemeigary (rather than suppl
mentary) programs for students with identified needs. A facul
training component would be a requirement (as opposed to "Tip
staff only), The school plan would be subject to a formal exterisal

7')
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critique according to a process designed by the states and the school
districts

Schools that failed to accomplish the established goals would be
subject to a loss of federal funds unless they could demonstrate that
a new school-wide plan could reasonably be expected to succeed.
Technical assistance in planning and staff training could be pro-
vided to schools that had failed to meet the goals

The federal state monitoring and auditing process would focus
more on school improvement than is currently the case An Indi-
Nidual Education Plan for all students not just the handicapped)
identified as needing extra assistance could be a federal require-
ment, and the judgements of monitors and auditors would be based
on the relationship between those plans and student achievement
Program monitors from state agencies would assist school -site fa-
culties by making them aware bf successful programs elsewhere,
and arrange for school visits and faculty exchanges

federal governmenetould make maximum use of its unique
advantagea national perspective. States and school districts hun-
ger for perspective. The Department of Education could invest much
more of its resources into the Identification and dissemination of
successful practices, good curriculum, and useful research findings
The present technical assistance programs are too small and too
structurally, separate from the operating categorical programs The
two functions need to be Integrated and made more robust.

Another unique federal role is in the funding of educational re-.
search Unfortunately, research falls low on the priority list of many
federal,policy makers It does not Have much of a national consti-
tuency But if we are to solve our national educational problems,
we need to know more about teaching and learnityg, and we need
to organize new knowledge in ways that are usqfuito practitioners
in schools.
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The conflicting views on the nature of the federal role in education came
to the surface during the long and bitter debate over whether to create a new
U S Department of Education Ultimately the proponents of the new De-
partment preiadedat least far a time However, the drafters of the estab-
lishing legislation fur the Department tuok special land unsuccessful) pains
to ease the fears of these uho saw in a Cabinet-level Department of Education
the precurser of a centralized, domineering "ministry of education" on the
European model ,

These special pains took two farms unusually strong admonitory lan-
guage, both in the bill creating the Department and in the accompanying
Congressional committee reports, that restated the limited nature of the fed'

. eral role and the privacy of state and local power, in education. and the
creation of a ,watchdog Intergovernmental Advisory Council on Education
l IACE)

1 The following section includes parts of the Report on the Senate Giovern-
i mental Afairs Committee on the Senate's version or the Department of Ed-

ucation 0 gam nation Act,* as well as remarks by Arthur E Wise to the first
meeting of the IACE Wise. a RAND Corporation analyst, was one of the
drafters of'the LACE section of the enabling act.

so

----- --
Senate Report 96-49, -Department of Education Organization Act of 1979 (S

210)," March, 1979



Improving the Federal Government's
Responsibilities in Education

PROBLEMS IN AMERICAN EDUCATION

The Committee's consideration of Department of Education leg-

islationislation comes at a time when problems in Amercian education are -.

particularly serious. ,

While Americans co tinue to strongly believe in education as the
key to success and fulfillment, their confidence in the capabilities
of our educational institutions continues to fall. Recent polls con-
tinue to show that more than half of the public feels the quality of
ducation in our schools is declining.
With the decline in confidence comes a decline in educational
areness and interest, and a drop-off of parent involvement in the

chools. . .

This low level of confidence stems from a variety of sources.
Achivement and collegb entrance test scores show a persistent, long
decline over the last decade. More and more students are found to
enter- collegeiwith deficiencies in basic skills. Many colleges and
universities are resorting to their own basic skills tests ancl.brush-

,. up courses. .

Recent Federal studies have shown students are becoming more,
disillusioned with their public schools. Student absenteeism is on
the ride. There is a shocking escalation in vandalism. A large num-
ber of teachers are either hurt or killed each year by violent stu-
dents. The schools are losing their ability to be instruments of social

change by this disillusionment.
School officials continue to be perplexed by the problem of recon-

ciling declining enrollments and increasing costs. As the birth rate
in the U:S. continues its steady downturn, inflation has cliiven up
the costof,:educating children. Instead of being able to save mo

7
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where fewer students are attending school, a local school district
today is actually paying more than. before.

A disturbing result of this lack Of confidence is the rebellion of
many American taxpayers against taxes to finance public educa-
tion Bond issues are being defeated in record numbers. Many States
are being forced to totally change their methods of financing public
schools because of orders handed down by the courts States and
localities spend the greatest amount of their budgetsapproxi-
mately 40 percentfor education.

These problems are serious, but there is no coordinated effort
from the Federal level to help localities. While a Department of
Education in and of itself could not solve education's tremendous
problems, its primary purpose will be to supplement the States'
and localities' efforts to deal with these problems

A Federal-Department of Education should not directly improve
American education It is not intended to do so, 'because that is
really the province and duty of the States and localities. However,
the Committee believes better organization and management of
Federal education programs will better assist States and laalities
to improve education for students In the long run, the level of con-
fidence might rise and parents will take a more active role in help-
ingtheir local school districts fulfill their job.

The Committee believes the Department of Education will have
appositive, beneficial, indirect effect on improving American edu-
cation and assisting parents and educators in the drive,for educa-
tional improvement.

A Legitimate Federal Role
The Federal government has been involved in education fOr more

than a century. It has reacted responsibly in meeting needs when
-----STTiii7,75Talities, and private institutions tiarEiTfiFTri yirieeting

them The obi, ious examples are the passage of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act and the National Defense Education Act.
In all cases, Congress has been careful to stick to the Constitution-
ally-backed principle that the Federal role is limited to supple-
menting, not supplanting State and local prerogatives and rights
in determining their individual educational program.

The Federal role in education, therefore, is ,a legitimate but re-
strained one Today, there are. important Federal policies and pro-
grams to aid education-in the United States. They include:

Guaranteeing equal access to educational opportunities;
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Conducting and disseminating comprehensive research into new
ideas, trendsoor problems in education;

Providing assistance to States and localities for educating the
handicapped or disadvantaged;

Providing valuable complementary financial assistance to States
and localities so as to in.sure the people are receiving a quality
.education; and

Maintaining significant higher education loan and grant pro-
tiTaros to open cltors for all 'students desiring to continue their, ed-
ucation- beyond public school.

This role has grown from the $400 million budgeted for the U S.

Office of Education in 1953 when HEW was created, to more than
$25 billion today , scattered about 40 different Federal agencies The
budget of the Education Division of HEWwhich will make up the
core of the new Departmentalone exceeds $13 billion, which is
more than the budgets of five existing'Cabinet departments,(State,
Justice, Commerce, Interior, andEnergy).

The Federal activity in supporting education is of such a suffi-
ciently large magnitude and size as to justify independent Cabinet
status. Its activities are given strong popular support by the Amer-
ican public It is too important to be mismanaged or denigrated
within the Federal government structure.

State.and Local Responsibilities for Education
The Committee carefully considered the question of whether the

Department means Federal interference in or dominance of State
and local policyniaking. States and their political subdivisions have,
the constitutional right to determine their own education needs and
policies The bill reinforces this prince le

Airehdments$trodiaeiTETYear by Senators Roth and Danforth,
addressed this ncern. These amendments are contained in the
present bill'and have been further refined. Hearings held by -the
Committee this year focused particularly on the question of the
effect of the establishment of the Department on education deci-
sionmaking at the State and local level and on whether the estab-
lishment of the Department wonlid mea'n more Federal control. Var-
ious groups testifying before the_Committee specifically directed
their comments to this area_Organizations testifying included the
National Conference of State Legislatures, the National School
Boards Association, the National Goverilor's Association, the
Council of Chief State School Officers,sthe National Association of
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State Boards of Education, and the Education Commission of the
,States

</times McInty re, Darector of the Office of Management and Bud-
get, commented that the Department would nachange the Federal
government's role in education There has long been a tradition in
the United States for local control of education. S 210'recognizes
this principly and recognize's, that the Department's respongibility
is, to enforce existing laws and administer existing programs more
effectively.

The creation of a Department of Education is supported by State
and local groups who say they fear more Federal intrusion. will be
caused by the existing fragmented; uncoordinated, unaccountable,
and low-level bureaucracy.

The hearings before the Committee highlighted this view that the
etablishment of the Department would, in effect, be a check on
Federal eilcroachment.-Mr. McIntyre stated:

"' vtith the establishment of such a Department and making the
Secretary or the educational programs more accOuntable,_along with
the greater visibility * t'here would be greater and public debate
about any type of either perceived or proposed changes in (the) Fed-
eral role

Commissioner Boyer commented further:

My best judgment is that in fact (the Department) will help pro-
tect against I eincroachment) What I see now are decisions that are
going on everl day ** * regulations are being written * * The lack
of clarity and structure, the lack of clear and fixed accountability
1 think lead to the prospect of more entanglements and not less

S 210 underlines the unique relationship Of the Federal govern-
ment with States and localiti4 in the area of education The find-
ing:, and purposes state clearly the intent of the Degkrement with
respect to the responsibilitiks of governmental entities and public
and nonpublic agenses. The bill recognizes the primary responsi-
bill* for education hqs in the past, and must continue in the future,
to reside with States, localities, public and nonpublic educational
institutions, communities and families. It distinguishes responsi-
bilities in our Federal system by stating the primary public respon-
sibility for education is reserved respectively to the states, the local
school systems and other instrumentalities of the States, and tribal
goernmetts. It -recognizes that one of the chief purposes of the
Department IS to supplement and complement the efforts of States

1,1
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and localities and public and nonpublic institutions to improve the
quality of education.

Section 103 of the bill specifically addresses the Committee's in-
tention with respect to the establishment of the Department and
the role of the Department with 'respect to State and local admin-
istration of education programs and policies The Committee ac-
cepted an amendment introduced by Senator Roth whicl explicitly
states the 'establishment of the Department "shall not increase the
authority of the Federal Governemnt over education or diminiski
the responsibility for education which is reserved to the States, the
local school systems and other instrumentalities of the States, and
tribal governments " Section 103 further clarifies the intent of the
Congress with respect to establishing the Department to protect
the"rights of State, local and tribal governments and public and
nonpublic educational institutions in the areas of educational pol27
Ines and administration of programs, including but not limited to
competency testing and selection of curricula and prOgram content,
and to strengthen and improve the control of such governments and
institutions over their own educational programs and policies "
Section 103 also ensures that the transfer of any programs to the
Department does not require any particular organization of related

programs or administrative networks at the state level.
Lucille Maurer, Chair of the Education Committee of the Na-

tional Conference pf State Legislatures, testified before the Com-

mittee on the importance for the Department to have a "strong
institutional capacity to integrate its activities with education ac-
tivities at the State and local level ... it must be structured in a
way that will guarantee day-to-day sensitivity to education policy -'

Ai.iiig Nenbelieves that thiscould-1eaccomplished_.most
effectively by charging the 1.1nder Secretary with responsibility for
intergovernmental relations." Most State and local organizations
agreed with this concept4The Com-mittee responded to this sugges-

tion by placing the-responsibilities for the intergovernmental re-
lations of the Department with the Under Secretary. The Commit-
tee has directed the Under Secretary to assure the Department
carries out its functions in a manner whicli supplements and com-
plements the education policies, programs and procedures of States
and localities. The Under Secretary is also mandated to assure that
appropriate officials,within the Department consult with State and
local education policy-makers concerning differences over education
policies, programs and procedures and concerning the, impact of the
Department's rules and regulations on the States and localities.
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S 210 also includes an Intergovernmental Advisory Council on
Education The Council would act as a check-on the Department of
Education for the impact of its programs on States and lociities

The Council will advise the Secretary and the President on in-
tergo,,ernmental problems, progress, and concerns regarding edu-
cation and intergovernmental relations

Appointed to the Council by the President would be 24 nonpar-
tisan representatives from State and local governments State and
local educational agencies and private citizens, including citizens,
students and nonpublic institution representatives The Under Sec-
retary would also be a member

The effectiveneSs of most Federal programs depends upon the de-
livery of the service of those programs at the State or local level
where the Federal Government has limited authority. The widely-
,ci.ittered education programs have caused confusion for State, local,
and private agencies with respect to fragmentation and duplication
at the Federal level. ,State agencies must deal with a myriad of
agencies at the Federal, level which often result in excessive
amounts of paperwork requirements. The Council will provide a
mechanism for involving those affected by the Department's poli-
cies to facilitate intergovernmental coordination.

The Council is not intended to be a buffer between the Secretary
of Education and the President or Congress, nor is it expected to be
involved in the day -to-day operations of the Department or in the
annual budget process Its rote is advisory.in helping the Depart-
ment work toward the attainment of Federal, State, and local ed-
ucationalwbjectives Its f6cus should be upon the long-term health
oithe iniergovernmen\tal system for managing education.

Citizen Involvement

The Committee intends that citizen participation in the itnple-
mentation of Federal education programs be a major function of the
Department S. 210 defines as one of the major functions of the
Department "monitoring parental and public participation in pro-
grams where such participatiorils required by law, and encouraging
the involvement of parents, students, and the public in the devel-
opment and implementation of departmental programs." .

Rev Jesse Jackson's testimony before the Cotinmittee empha-
sized the necessity of parent, student and community involvement
in the educational process.

Presently education is too isolated from these elements and the
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result is obvious and devastating in numerous waysfrom in-
creased vandal isni to lower academic achievement to the weakening
of public financial support for public education "'" the recognition
that parent, citizen and student inohenient must play a major role
and function in a hew department for it to be successful and to
rebuild the lost confidence 1K/education is of vital importance

In testimon'y before the .colmnittee last year, Dr Carl Marburger,
chreclor of the National Committee for Citizens in Education, stated

the importance of citizen participation for increasing confidence in

shcools and childre educatiOnal abilities Lack of confidence in
public schools is larming According to the National Center for

Educational Sta sties, the percentage of people with Thardly.aity
confidence in people running education'', has nearly doubled from

1973 to 1976

O
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NOTES ON INTERGOVOZN,gENTAL
RELATIONS

Arthur E. Wise'

*.v
Some Dilemmas Facing the Federal Government

..iertain dilemmas face the federal government -asit seeks to make
policy tor_education.

The'federal .government is accused of implementing regura-.
tions with a -heavy hand by some

. of-failing to fully implement regulations by others.
12) It is accused of building in tv much flexibility by some.

.. of failing to be responSvesto local conditions by others.
3 1

It is accused of .taking on too many educational and Axial
problems by some 4'

ti of avoiding..the most difficult educational and social
prqblems by.Others

14) It is,accused of responding to every educational fad by some
- being slow to change by others.

i5) -It is' accused of acting on a piecemeal,basis by some.
of attempting change that is too comprehensive by oth-

. ers
,61 T1 federal go'verfnent is accused of exercising too much

"control by some.
of exercising too kale control by others.

Editors Note The following,articlt..is based upon remarks made by Mr Wise at
tte first meeting of the Intergovernmental Advisory Council on Education in, Sep
tember. 1980) .

Arthur E Wise, now with tip RAND Corporation, has written widely on edu-
cational issues He waf, one, of the principal drafters orthe Provisions in the De-

. partment-a &flotation Organization Act (Public Law 96 -88 establishing the Inter
governmental Advisory Cduncil on Education ' e

1
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1h Feder (1 1 b.! tt Rrlcit1u,tahip .

Inherent bind The inure the federal geteinment does and the
mute effectitely it dues tt, the mury it is subject to the charge that
the federal got ernment is,Trttrolling education

Clearly, there are different epectatiod; held out for the federal
role by different groups Sometimes gioups do not behave consist-

' etitly St.)nit.', of the grongest opponents of an expanded federal role.
w,111 u-e tetir ,41 Jaw to achrit_t; m,hat they peiceite to be important

14
ubjectiyts SonieTht the s'tiotig-est achikates of federal action will
-tient144q1,1. ubjett, 14) fedOral regulations which circumscribe their
actron,

The Context of Intergovernmental' Relations
Under the federal Constitution educaticrn is a function nut dele-

g:ited to the federal got ernment It is the responsibXy of states.
0 localities-, and prit ate institutions From time-to-time. however the

Congress has deemed it in the national interest to enact legislation
concerning education At times the purpose has been to help solve
important National piublem, as in the creation of science education
and kareek. education progiams. at times to ensure equality of ed-
ucational opportunity fur et ery American regardless of race, sex.
agu, ethnic, heritage. economic disadvantage or handicapping con-

s dition and at times to help- improte the quality of American edu-
cation by int esting in researched development In support of Chi;
general welfare, the federal goternment bas the clear mandate to
suite national problems. to increase equality of opportu ity and to
improve the education of its citizenry

In recent years, the federal role in education has ex anded dra-
matically In 1960. the Office of Education administered only
twenty programs %tab appropriations of,S4465 million Today the
Education Department administers 150 programs with appropria-
tions of about $1.5 billibn Changes on this order.of magnitude signal
an important det elopmentone with majqr intergovernmental im-
plications.

, fume loUk at the remaykable accomplishments of the federal gov-
ernment New curricula exist.which would not otherwise exist Ad-
ditional funds and special programs serte the needs of the poor and
the educationally disadtantaged, Great progress has been made in
the-teaching of beginning reading skills Many attend college who,
would otherw`ise nut These are accompliphment. < of which the Na-
tion can justly be proud

Others look at the growth of the federal role and observe the

4
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probletbs it has brought Schools and colleges blic and private
are subject to numerous regulations The large n fiber of categor-
ical programs has meant multiple. duplicators and e conflictin
regulations The need to ensure conformity to the regula as

*generated a huge demand fur papvrwork Many of the requirements
and much of the paperwork are seen as not contributing toor even
detracting fromtho educational process

Still others view the growth of the federal role with genuine
alarm Education is a state and local respork,libility Local control
of public schoots and autonomy for private educational institution,,
4t"e cherished tt Aaiun:. in American life With these traditions
come diersity choice and frt;e'dutngoals which Americans prize
The fear IA that the federal. go ernmtrnt may centralize control, limit
autonomy, and reduce diversity. choice and freedom

Still others belie% e that the federal government has ript gone far
enough in pursuing the objecties it has undertaken There is not
yet full equality of educational oppot tunity for all There are other
pressing 94.ional needstwhich the federal government should meet
There is always more research which needs to be done

In short, there is a great diversity of views with respect to the !
federal role in education Spme belie% e that the federal government

_should rel, ' primarily to elected state officials. others that it
should re' primarily to state education officials and still others

that it sh relate d-Kectly to educational institutions or ikidivid-

uals
It is important that there be providesi a forum to confront, these

differing perceptions That forum is the Intergovernmental Advi-
sory Council on Education

Motivations for the Council

1, One of the major mon% ations the creation cif the Educa- '
tion Department was improved management There was the-
realization that such an objective would not be fully achieved

simply by redesigning the organization chart Some man-
agement problems have their roots in intergovernmental re-

lationships
Some tidocates and some opponents of the Education De-
partment hoped fur detegulatio.n progi'aniConsolidation, iind
adminisj,catie.irriplification There was the belief that no
action on these should betaken without careful study

3, There was the belief that no mechanism or orgahmation was
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adequately attending to the health of the intergovernmental
system for managing education and to ,issues of federalism
in,education,

41 There was the need for a mechanism tolp allay. fears that
the 'Education Department would increase federal control
and or become a minstry of education.-

Legal Definitions of the Federal Role in Education
There are seeral legal sources to determine the federal role in

education
1 The Constitution

the federal role to education
,a, Article I. Section 8 -The Congtess shall have er to

provide for the . general welfare ).£ the United
States

b Fifth amendment.-No person shall : . be
t
dePrived of

life. liberty, or prop ithout due process of law
`

contains prescriptions u hich help to define

2 The Con,tittituo prat id-es the b is for a dedctite approach
t delpung the federal role Ext. ti ig federal legislation pro-
ide, the bast> for<an induct pproach Tie multzpltctty

of federal education labs nz e categorized by a turtety of
,(henia For example, fe al purposes hive been listed as.
a,To assure equalit of educational opportunity

,b) To encourage hi= educational standards
c To strengthen re ationships among education. training,

and work'
,d To encourage the growth of lifelbng learnmgsopporturii:

ties
e, To meet a ariety of recognized national needs.
f' Toexercise leadership in the support of research in edu-

cation , ,
Ftioni.acategorization such as this. one can see that the fed-
eral role has encompassed a ten broad set of purposes

3 Education Departmentlegislativi Ti legislation, uhtle
intendtd to define the purposes of the Education Department,
norialielesS reseals a sense of the federal role

Sec i 102 The Congress declares that the establishment of

Federal Int rageni. imimittee on Education, Tote and A COMPCCLIIW e Federal '4

F.lacatwn Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Apiil 1978
"lPublic La) 96- 8
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a Department of Education LI in the public interest, will
. s,

promote the general welfare of the United States, will help
ensure that education issues receive proper treatment at tie
tederal lei. el. and w ill enable the federal government to co-
ordinate its education actin ities more effectively Therefore,
the purposes of this Act are--

-1..: .treng-then the federal commitment to ensuring ac-
cess to equal educational opportunity for every individ-
ual. K wea

) to :supplement and complement tlOblefforts of states, the
local school sstems and other instrumentalities of the
states. the private sector. public and private educational
institutions. public and private non-profit educational
research institutions, community-based organizations,
parents and students to improve the quality of educa-

--,-..- tion -0
,

,31 to encourage the increased involvement of the public.
parents. and students in federal education programs,

4 to promote impro% ements in the qualaty 'and usefulness
of education through federally supported research, eval-
uation. and sharing of information.

5 to improve the coordination of federal education pf'o-
grams. , .

6 to i.mpro e the management and efficiency of federal
education activities. especially with respect to the pro -'
cess, procedures. and administrative structures for the
dispersal of federal funds, as well as the recluictivof
unnecess,ar% and duplicative burdens 'and constraints.
including unnecessary paperwork, on the recipients of
federal funds. and

7, to increase the accountabilit;',of federal education pro-
gramslito the President, the Congress, and the public

,
C feu/101mi The federal role in education is cumulatively the
education faits u'hich hate bei3n enacted

-seegaikefinitions of What the Federal Role in
Education Is Not

There are several legal source:: to determine what the federal role

in education is not
I , The Conqitiition contain.s certain proscription, iciSch poten-

tially limit the federal role
a Tenth Amendment 'Tie powers nqt delegated to.the
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United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it
to the states, are reserved to the states respectively, or

N. to the people
b) First Amendment'-Congress shall make no law respect-

ing an establishment of religioh, or prohibiting the full
exercise thereof, or abridging the freedpm of speech, or
of the press

2 Education Department Legislation The Education Depart-
ment legislation contains an apparently strong prohibition
against federal action (Section 103) ,.
a

, It is the intention of the Congress in the establishment
or the Department to protect the rights of state and local
governments and public and private educational insti-
tutions in the areas of educational policies and adminis-
tration of programs and to strengthen and improve the
Lontrol of such governments and institutions over their
ow n educational programs and policies 'lle establish-
ment of the.Department of Education shat not increase, the authority of the federal government over education
ur diminish t e responsibility for education which is re-
ser% ed to th

t

Cates and the local school systems and other
A instrumentalities of the states

b No pros ision of a prbgram administered by the Secretary
ur by any other officers of the Department shall be con-
sti Lied to authorize the Secretary or any such officer to
exercise any direction. supervision, or control over the
curriculum. program of instruction. administration, or
personnel_of any, educational institution. school, or school
system. over any accrediting vency or association, or

. per the selection or content or library resources, text-
books. or other instructional- mdterials by- any educa-
tional institution or school system. except to the extent
authorized by law . .,

Still. language sinidar to this provision has been around since at
least 196.5duriiig the recent expansion of federal actitity- ,

4

Other ways of Defining the Federal Role
The preceding discussion of legal' approaches ought to re% eiKl that

the federal government has broad latitude with respect to educa-
tion Clearly. the federi4Noernment cando all that it is now doing.
It tan d6 more. rt can do less , ( ..

What principles can be used to define the federal role'
,

Ws,

S.,.
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Cost
What percentage of the federal budget s,houl,cl education be"

What percentage of educational expenditures should the federal
government bear"

Should the federal objective be siniily to share the costs-of educa-
tion' Superior taxing capacity

Should the federal government. by its policies. be seeking to in;
crease aggregateexpenditures on education?

Or should the federal government. by its policies. be seeking to
contain educational expenditures?

What percentage ofGNP should the Nation spend on education')

Should thlifederal objectie be simply to increase expenditures on
specific programs or populations?

Issues of cost can he limiting principles

PM it:teal/Philosophical
Does one as'a matter of principle ftivor national. state or local gov-'
ernment' In other words. does one believe in the overriding impor-
tance of national purpose. states rights. or local control of educa-
tion' Always' Usually' Sometimes? Rarely?'

What are one s views or the efficacy oftovernment intervention in
the schools to solve social problems?

Does one favor setting uniform standards as a means of quality
improvement as in elemenlary and secondary legislation" Or does
one believe in c'ompetition as a means of quality improvement as in
college student aid"

Does one favor the efficiency traditionally associated with central-
izafion or the diversity of decentralization?

Does one favor keeping education out of politics or does one favor
increasing the role of general government officials in'the gover-
nance of education'' A

7
Does one wish to enhance professional, bureaucratic or parental
control over education'
These questions are answered but serdord openlywith every
piece of education legislation t

,

4
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Practical /Technical
. .

What can theclederl government do well?

What can it do better than other levels of government?

What educational purposes will not je served without federal in-
tervention')

What can the federal government not do well More speciffcally,
which of its actions do not achieve their intended purp(Aes? Which
of its actions have unintended and disfunctional consequences?

There IA today broad consensus on the goals of most federal ed-
ucatiun legislation But there are practical and technical limits to
our ability to achieve some oL those goals You m se pragmatic
criteria to define limits for the federal role 'In articu ar, you will
want to assess the mechanisms by which the federal vernment
affects Focal behavior general support, categorical suppor regu-
lation. incentive. disincentive. research, leade ship, and through
empowering students and parents

y.

What the Council Should Be/DQ
The Council sh-ould generally try to base its I-ecommendations

upon studies. research: and_ analysis
The Council should foals its attention principally upon the long-

term health of the intergovernmental system for managing educa-
tion 'while its focus is necessarily upon the 6ffects of federal adtion
or inaction, it may' find that it needs to make recommendations
concerning state and local actions.

-What the Council Should Not Be/Do
he Council should resist the temptation to be a national sCLol

board. or focus...in structural rather than substantive issues
The Council should resist the temptation to become involved in

the administration of the Department, in the day-to-day opdations
of the Department or in the annual budget process.

The Council should resist the temptation to act as .1 buffer be-
tween the Secretary and the President or between the Administra-
tion and the Congress. .

The Council should weigh carefully efforts to enhance its author-
ity over the regulatory priicess
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Conclusion

, The structure for governing America's schools and collegespub-
lic and private--is undergoing unprecedented change.

,v
The quantity of fedejal activity has increased dramatically be-

tween 1960 and 1980. .

In the same period, state-level activity affecting schools and col-
leges has begun to increase, partially in response to federal activity.

Court action has fueled some federal and, state activity, in turn;--
court action has been fueled by federal and state activity.

In response to such traditions as federalism, local control of the
schools, institutional autonomy in post-secondary and private edu-
cation, the separation of education from politics, teacher profession-
alism, and collegial governance have begun t6 disappear.

The result is dramatic and unexamined change in the ways by
which we ,make educational decisions. Authority and responsibility
for educational decisions are diffuse?! and confused.

There is no body except this body with the mandate and hopefully
the resources to help sort out federal, state, and local rolls.

/
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A gTATEHOUSE VIEW. ON THE
FEDERAL ROLE IN EDUCATION

Robert C. Andringa"

After one y Car in Govern Or Al Quie's office, the need for a sub-
stantial recasting of our local-state-federal partnership in education
seems more urgent My statehouse experience follows eight exciting
years on the staff of the education and Labor Committee in the U.S.
House of Representatives So I have viewed the question of the ap-
propriate federal role from both sides of the fence.' ,

While fam abogt to line the virtues of strengthening the statert
and local elements of t e partnership equation, it is important to
look first at how the whole federal apparatus appears to many of us
folks far from Washington. e

' ' The nation appears now to lack visiona -direction pvstle can
understand and support That calls for federal leadership. We des-4
perately need an ,energy 'program. In large part, that has to be
shaped at the federal level We are concerned about inflation, de-
fense policy, foreign relations. Those are federal concerns. W., in
the states need and want a federal government that has time to
plan,- to weigh alternatives, to give direction for the 1980's

'But instead we see,fragmAted-congressional subcommittees im-
rrersed in the mechanics of small programs while important policy
is es are neglected by the Congress We see proliferating agencies
an overlapping programs that seemingly can not be managed ef-
fectively We see few "put it all together" leadersonly a myriad
of specialists .

These disturbing trends were easily recognized during the 1970s.
Yet, there appears to be no way to initiate fundamental reforms in

obert C Andringa is the former Director of Policy Research for isilinnekkta
Gol,e or Al Quie He is now the Executive Director of the Education Commission
'of the 'tates
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how national policy gets put together Are we expecting too much

of the federal decision-making process? 0

By comparison, life seems more manageable at the state level
One can those easily grasp the important variables to policy deci-
sions. People' are not smarter here, but somehow problemsespe-
cially those with human componentsare still within the scope of
human decision-making.

Why is this so' Here are some observations which hopefully will
convince people that a modified federal role in education is neces-
sary.

Time.
While state legislators and executive officers are busy, they can

and do find time to discuss important issues, even on a couple of
days notice. It was much raoredifficult to even get the key players
together in the impossible pace of Washington. '

Tune'liness(.
-A different aspect of the time problem, the sWe decision-making

machinery can be more sensitive to the mood of the people, local
economic factors, court rulings, and the myriad other variables that
often determine whether new policy works or falls by the wayside.

Responsiveness.
You can't get away with unresponsiveness very long at the local

or state level People sect.O'ne another too often Local media 11)ave

time and space to cover most important issues Part-time legislators

are home so often it is impossible to claim ignorance of how people

are thinking about education

Early. Feedback.
Too often, Washington decision-make-rs sign-off on a "new federal

priority in education" and then wait,several years before adequate

data are available for evaluation. Correcting adjustments in laws

or ,regulatians come too late. Because the territory is smaller, the
communication§ networks are more convenient, and the decision-

makers are more readily accessible, feedbbac at the state level is

better

Teacher and ParentaltInvolvement.
As a Hill staffer, I often regretted that most of our input came

from Washington lobbyists or institutional administrators from out

of town on expense accounts. Leaders in the states have more com-

munication witbitidents, faculty, and parents., That is healthy for

c>,),
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decisionfma)ters and, in turn, for education.*.

InstitutiOnal Coordination.
Especially during periods of enrollmenet,decline and the need !.-,9

accommodate"students with special needs, inter-institutional plat,-
ning and cooperation.are necessary. Again, we can point to many
examples of this in Minnesota because our legislature and executive
understood the needs and cold resp d in a sensitive and progres-
sive manner. * `4,

0

Competent People Involved.

was
of the major changes in state government during the 1970's

was the addition of scores of bright, well-educated-legislative staf-
fers And the availability of highly ciWeiitialed education planners
and administrators at the local and state le'Vels is a constantly im-
proving variable My federal friends and I sometimes looked down
on state education leadership as Jess competent. I now regret that
attitude.

The Money.
If states wanted to, they cad adjust td jeductions in federal aid

for education The "if is a big tine andris, the reason so few edu-
cators do anything but ask for more federal aiel.-The interesting
point, however, is that ethicational entrepeneurs are looking for

money at every' level Those that know how to "work the feds" tend
to fly to Washington Besides, it is more fun going to the nation's
capital than the statehouse?

"'s
The Human Equation. - Lo

Education does not reach its potential good in the tcyes of people
unless the invisible variables are at work. Any distant goverhmes
could provide the tangibles buildings, boOks, films,'boiler rooms
and buses. What government can not do is buy or mandate Ahe
intangibles- excitement, creatiyity, love fqr kids, and the mdtivation
to think, work hard, listen to students and care. These come from
within a person. And they work best when the partner called gov-
ernment is close by, sensitive, realistic, responsive. Educators are
no different from others They want a voice in their government.
The states .have a fighting chance to be that kind ofgovernment.

a

Local Control.
Ultimately, schools must be the creative product of lOcal action.
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School 4istricts and public colleges derive thenr authority from the
states which, under our constitution, were left with the responsi-
bility for education State' Must be careful not to argue less I+Cderal

control so they can increase then own control Ultimately, what the
federal and state go. eminent:" do must -prodlice the desired re-

sultstangible and intangibleat the local level If we doubt the

ability of local groups to produce quality education, we need only

to look at hundreds of private schools which, with local boards and

not,much help from government at any lqel, have achieved sub-
stantial success Not all private schools have that reputation, but
enough do to make the point

Any analysis of this length is simplified And I have neglected to

point out some shortcomings of state government in education.

Neve/ theless. I think all of us must attempt to focus on the essence .

of our c 'rrent education enterprisb in America and better articulate

the merall goals and direction for government at each level ,

'_ So what is the federal role'' To allow Congress and the executive

branch to focus on those major issues states can not resolve, and to

bring educaiional deciSion-making closer to the people, I propose a

more limited federal role 11, ith the following ma ) or elements.

Education research that requires large fi ances, covers long

. time period's, and whose results have appjicability to many.
EnlorcenNnt of rules protecting against discrimination and
ensuring..equal krotection of basic rights, whenever a state

" demonstrates an inability to do as gopd a job. . ,
Fwanckig to support ,federal mandates related to education

1 for the handicapped. health and safety rules. etc
Support for graduate education and basic research that is in

'the national interest, pt a moealmuted number of institutions.

..Sloder e amounts of short-term ince/nice riioney for innova-

n and exi wiimentatfort, ei brqadconstraints
4

ilSufficient reboil', complement state and ipstitutional ef-
- ,

fol-ts to provide ac or any student who has the ability and

motivation. but lacks e money,;to pursue vAtsecondary ed,

ucation -

'There it is A prescription for reducing by at least 50% the number ,,,

, f. and viiricIty Of ilontiirelis of-swarute federal,peograms in education
Withappi-oprreto:h1p. the stases wolild wit:- up the'slack and pro-

. ducelu.tt, as gid la track record P4% we now ha IA in groVidang quality
. educatrOp ih Micrbu oven better. The decade of the eighties

the time to try *
4 * ' 4 A 112
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1980 POLITICAL PLATFORMS
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THE REPUBLICAN EDUCATION PLATFORM

Next to religious training and the home, education is the most
important mdans by which families hand down to each new gen-

, eration their ideals and beliefs. It is a pillar of a free society. But
today, parents are losing control of their children's schooling. The
Democratic Congress and its counterparts in many states have
launched one fad after another, building huge new bureaucracies
to misspend our taxes. The result has been a shocking drop in stu-
dent performance, lack of basics in the classroom, forced bqsing,
teacher strikes, manipulative and sometimes amoral indoctrina-
tion.

The Republican Party is determined to restore common sense and
quality to education for the sake of all students, espeolially those for
whom ledrning is the highway to equal opportunity. Because federal
assistance should help local school district's, not tie them up in red
tape, we will strive to replace the crazyquilt of wasteful programs
with a system of block grants that will restore decisionmaking to
/local officials responsible to voters and parents. We recognize tile
need to preserve, within the structure of block Irrants, special 'e u-
cational opportunities for the handicapped, the disadvantaged, and
other needy studerits attending public and private nonprofit ele-
mentary and secondary schools.

We hail the teachers of America. Their dedication to our children
is often taken for ganted, and they are frequently underpaid for
long hours and selfless service, especially in comparison with other
public employees. _r

We understand and sympathize with the plight of America's pub-
lic school teachers, who-so frequently), find their time and attention
diverted from their teaching responsibilities to tl.-task of comly-
ing with federal reporting requirements. America has a great shake
in maintaining standards of high 'quality in public education. The

101
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Republican Party recognizes that the achieveivent of thase stand-
ards is possible only...to the extent that teachers are allowed the
time and freedom to teach. To that end, the Republican Party sup-
ports deregulation by the federal government of public/education,
and entourages the ,elimination of the federal Department of Edu-
cation. k

We further sympathize with the right of qualified teachers to be
employed by any school district wishing to hire them, without the
necessity of their becoming enrolled with any bargaining agency or
group. We oppose any federal action, including any action on the
part of the Department of Education, to establish "agency hops"
in pti\blic schools.

) (

We support Republican initiatives in the Congress to restore
the right of individuals to participate in voluntary, non-denomi-
natio71,prayei in schools and other public facilities. -'4

Our goal is quality education for all of America's children, with
a special commitment to those who must overcome handicap, dep-
rivation, or discrimination. That is why we condemn the forced bus-
ing of school children to achieve arbitrary racial quotas. Busing has
been na prescription for disaster, blighting whole communities across
the land with its divisive impact. It has failed to improve the quality
of education, while diveiting funds from programs that could make
the difference between success and failure for the poor, the disabled,
and minority children.

We must halt forme busing and get on wi t the education of all
'our childre (W , focusing on the real causes of heir problems, espe-
cially lack of economic opportunity. -

)
Federal education policy must be based on the primacy of parental

rights and responsibility.,Toward that end, we affirm our support
for a system of educational assistance based on t x credits that will
in part comphsate parents for their financial s crifices in paying
tuition at the elementary, secondary, and post -secs ndary level. This
is a matter of fairness, especially for low-income amilies, most of
whom, would be free for the first time to choose f. their children
those schools which best correspond to their own cul ural and moral
values. In this way, the schools will ,be strengthen by the fami-
lies' involvement, and the families' strengths will be reinforced by

supportive cultural institutions.
---"7 We are dismayed that the Carter Administration cr elly reneged

on promises made during the 1976 campaign. Wieldin the threat

..^
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of his veto, Mr. Carter led the fight againSt. Republican attempts to
make tuition tax Credits a reality.

Next year, a Republican While House will assist, not sabotage.
Congressional efforts to enact tuition tax, relief into law.

We will halt the unconstitutional regulatory vendetta launched
by Mr. Carter's IRS Commissioner against independent schools.

We will hold the federal bureaucracy accountable for its harass-
ment of colleges and universities and will clear away the tangle of
regulation that has unconscionably driyen up their expenses and
tuitions. We will respect the rights of state and local authorities in

-,the management of their school systems.
- The commitment of the American people to provide educational

opportunities for all has resulted in a tremendous expansion of
schools at all levels. And the more we reduce the federal proportion

. of taxation, the more resources will be 4Itft to sustain and develop
state and local institutions.

TIME DEMOCRATIC EDUCATION PLATFORM

Perhaps the single most impor nt factor in spurring produc-
tivity in our society is a skilled work force. We must begin tdthink
of federal expenditures as capital investments, favoring those which
are productive and which reduce future costs. In this context, edu-
cation must be one of our highest priorities. Education is also the
indispensable'Prervquisite for effective democracy. As Daniel Webs-
ter said, "On The diffusion of education among people rests the iires-
ervation and perpetuation of free institutions."

The Democratic Party is strongly committed to education as the
beat hope for America's future. We applaud the leadership taken
by a Democratic President and a Democratic Congress in strength-
ening federal programs for education.

In the past four years:
Federal aid to education haS increased by 73%the greatest
income increase in such a short period in our history;
Strong financial and administrative support has been prollided
f or, programs that enhance educational opportunities for,
women, xvinorities, American Indians and other native Amer-
icans, the handicapped, and students with limited Engli-sh-

. speaking ability and other special needs:
=4-
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The Middle Income Student Assistance Act was adopted, ex-
panding eligibility for need-based student financial aid to ap-
proximately one-third of the students enrolled in post-second-
ary education;
A number of legislative, regulatory, and other administrative
actions were taken to enhance benefits received by private
school children from federal edtication programs; and
A new Department of Edtication was created to give education
a stronger, more direct voice at thefederal level, while at the
same time reserving control over educational pblicymaking
and operations to state's, localities, and public and private in-

stitutions.
Over tha, next four years, we plOge to continue our strong com-

mitment to education. We will continue to support the Department
of Education and assist in its all-important educational enterprise
that involves three out of ten Americans.

In this regard, we endorse the language of the legislation which
emphasized the invent of Congress to protect the rights of state and
local governments and public and private institutions in the areas

aof educational policies and administration of prtigrams. ."

It is now a decade and a half since the passage!by a Democratic
Congress at the behest of a Democratic Administrationof the
landmark Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965. At the
time, there were sound and compelling reasons to undergird all
federal aid to education with specific purposes. The specific purposes
remain compelling and the specific programs addressed to thenA
must be maintained.

Federal aid to education plays a significant role in guaranteeing
that jurisdictions of differing financial capacity can spend equal
amounts on schooling. We favor a steady increase in federal support
with an emphasis on reducing inter- and intra-state disparities in
ability to support quality education. The federal government and
the states should be encouraged to equalize or take over educational
expenses, relieving the overburdened property taxpayer.

The Democratic Party renews its commitment to eliminating dis-
crimination in education because of sex and demands full and ex-
peditious enforcement of Title IX of the 1972 Education Amend-
ments.

The Democratic Party strongly urges that the federal government
be sensitive to mandating state and local programs without ade-
quate provision for fundinseSuch mandates force the state and/or
local governments to incr6se taxes to fund such required programs,.
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Equal educational opportunity is at the heart o he Democratic
program for education. Equality of opportunity ust sometimes,
translate to compensatory e orts For the disadvantaged, the hand-
icapped, those with limite English lartuage skills, American In-
dians/Alaska Natives, Na ive Hawaiians, and other minorities,
compensatory programs require concentrated federal spending.

The Democratic Administration and Congress have supported a
comprehensive program of compensatory education and have ex-
panded it to include secNdary education. We will continue to target
categorical assistance to low-income and low- achieving students.

We reaffirm our strong support for Title I concentration grants
for remedial instruction for low income students. The Democratic
Party,pledges to achieve full funding of concentration grants under
Title I and to expand the Headstart and Follow Through prokalns7

The Democratic Party will continue to advocate quality education
in the Bureau of Indian Affairs and in tribally contracted schools
to meet American Indian educational needs. The Democratic Party
opposeethe closing of schools serving Ame'rican Indians and Alaska
Natives without Consultation with the tribes involved.

The Democratic Party recognizes the, need to maintain quality
education for children in school districts affected by federal activi-
ties and instdlations. We therefore will continue to be sensitive to
the financial problems' f these school districts.

School desegregation is an, important tool in the effort to give all
children equal educational opportunity. The Democratic Party con-
tinues to support programs aimed at achieving communities inte-
grated both in terms of race and economic class through constitu-
tional means. We encourage redrawing of attendance lines, pairing
of schools, utilizing the "magnet school concept",as much as pos-
sible, and enforcing fair hopsing standards. Mandatory transpor-
tation of students beyond their neighborhoods for the purpose of
desegregation remains a judicial tool of last resort.

We call for strict compliance with civil rights requirements in
hiring and promotion in school systZms.

We support an effective bilingual program to reach all limited
English-proficiency people who need such assistance.

The Democratic Party supports -efforts to bp:Laden students'
knowledge and appreciation of other' cultures, languages and coun-
tries.

We also support vocational and technical education through in-
creased support for teacher training, personnel develoment, and
uploading an&modernizing equipment and facilities to provide

1
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stun and technical training to meet the workforce needs for busi-
ness, industry, and government services.. Increased emphasis on
basic skills is essential to the success of vocational and technical
training. Vocational and technical education is a viable tool for
establishing people in their own business through entrepreneurship
programs. Vocational and technical education contributes to the
Economic development, and productivity of our nation by offering
every person an opportunity to develop,a marketable skill.

The Party reaffirms its support of Pth lic school education and
would not support any program or legislation that wou d create or
promote economic, sociological or racial segregation. r primary
purpose in assisting elementary and secondary education must be
to assure a quality public school system for all students.

Private schools, particularly parochial SchOols, are also an im-

portant part of our diverse educational system. The Party accepts
its conVitment to the support of a constitutionally acceptable
method of providing tax aid for the education of all pupils in schools

which do not racially discriminate, and excluding so-called segre-
gation academies. Specifically,. the Party will continue to adVocate
constitutionally permissible federal education legistion which
provides for the equitable.participation in federal PlOgrams of all
low- and moderate - income pupils.

The Democratic Party reaffirms its commitment to the concept
and promise that every handicapped child should have a full and
appropriate public education in the least restrictive environment
To assure thefbest placement and program for handicapped stu-
dents, we support maximum involvement of the regular classroom

,teacher in placement planning for handicapped students with as-
surance of 'barrier-free access. We further support increasing the
federal share of the costs of education for the handicapped.

We applaud the actions taken by the government in strengthen-
ing federal programs for higher education. The nation must con-
tinue to ensure that our colleges and universities can provide qual-
ity higher education in the coming period of declining enrollment
and rising operating.costs. '

We are especially interested in extending postsecondary oppor-
tunities to students from low- gpd middle-income families, older
student, and minorities. We believe that no ablekudent should be
denied-a college education for reason of cost.

The Democratic Party is committed to a federal scholarship pro-
gram adequate to meet the needs of all the underprivileged who

,
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could benefit from a college education. When those who are quali-
fied.for, postsecondary education cannot afford to enter college, the
nation ignores talent we cannot afford to lose. Basic Education Op-
portunity Grants, which offer both access to a college education and
the cliCiice of a college: must continue to be strengthened and should
be funded at full payment schedule.

Likewise, campus-based programs of aid must be supported With
a coordinated and reh4ble system of grants, loans and work study,
we can relieve the crisis in costs that could close all but the affluent
colleges and universities.

Since entry to institutions of higher learning is dependent upon
a student's score on a standardized test, we support testing legis-
lation wpch will assure that students will receive sufficient infor-
mation telative to their performance on the test to determine their
strength nd weaknesses on the tests.

t_t_

i
Our institutions of higher education deserve both public and pri-

vate backing. The Party supports the continuatidn of tax deductions
for charitable gifts, recognizing that such gifts represent the margin
of excellence in higher education and foster schgarly independence
within our institutions of higher learning., r;

The Democratic Party commits itself to the strengthening o'f grad-
uate education and the support of basic alid aped research Grad-
uate education, scholarship and research are, immense impor-
tance- to the nation's economic and cuIjral development.
Universities conduct most of the nation's b4.3ic research. Their
graduate and research programs are the tviiiiit giounds for the.,,

<-7research
personnel and professionals who seOver knowledge and

translate that.knowledge into action. .1,
1'

The federal role is critical to the quality ofThese endeavors. We
reaffirm the federal responsibility for stableu' ppoi-t of knowledge
production and development of highly trainedpersonnel in all areas
of fundamental scientific and intellectual ktiO**ledge to meet social
needs.

.,..
s .

High priority should be assigned to strengthening the national
structure for graduate education, scholarsh4and research and en-
suring that the most talented students,. especially women and mi-
norities, can gain access to these prograingi,

Historically Black colleges and universities have played a pivotal'
role in educating minority students. The 9emocratic Party affirms
its cOmmitmeht( to ensuring the financial viability and indepen-
dence of these worthy institutions and supports expanded funding

..:,
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for Black institutions. The Democratic Party pledges to work vig-
orously for significant increases in programs which.have tradition-
ally provided funding for historically Black colleges and universir
ties. Particular attention should be given to substantially increasing
the share of funding Black colleges receive. We will substantially
increase the level ofparticipation of Black colleges in all federal
programs for which they are eligible. In addition, we urge the es-
tablishment of an office within the Office of the Secretary of Edu-
cation to ensure full executive implementation of the President's
Black college directive. Similarly, colleges serving Hispanic, Amer-
ican Indian,' Alaska Native, and Asian/Pacific Islander students
should receive equal consideration in federal policies affecting their
survival.

Finally, educatidnal quality should be strengthened through ad-
, equate support for libraries, federal leadership iri educatibnal re-

searchi and development, and improved teacher training.
v, The Democratic Party further, urges the federal government to.1

take into account the geographical barriers, tgi access to educational,
and library materials which particularly affect the noncontiguous
territories of the United States. A study should be conducted to
review the possibility ofsending airmail, at surface maftrates, said
materials to and from the mainland U.S. and the noncontiguous
territories of the U.S. .4114

The Party believes that improved teacher inservice training,
building upon the successful "Teacher Center Model" implerifent&I
under this Administration, could contribute substantially to edu-
cational quality. We support the establishment of federally funded
teacher centers in every state and will work toward a steady in-
crease Vilthe nufhber of teachers served. Teacher centers should
address such issues as bilingual, multicultural, non-racist, and non-
sexist curricula,.

The Party continues to support adult education and training to
upgrade basic skills. .

We propose federally financed family-centered developmental and
educational child care programs available to all who need and desire
them.

We support, efforts to provide for the basic nutritional needs of
students. We support the availability of nutritious school breakfast,
milk and lunch programs. Students who are hungry or malnour-
ished can experience serious learning difficulties. The Democratic
Party affirms its commitment to restore fair eligibility require-
ments for this program and to set fees at a level which does not

1 ----""....
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unfairly deny students the ability to participate.
The Democratic Party recognizes the importance of family an d

cpmmunity involvement in public scRools, and the impact their in-
volvement can have on the quality of a child's educational envi-
ronment. We support initiatives that will encourage parents and.all
members of'the 'community to take an active interest in the edu-
cational future of our children.

J
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Cha Ales Cooke, the author of the next selection and the official in charge
of education legislation during the Nixon-Ford years, shares Many of the
concerns felt by Bernstein and Merenda. As Cooke points out, much of the
criticism of current federal programs is part of a more general desire to
return to simpler Ones and easier problems, but the government, he argues,
has exacerbated as problems by relying on a rigid, compliance-orionted ap-
proach to running its programs.

As a partial solution to the_difficulties.posed by this compartmentalization
of federal money, Cooke argues for,more emphasis on outcomesthrough a
whole-school approach that allows flexibility within given school sites
rather than on inputs and fiscal controls.

Y
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FEDERAL. ;EDUCATION STRATEGY
. DURING THE 1980't.

. Charles Cooke*

As we begin the third century of our experience, it appears
that we, as a nation, have lost sight of .the fact that we are also
beginning the- third century of. our "noble experiment" of nation -

-' As ow experiences have-accumulated, they_have weighed
down that sense of noble experiment that enthralled the founders
of this nation. Nowhere has this become more evident than in the
public school system of our cquntry.

,Our public schools are near, to achieVing a goal which no other
nation in the world has attemptedthe free pubUc education of all
the children of the nation. And this free pubic education is not only
free in the economic sense, but also fre rom ideological indoctri-
nationeither political, religious,*or both.

By the decade of the 1970's, after two centuries of struggle and
effort, our experiment of free public education for all had attained
many of its goals, as illustrated by the facts that:

about 90 percent of school age children attend public schools.
about 90 percent of high school age students attend public
high schools.
slightly more than 1 percent of the American people werell,
literate, whereas' in 1900 this figure was about 11 percent.
the United States is ranked number one among all countries
in the percentage of 15-18 year olds enrolled in school.
high school graduation rates were more than 80 percent, hav-
ing risen from below 50 percent in 1950, and the United States
had 75 percent of the worklkwAlegrade students.

* Charles Cooke, formerly Deputy Assistant Secretary for Legislation (Education),-
inthe Department of Health, Education and Welfare, is now Federal Program Coor-
dinator for Dr. Wilson Riles, California Superintendent of Public in struction.
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46 percent of our.high school graduates attend college.
Earlier in the 1960's, as our public school system began to see

that many of the overall gbals of free public education were near
achievement, the focus of our education discussions ancj strategies
shifted from the education needs of the many to the unique educa-
tional needs of the few the poor, the limited and non-English
speaking, and the handicapped. Education for the majority had
largely been accomplished, education for the minority had not.

In support of these new directions, the federal governfnent and
a few states) led the way , developing categorical programs to target
resources upon the populations in need. Compensatory educatiorl;
bilingual education, edudatign for all the handicapped and the 4-
pension of vocational education, were major categorical educational
programs designed to provide assistance to the population.in need
and: o provide incentives to-states and local educational agencies
to de elop their own programs to meet the'se unique educational
needs

In ma ways, up to the 1960's, the public school systems of this
country, a ng with most other programs providing social services,'
were paced to the desires, mores and social values of the majority.
'che minority (those who had difficulty in assimilating the majority
viewpoints) were essentially excluded from the rewards of the.sys-
tem and labeled variously as stupid, lazy,r4tarded, recalcitrant,
trouble makers, indifferent, and'or cheaters. A prevailing attitude
was that if you couldn't learn it Was your fault, not the schools'
fault. 4

The change in the educational emphasis of the 1960's was to
question that prevailing attitude and try to alter the perspective to
one where the question became. "Why can't schools educate this
child?" In the i970's that change is still in dispute, and the chal-
lenge for education in the 1980's will be whether or not the publid

,at large will' support a public school system where the,focus is upon
the unique educational needs of each child regardless of race, color,
national origin, creed or handicapping condition.

*

The enactment of the Elementary and SeCondary Education'Act
of 1965 set in motion a train of events With regard to federal edu-
cational programs and how they would be implementeda train
which today threatens to stall out before it reaches the summit.

From the beginning, the federal government has had to attempt
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to define and refine what the exact nature of the feder I role in
educatiog should be. Provision of educational.services ha histori-
cally been the province of ,state and local governments, and the
federal government's role in the educational process has een nei-

ther self-evident nor easily definable.
The first federal efforts within the realm of education c me into

being to answer perceived national needs and priorities costly to
develop an increased number of properly trained personn l and to
provide impetus to research efforts. Within this framework, the fed-

eral government provided assistance to colleges in the Morrill Act
of 1862 and to vocational education in the,Smith-Hughes Act of

1917.
Next, federal attention was focused on the recognition that the

federal government should bear some fiscal responsibility for edu-

cational costs,
sties. This re
lic Laws 81
areas (gener
assistance.

hich were influenced as the result of federal activ-
ion caused, in the 1950's, the enactment of Pub-

and 815, school assistance to federally affected
known as Impact Aid) which provided federal fiscal

school districts impacted by federally owned areas
(thereby non-taxable by state or local governments) and/or federal
employees (thereby, in some instances, non-taxable by state o'r local

governments).
Also in the Fifties came an enactment of a Tederal education law

designed to answer a newly perceived national need and priority.-
the 'National Defense Education Actwhich recognized that the
nation needed more and better trained engineers and scientists as
well as linguists and foreign arc specialists.

In the decade of the Sixties, as previously noted, the federal gov-
ernment began to 'shift its focus to another nationalsoncernthat

ifof ensuring equal educational opportunity to all. thig`concern had
always been a part of the overall education concerns and, in fact,
the original development of vocational education in the late 19th
century in large measure had been born out of the concern for equal
educational opportunities for all students, not just those students
pursuing academic and professional careerS.4.,

This concern 'became .more paramount yi the Sixties with the
initial fOcus being the necessity to provide additional federal assis-
tance to the childrerLooi: families in orderithat such children
could break out of the;iy.c.le $f. poverty d becomeii4lependent
rather thaw dependent citizens:" From thiMitial focus, federal ed-
ucation priorities have been extended tilificlude assistance tb most
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of the historically under assisted populations. economically disad-
vantaged, special education, limited and non-English speaking,
American Indian, and other minority groups. The main goal of all
these programs has been to assist these students in obtaining equal
access to the entire school programs offered through the elen-ientary,
secondary, vocational and pott-secondary systems.

Thus, by the 1970's federal education programs were ,aimed at
meeting a variety, of perceived national needs: .

Providing assistance to develop skills generally in need na-
tionally. .

Iniproving the quality of educational services through support
of research, information, and dissemination.
Supporting the development of needed educational institu-
tions. .

.

Providing fiscal assistance to states and local agencies'and to
individuals to obt'ain equal educational opportunity, for the
economically disadvantaged, handicapped, limited and non-

a English speaking, and minority populations.
Providing fiscal assistance to state and local agencies to help
overcome fiscal burdens created, by uneven 'distribution of the

-.population in need.*
Also, by the same time, the federal budget for education had in-

creased enormously.
With this increased federal role, both in terms of scope and dol-

lars, came also increasing concerns about the proper expenditure of
the federal dollars. From 1965 onward, Congress became increas-
ingly concerned over whether the appropriated dollars were- being
spent upon the purposes for which they were appropriated.

This Congressional concern was paralleled by the increasing
knowledge and concern amon the historically underservpd popu-
lations to ensure that the rvices now offered them by the federal
government were indee eing provided to them, and that.eq.ual
educational opportunity become not just a promise, but a reality.
These concerns helped to create the various civil rights statutes and
`structures which were designed to ensure the tight of all individuals
to an equal educational opportunity, and toand the re-
sponsibility of all-institutions, federal, state local, public and,
in some areas, private, to provide such opportunity. ..

Overall, the increased federal role in education, both in the pro-
vision of educational assistance and theyrotection of the individual,

* The limited and non English speaking populations, for instance, are concentrated
in four statesCalifornia, New York, Texas and Florida.

,.-
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was occurring in a milieu of increased Complexity of life. In all
aspects of life, human action, individually, nationally and world-
wide, has become more interdependent, more complicated and more
confusing than it had been in the "good old days." Nostalgia for
a return to those "good old days" when life was "simpler" grew
as the complexities and confusion of "modern" life increased.

The combination of increased Congressional concern over how the

money was speTi, public desire for a return to the "simple life,"
increased awareness of and demand for, equal educational oppor-
tu,nity, and increasing fiscal constraints led us, in the late 1970's,
toward greater confrimtation among ourselves on a host of educa-
tional issues: the goal of equal ,educational opportunity; federal,
state and local control over education; school finance; desegregatidn;
and the relevance and effectiveness of public education and/or pri-
vate eduCation.

The cot perhaps inevitable given the trends of
society, has been exacerbated by the track the federal government
has chosen to,take with regard to carrying out the federal priorities
and ensuring the protection of individual rights. In the first case,
again perhaps inevitably, the federal structure has. moved forth
with an assumption that the primary way to ensure federal prior-
ities and protections are met is to make states, districts and schools
carry them out., The corollary of this assumption was that left to
their own .devices schools and local educational agencies would not
move to meet perceived national needs.

There Can be little doubt that in the beginning such an assump-
tion was correct in many-areas. A classic example is the histoiy of
Title Yof Elementary and Secondary Education. The ptirpose of this
legislation was to provide additional fiscal assistance to schools and

school distriatg headily impacted with large concentrations of chil-
dren of low income families. The 'rationale of such a program was
that provision of additional instruction to such children would allow
them a greater chance of success within the school system to obtain
those, skills necessary for a productive life. The educational and
social, benefits of such an outcome were manifest. )

Shortly after implementation of this new law,- it was found that
in some areas of the country, states and local iducational agencies
were using these additional funds to replace state and local funds
which had previously been used to provide services to the children
now eligible to;receiye Title'I funded assistance.

This practice, and others' which served to thwart the federal pur-
pose an4 intent, have generated over time a panoply of statutory

b.
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provisions to close the "loopholes.:' The "supplement, not sup-
plant," maintKance of effort, excess cost and comparability pro-
vigions of Title I were all enacted to bring an end to various 'state
and local practices which were perceitied as circumventing the fed:
eral intent.

It is important to note that each of these provisiOns were rational
and logical as reactions to proven misconduct and as standards for
proper program operation. At the time, each of them represented a
necessary and important step in ensuring federal intent was imple-
mented.

Over the same time frame, however, other important statutes
were enacted and began to be implementedTitles IV, VI, and IX
of,the Civil Rights Act, the Education for All Handicapped Children
Act, and Section 504 of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act. Addi-
tionally, important court decisions had an impact upon the delivery
of educational servicesthe Brown decision ods desegregation and
the Lau vs. Nichols decision regarding equal opportunity for chil-
dren with limited and non-English speaking abilities.

Additionally, in California the Serrano decision directed the state
to develop funding allocation processes which would eliminate (to
a large extent) the disparities among local educational agencies
with regard to wealth-related per pupil expenditures. While not
applicable to the entire nation, the Serrano, decision nonetheless
influenced both other states and federal educational strategies and
priorities.

Thus, by the early 1970's, a legal framework for ensuring equaA-
educational opportunity had been established. During the latter
half of the Seventies, this framework began to be filled in with
regulations, guidelines, program directives and rules. The world of

ucation was more and more filled with a 'web of requirements
metimes complementary, sometimes conflicting, most oltn con-

fusing and, all eases, difficult to cross without becoming entan-
;gled in at leash one line, if not more. '

A good example of the crisscrossing interlocking lines of this web
is the requirements which must be met by states and school districts
with regard to delivery of compensatory education services, carry-
ing out court-ordered desegregation, meeting the needs of limited
and non-English speaking students, and providing special educa-
tional services to handicapped children.

A school district may receive different Federal funds to provide
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compensatory education, to assist in desegregation activities, to pro-
vide multi-lingual services to limited and non-English speaking stu-

, dents, and to provide special educational seryices to handicapped

children.
In several states'thesame sclitol district may receive state funds

for some of the same purposes and targeted upon the same popu-
lation. In California, for instance; the state provided funds for com-
pensatory education programs, bilingual programs an special ed-
ucation programs, thus reinforcing federal efforts in each of these

areas.
In each program federal funds must remain separately identifi-

able so that federal auditors can ensure that ehe funds are being
spent for the proper services delivered to the proper children in
need. Additionally: the federal funds cannot be co-mingled with
state or local funds even though both are providing the same serv-
ices to the same children.

The web of protections, procedures, accountability and educa-
tional processes that must be followed is rapidly leading toward
program implementation which is more and more focused upon com-
pliance with the letter of the law and less and less upon carrying
out the educational intent of the law. Further, the various require-
ments of different laws often lead to outcomes which do not further

the overall goal of equal educational opportunity for all.
The most recent example of this kind of outcome is seen in the

.../equired-by-Liw ,test as enacted in Public law 95-561 ("The Educe-,
tion Amendments of 1978"). The purpose of this test is simple
enough: If any other law, state or federal, requires that services
'must be provided to all students or to certain kinds of students,
then 'title I funds should not be used to provide these services. The

rationale is also simpleif the'school must provide these services
regardless of funds received, then if Title I funds are used to provide
such services, the school could use the "other" funds repldced by
Title I for whatever purpose the school wanted to. This would be a
classic case of how Title I funds are used to supplant "other" funds
rather than supplement the "other" funds.

As mentionedmentioned previously, it seems clear enough that the replace-
ment of base school funds by 'Title I funds would thwart federal
intent fOr additional' services for educationally disadvantaged chil-
dren. However, it becomes significantly less clear that replacement
of categorical school funds by Title I funds is necessarily a thwarting
of federal intents
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With regard to expenditure of state and/or local compensatory
education funds, the only sure way of avoiding entanglement with
the federal government is to duplicate Title I requirements exactly.
If there are variations in the rules governing state or local eompen-.
satory funds, then much more elaborate allocation processes must
be followed and much closer scrutiny is exercised by the Department
of Education. Despite the complexity of ensuring compliance with
the Title I requirements, the processes worked out by California as
a result of the ruling in the Alexander vs. Califano case allows a
remedy which permits some state and local discretion in providing
compensatory education services while ensuring equitable protec-
tion for the Title I eligible children. 41.

Such remedies may not be available with regard to services for
limited and non-English speaking students, services to meet the
special educational needs of handicapped children, and services to

_prepare students to meet mandated proficiency requirements.
In particular, the Supreme Court rulirig in the Lau vs. Nichols

case stated that equal educational opportunities for limited and
non-English speaking student.% could only\ be pro'vided by taking
affirmative action to assure equal access for such children to the
entire school program. School districts must make such affirmative
actions regardless of whether or not they received additional funds
for such pujposes.

If the current narrow interpretation of the Title I statute holds,
it would insist that Title I funds cannot provide services for limited
and non-English speaking students to overcome their linguistic dif-
ficultiesas such services are randated by the Lau vs. Nichols
ruling.

If a State has a significant limited' and non-English speaking stu-
dent population and recognizes their needs,and provides state funds
to meet those needs, the result can be a lessened capability of com-
bined federal and state funds to meet the, need. While Title I rec-
ognizes the uniqueness of bilingual education funds as far, as grant-
ing them exemption from the comparability requirements, it does
not recognize try such exemption from the supplanting provision.

Lack of exemption from the supplanting requirements would
make little difference if the populations served by the two programs
(compensatory education and bilingual education) were synonom-
oils; however, they are not. Educationally disadvantaged students
are eligible to receive services only the extent they are located
within the eligible school districts and, within ose districts, iii
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eligible schools. Limited and non - English speaking children are el-
igible to receive.services, no matter their location.

In California, this difference was recognized by the legislature
which mandated servicis be provided by state funds to limited and
non-English speaking students who were not otherwise being
served. The thought of the legislators was that those limited and
non-English speaking students already receiving the necessary
services should be skipped so that the "new" dollars could reach
those children not being served. "Wrong!" adjudged the Office of
Education: Title I funds meeting the educational needs of LES/NES

would have to be replaced by the'"new" state dollars, or the district
would be supplanting.

The effect of this ruling is to replace Title I funds providing serv7
ices to LES/NES with state funds targeted for that population. The
Title I funds thus released must go to the next eligible Title I School
which may or 'may not have LES/NES students. Thus, numbers of
LES/NES students who could be served by a combination of state
and federal funds could be diminished to the point where only state
funds could be used.

This outcome can also occur in meeting the needs of handicapped
students:Public law 94.142* requires that free appropriate public\education be provided to all students with andicapping conditions;
it thus mandates the provision of special ducational services for
such children regardless of the source of funds for such services. If
the "strict constructionists" prevail, the ruling would be that Title
I eligible handicapped children may only be served by Title I funds
if they are first seized by PL 94-142 funds. .

Perhaps even moreldifficult to deal with will be the likely effect i
of "strict construction" tvith regard to statewide proficiency re-
quirements. Such requirements may or may not (most likely not)
have additional funds tied to them; however, all school districts will
be required to meet'proficiency standards (in California, standards
of teir own choosing). Therefore, because such services are "rb:
quid by law," Title I funds may not be used to provide them to
help students meet the standards.

The educational world is already stifficiently confused by attempt-

ing to distinguish between compensatory reading services and re-
medial reading servicesnow reading services pried to students
to meet proficiency standards may have to be distinguished from
compensatory reading services.

If all the foregoing is arcade it then truly repreaents the condition

. * "The Education of All Handicapped Children Act"
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federal aid* to education has gotten itself into by the late 1970's.
For a variety pf'good reasons, feder'al aftl to education has become .

fiscally oriented rather than educationally oriented.
Faced with the necessity of demonstrating accountability, the fed-

eral government has increasingly insisted that federal funds must
be accounted for down to and including the individual child. What
has been lost sight of is the original federal objective equal edu-
cational opportunity and the provision of educational services con -
tributing toward that goal.

A result has been a rising litany of lack of local control, the fa-
voring of some children over others, the oppressiveness of monitor-
ing and evaluation by "outside agencies", tie unwarranted intru-
sion of parents into the educational decision-making prOcess, the
rigidity of the funding process, the burden of state and/or federally
imposed "paperwork" and rising'tide against categorical programs
in favor of "block grants" which would "restore" local control and
local flexibility.

It seems clear that current federal prescriptions with regard to
federal aid to education need to be revised. If they are not, the
entangling web of multi-requirements will place local educational
agencies,In a "cocoon" preventing movement in any direction. The
political momentum of vouchers and tax credits will increase and
the public education system will sufferperhaps ruinously.

* * *

,

If the federal priorities are to be maintained and the overall goal
ofproviding equal access to all students to the entire school program
is to be pursued, then the requirements for accountability must be
maintained. However, the mechanisms for the necessary account-
ability must be changed. Currently the accountability mechanism
is essentially fiscal. As seen above, this mechanism has probably
passed its limit of usefulness. Further tightening of the fiscal con-
trols to account foethe funds expended on individual students can
only lead-to treater rigidity and less education.

It also seems clear that such tightening of fiscal controls can only
produce more and more auditors attempting to "track dollars" and
demand school site accounting offices to account for each dollar that
comes to a school. The cost acid effort, of installing such a fiscal
control system is not only prohibitive, but also unnecessary.

The overall federal concern should be: first, that the educational
system of this country is providing effective and useful education
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service and next, that federal money is spent to provide necessary
services to-assist particular populations,in obtaining an equal ed-,
ucational oppoqunity. The key element in reaching this goal should
not be the funds, but rather the necessary services as long as thg
student is receiving all the necessary quality services he or she
needs, the level of funding or the identity' of the funds should not
be of concern. Thus, the accountability 'Mechanist-A' should be a
mechanism that is primarily accountablekfor the services deli'vered.

An accountable service delivery syStem should be 'able to ensure
that programs of sufficient size, scope and quality are provided. This
can be done by top do management, monitoring and evaluation
a solution which would can increased federal and state staffs. Qr,
such a system can be e purview ofa local monitoring and evalu-

ation structure.
Since the inception of Title I, federal law Makers have insisted

on the necessity of incltiding parents in the .decision-making pro-
cess. The federally inspired mechanism for accomplishing this pur-

jpose hasbeen parent advisory councils. Federal education laws each
have specific requiTements for the composition, formation and re-
sponsibilities of each of "their" parent advisory councils. Many
states .have paralleled these requirements with similar require-
ments for state funded educational programs.

Public law 95-561, for instance, regnires,specific percentages of

parents, establishes selectiOn procedures and 'states that each local
educational agency shall give each advisory council responsibility
for advising it in planning, implementation, and evaluation, of its
programs and projects assisted by Title I funds. There are siMilar
requirements for bilingual education, special eduCation, vocational
education, and other federal education parent advisory councils.

Thus, over time, parent advisory councils have been viewed by

s the fede,ral government as a means of broadening the educational
. decision-making process, enhancing the concept of shared respon-

sibilityfor the educational outcomee,aud acting as an accountability
mechanism. However, three basic flaws have become clear with re-
gard to the federal concept.

One flaw has been the. proliferation of separate parent advisory
council's for each separate program. This trend, combined with state
trends along the samelmeS, can lead.to the i uationjn, which a'

schoiil district can hay as many as nine paren advisory .councils

' advising it on educational programseach with i own educational
agenda focused upon its particular constituent ups. An outcome
of this situation is that other than the school district or school

t
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.

administration or governing board, in most states, there is not a
parent group that tries to integrate and coordinate the entire dis-
trict or school educational program.

Beyond the difficulties arising from this proliferation of advisory
councils is also the problem that separate parent advisory councils
for each categorical program contribute to 'the notion that categor-
ical programs are only the concern of their constituents anti that
such programs Operate as adjuncts to the "regular" school pro-
grams, not as a part of them. It also contributes to the\noti9nthat
only special need students require extra attention and more 'careful:,
individual diagnosis and prescription. Finally, it allows the contin-
uation of a perception that different parts of a community only in-.
teract with a school when those programs "made for then are
affectechk

Another flaw is that federal 'desires to ensure effective parent
participation have led to the federal government, in sey'eral in-
stances, insistinplOn parentlicontrol of the parent advisory coun:
ells. (For instance, in Title I, parents must represent 51 percent of
the parent 'advisory council membership.) In many cases this ar-
rangement leads to a "we-they" syndrome, and the participation
of parent advisory councils in the district or school decision-makipg
process is adversarial in nature rather than collaborative:

A further' flaw, partly due to majority parent represeritation re-
quirements, partly die to overall school governance i ues,

.

partly due to the categorical nature of parent advisor councils is
that the parent advisory councils are advisory only. T y can ackisf
the district and school as to what they think ought be done, bt ,s4
districts and-school administrations (atsome risk) can do as they
wish with regard to major educational decisions. Parent advisory :ter
councils, as they exist in the federal concept, have little real control'
over the expenditure; of fuzids or over the size, scope and quality of ,

the programs and/or projects offered by districts and/or. schools.
The success of a school depends upon the involvement in the ed-

ucational decision-making process of the entire community the
community at large, the parents; the instructional personnel, the
administrators and the students:,

Unless all of the parties are a ively involved in making educa-
tion at a school a success, such su ess is dnlikely to occur.

We-only need to point out the folloWing:
As the population of this nation ages, more and more adults
sy. ilt not have children in school (currently only 25 percent of
our adults have children in school); thus, involvement 7f all
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adults of a community rather than just parents is necessary
4.. if schools are to be supported 'by a majority.'

As highlighted many times by district an school personnel,
schools cannot replace the family as the. p imary educators of
children; however, societal changes have placed more and
more of this task upon schools. The way to reduce this growing
imbalance would be to get parents more actively involved in
their children's education.
It is a truism that no school program can be successful without
the activd commitment of those actually providing the instruc-
tional services in the cla room. Without a sense of shared
reTfionsibility and par ership, instructional personnel will
not have the rrce's y commitment, and, under the current
system, they ge rally do not have' a sufficient opportunity to
share.

E ye go, a ias it becanie more apparent that the educational
syste in California needed to be looked at as a whole, that cate-
goric approaches were leading to educational stagnation and that
the educational decision- making processes were not serving to unify
the education system, the Superintendent of Pubfic Instruction con-
venefl a broadly representative group to develop. a plan and a con-
cept for improving education ip the state.

Among file conclusions reaene,d were that, first and foremost,
there was a need to find a way to implement wliat we 4geatly know
untl-ttrat-we- did -rot need to roncentrateroA inventing new learning
theories and'or methods. Next, no single plan could dictate the ele-
ments of an effective school program,frdm above. Furthdr, inter-
ested parties at the school site, those closest to children, needed to
form a partnership and receive incentives, di?ection and support
from the community and from above to put into practice what they at"`'
knew could better accomplish the delivery of ed'ucattonal services.
Finally, the needed incentpres, directiOn and support-as Well as the
necessary advanced planning for such change would require addi-
tional resources specifically,earmarked for'guch purpose's.

We recognized the continuing need for improved use of categorical
funds gas well* the improved use of general school funds. We also
recognized tile need for greater accountability. Implicit in all of our
discussions was the idea that overall improvement of the delivery
of educational , services in the school would represent a clear im-
provement of the service IS for children with special needs. We
stressed the notion that vq`lle looking at (and providing funds for)
the whole school, extra funds would be required for such children.
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This became the Early Childhood Act of 1972 and was initially
directed to begin first in selected schools in a phase -in for grades
kindergarten through three. One half of the schools selected had to

be schools with large numbers or concentrations of childre9 from
low income families. In* 1,977 the program was e'xpanded to make
all elementary and secondary grades eligible. Schools have been /

gradually phased into., the program since its inception in' 1972.
About 60percent of all public elementary school children and 12
percent Of all secoadary students are now served by the ffrogram,

A basic concept or the school improvement program is that schools

can only truly respond to the need of students if they systematically

build into their operation a cooperative school/community process

for self assessment, goal setting, program planning, outsiae evalu-
ation, and program modification. This process is necessary in all
schoolsfegardless of the characteristics of the populations served.

At the heart of the school improvement program is a mechanism

to ensure accountability and proper implementation of the pro-

gramthe school site council. The school site council through com-
position, selection and authority corrects the basic flaws of the.Par;

ent advisory council mechanism.
The school site council is composed of representatives of the ad-

ministrators, the instructional and other school personnel, the par-

ents and the community, and, in the case Jf secondary schools, the

students. Thertis- parity between the school. stiff representatives
and the representatives of the parents, and, students. This equal

"*".-.r.e.p.imsentation betyfeen.the community and'the school, we believe,

helps to create a shared responsibility for the school 'and its pro-

grams. Further, it helps create a collaborative partnership to for-
.

ward education objectives. ..
The selection .of school site council Memberships is done by each

,, group-representedteachers select tfachers; parents, parents; stu-
dents, students; etc. No one_groupis allowed Ur dominate the selec-

tion process, and each group is assured of proper representation.
The school site council's responsibility and authority (unlike the

authority of parent advisory councils) is not'to advise in planning,
but to develop the school site plan. This plan includes the identifi-

cation of student's needs and tile integration of specific coordinated

strategies to meet the needs. Funds alloc ted in the School Improve-
ment Program as well as the base schoo unds are subject to review
and direction of the school site council. dditionally, the school site

council has thelesponsibilitlito help ensure the proper implemen-
tation of the plan and to participate in the evaluation of the plan.

14#
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If the school site council determiies that pupil achievement in
reading should-he ihritlised,.the school plan would identify how this
is to be accomplished. what textbooks and other instructional ma-
terials are required; what staff development program will equip
teachers and aides to give more effective reading instruction, what
special materials and services will be used to document children's
progressin the classroom, from one teacher tp another, how par-
ents caii be equipped to assist the children, ho 4 thelibrary will be
used to promote reading skills; what the time line is for each activ-
ity; 'how the school's other activities relate to and become. support-
ive of the reading program; and how the school improvement pro-
gram funds. will be budgeted to accomplish the planned goals.

Since the plan is schoolwide, integration among the activities of
the grades or classrooms is built into the process. Classroom Activ+
ities are coordinated and centered 9n mutual, agreed-upon goals.
Instead of isolated classrooms, the school is perceived as units which
are connected together by the plan and for which responsibility is
shared among all participating adults. Additionally, the plan assists
in developing an entire schoolwide approach toward providing a
continuum of skills to be reached as children progress through the
grades.

While we are not stiggesting that the-school improvement model
necessarily could be applied nationally, we are suggesting that the
federal educational strategies and programs should be designed to
encourage the development of incentives and mechanisms, which
provide for improvement of schools, focus accountability upon'serv-
ices delivered'at-the school site, and which involve the entire local
community in a partnership for better educational programs.

Such federal educational strategies and programs can,be accom-
plished by several interrelated mechanisms and processes:

brodening the educational decision-making process at the lo-
'cal level to include the entire community.
providing for local responsibility to ensure necessary appro-
priate services are provided to all Children.
assigning local responsibility for accountabiljty (to include
proper implementation and evaluation).
insisting that necessary educational services provided for spe-
cial needs populations are considered in the context of all ed-
ucational services provided at the-school.
providingthe necessary leverage. for success.

The basic structure to carry out a school program for success,
should be a school site mechanism which would represent the entire
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, ..

community and which would have the responsibility for developing'

a school plan and ersuring the implementation and evaluation of

the plan..Such a school mechanism.would be responsible for ensur-

ing the necessary appropriate 'services are provided to al) children, . ...

including special needs children. . . .

Accountability for federal funds,can be accomplished by ensuring
fiscal accountability to the school -i.e., those schools with, student
populations .adjudged by the federal government to be in need of,

\ special assistance. Most local edu'cation' agencies' have sufficiently

detailed fiscal accountability procedures for it to be relatively easy

. for federal or state,fiscal auditors to monitor the/allocation of cat-
egorical funds-to the proper schools. . .

Once .at the school, however, the focus should shift from fiscal'
accountability to service accountability in which a schotil site mech- '

anism ensures that the necessary services are provided to the stu-

dents at that school. . .
The composition and authority of the school site mechanism

sho d ensure a process which-Protects the rights of special popu-

lationlation , but also ensures that the entire ucational process of the \I
,+ school is integrated and coordinated to, rovidequal educational

opportunity to all students of the school. .

This would not be a "block -grant" piocess. NO Would it: be a

"general aid" process, but rather 'a prbcs ,which ensures special.
educational strategies for spiiiciSc populations integrated into the
entire school program. Such a Process should not only upgrade the
svvices provided to those with unique needs, but also upgrade the
base upon which supplementary services are provided.

r

Federal aid to education is an important and necessary part of
the entire school finance;picture. Diminishment of the federal fiscal
cormitment to educqion would be a serious impediment toward
accomplishing the goarof a free appropriate public education for all

students. . ..,
The primary emphasis of federal aid to education should continue

to be to provide equal educational opportunity to all segments of

our -population. But this emphasis must be encouraged and sup-
forted by all elements of the populationthe community at large,

parents, the school-age population, the school administration, ideal
governing boards, instructional personnel, and students. Such In-

, couragement and support can only come through processes and
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mechanisms which ensure shared responsibility for the entire
school program and shared reipondibility for the provision of ap-
propriate services to each child.

Federal education funds should conttifice to be provided on a cat-
egorical basis to the unique populations in need. However, account-
ability for such funds should be at the district level and should
ensure that the funds go to the proper schools. Accountability within
schools should not be fiscally oriented, but should be service ori-
ented and the accountability mechanism should be a school site
council with-responsibility and authority to ensure the provision of
appropriate services as funded by all sources, local, state and fed-

.eralcateggrical and general.
.

Education should remain the primary. purview of state and local
-0 education:dr-agencies. The- fe FaT role in education should be fo-

cused on supplem4nting and sisting the meeting of national prior-
ities and needs. Funding f education should remain as it is now
with state and local edu tional agencies providing the bulk of the
funding and federdl e cation funds supplementing these efforts.

We need to make our education system a system supported and
governed by all, not just special interests. We need to make it a
system in which we all bear part of the responsibility and in which
we all share that responsibility. W need to avoid the straitjacket
of federal controls which could event people and programs from
forming a partnership for s cess in our schools. Our public edu-
cation system is at the he of our "noble experiment," and is its
epitome, and must rema so.

.
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The conservative resurgence that has marked the early Eighties has fo-
cused a considerable amount of its attention on fede-ral education programs.

it
has found remarkedly little to praise, much to question, during this review.

The following selectiondrawn from the Executive Summary and policy
analysis of the Heritage Foundation's Mandate for Leadership reportar-
ticulately expresses the major conservative cri iquy of federal policy direc-
tions in education.

124.
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THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Ronald F. Docksar

Reshaping the Federal Role in Education

The mission of a federal education agency, is directly determined
by the nature and .scope of the authority granted to it by its au-
thorizing legislation. This legislation should be altered to shift sig
nificant departmental responsibilities to the state and local levels,
as proposed by Congressman John Ashbrqok, Senator Orrin Hatch
and others. The Department of Education can be reduced in -size
and budget, and its relation to state and local education authorities
can become supportive rather than intervotionistt. State authori-
ties would, reassume programmatic responsibility' for elementary
and secondary education, and would attain greater administrative
authority over current grant programs; To achieve these goali, a
new administration must count among its first priorities the revi-
sion of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), and
review of the administratidn of the Higher Education Act including
a Comprehensive review of their appropriation bills in order to rec-
ommend an incremental reprogramminkof money authorities back
to the Mates.

* Ron d F. DOcksai is now Majority'Health Counsel for the Senate Labor and
Hums Reg.ousrces COmmittee. This article was prepared as a collective enterprise
involving many%individuals. George Archibald, Margaret Currin, Justine Davis,
Raymond English, Polly Gault,Onalee McGraw, Ronald Preston, Charles Radcliffe,
Donald J. Senese and Lawrence Uzzell deserve particular mention. The author alone
assumes responsibility for this article. No views expressed herein should be attrib-
utpi iicany other individual. [AUthor's note]

(Thistrtkle originally appeared in a longer version in the Heritage Foun-
dation's' Mandate for Leadership (c. 1981, The Heritage Foundation), and
is reprinted by permission of the Heritage Foundation.)

v
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ESEA should be completely restructured to shift educational de-
cision-making back" to the state and local levels and to eliminate
Most of the enormous paperwork and administrative burden. The
Ashbrook bill (H.R. 7882) is a workable model for the kind of re-
structuring whith would accomplish this with substantial support
from the education community.

As the Department of Education divests itself of some of its ad-
ministrative responsibilities, there will be a substantial reduction
in personnel, as well as a reduced federal presence in qur schools.
But this need not mean that the federal role in education must be
passive or that the governintrit should abandon its legitimate con-
cerns about the quality of Anierican education. Rather, the federal
government wild, be freed to pursue a far more effective role in help-
ing our schools and colleges improve their performance. This shoal
be the 1?asis on which the Secretary of Educatibn explains his policy
of reducing his department's controls over American education.

There are three types of educational activity in which a more
active federal' role is desirable._ They have been eclipsed in recent
years by the government's incr\easing involvement in the process
of grant administration, but could be revitalized to give substance
to a new federal role in education. They are: 1) information gath-
ering and dissemination; 2) consultation and technical assistance
in dealing with on-site teaching problems; and 3) educational re-
search and development. These were the traditional duties of the
old U.S. Office of Education. They have been neglected in recent
years, despite the initiatives of the National Inatitilte of Education,
and in the past they were seldom performed with great distinction
or impact. Yet there is a tremendous need for these kinds of services
to education, and there is the potential for doing therh effectively.
It is not true that the federal government must be coercive to be
effective in education. On,the contrary, while educators and school
administrators are receptive to genuine help, they resent and resist
federal interference and the threat of fund cut-offs. Most of these
impospons (e.g., school busing) have had a disruptive effect on ed-
ucation and on the federal government's relationship to the local

community. .

1. Information, gathering and dissemination are two activities
which can be best accomplished at the federal level, and the need
for these activities is great. Anyone who has dealt with education
statistics knows that they are pathetically inadequate for analysis
of problems or as the basis of policy-making. The machinery for

--,
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gathering education data is totally inadequate, even as it is per-
formed by the Depart Ment of Education. The establishment of a
comprehen:siye, timely and reliable education information system
is a task which ought to be performed at the federal level; and one
which is necessary for the improvement of educational quality. Any

411. federal education office which succeeds the Department of Educa-
tion, should it be abolished, should handle this among its principal
tasks. t

.
.

2. Consultation and technical assistance on educational ques-
tions should be handled by the federal gmiernment as a service to
state and local government. The services rendered should be of high
quality, practical in nature, and offered on a cooperative, not coer-
cive, basis. Hereis an area where the federal government is posi-
tioned to attract the limited number of genuine experts who can
offer advice on such educational fields as vocational and technical
education, adult edudation, education of the handicapped, the dis-
advantaged !.d the non-English speaking.

3. The results of federally-funded research and develOpment in
. education have been, at best, spotty and inconclusive; at worst, they

havCbe'en programs for indoctrinating students in ethiCal relativ-
ism and social determinism. Research necessarily involves a certain
amount of failure and spent effort, especially in a field like educa-
tion where many promising concepts do not produce the anticipated
successes, and sometimes appear to reverse the learning process.
But research and development projects, if oriented toward practical
problem-solving, rather than "values clarification," can be worth-
while. For instance, it would be particularly helpful to investigate
what methods would best work in dealing with youth unemploy-
ment.

In this regard, the new administra tion should have a strong com-
mitment to vocational education. Vocational education program
serve 20 million young people and adults, and currently receive
$750 million annually in federal funds. They have long enjoyed
bipartisan supfort. Reconsideration of the CETA Title IV-A youth
employment programs (the authority for which expired September
30, 1980) and reauthorization of the Vocational Education Ad
should be the occasion of an examination of federal policies and
programs.

Concerning the Office of Civil Rights (OCR) within the Depart-
ment of education, it must be said that this office with its civil

. -penalties and enforcement authority has been destructive of good
federal-state relations in educational policy. OCR since its inception

4.
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has been the vocational haven' of class action advocates who have
zealously carried out their interpretation of the letter of the law,
while violating its spirit and intent. If OCR demands outrageously
detailed and expensive data from schools and colleges, no one dares
challenge it because it currently enjoys ready access to the Secre-
tary and the President. The bestinterest of education and law en-
forcement is served by preventing the federal government's legal
harassment of schools and colleges. But Unfortunately, OCR's legal
challenges of the policies of schools and colleges seems to serve its
current administrative interest. A change is required both in policy,
and personnel in OCR (and in the Justice Department). But this
may be possible only after the most careful political preparations
have been made. The interest groups supporting OCR's present
policies are well organized and will be directly affected by any
change in OCR's power or policies.

In principlepthe Department of Education should be abo'ished as
a Cabinet department. But the authors of this report take the po-
sition that the status of the agency as a Cabinet department is less
critical to a new administration than the overhaul of federal edu-
cation policy. The Proposals presented in this report, if imple-
mented, will do pore to restore a healthy federal role in education
than the mere abolition of the agency's Cabinet rank.

It is clear that the Department's continuing interference with
local and private education, and its threats of coercion have not
improved the quality of education. Conservatives must develop a
more genuinely "'federal" education policy, a program of federal
and state cooperation. By removing the adversarial atmosphere
which urrently exists, a conservative administration would better
manage the limited financial an human resources that it can bring
to bear educationid problems.:

Weaving Gold Back Into Straw
It is the common assumption of the authors of this,report that the

creation of this Department was a mistakeo:that its enactment is
analogous to an inversion of the proverbial miller's tale, spinning

\ something fine back into something coarse.
The authors of this reportib, to different degrees and for different

reasons, recognize and support a role for the federal government in
national education policy. But they-agree that the new Cabinet level
Department of Education has in its maiden period mada education
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Policy more amoilthous as a collection of programs to be imple-
mented; less_ accessibly to parents, community and state leaders
desiring and deserving a direct role in education policy; and more
bureaucratized, allowing an ever-decreasing level of-discretionary
authority to state and local education authorities.

The authors,of S. 210, which set up the Department, appeared to
respond to widespread concerns that the establishment of a Cabinet
level agency would undermine the traditional independence of lo-
cally-run public schools. They put in th4. legislation's report lan-
guage long and bravely-written commandments against further fed-
eral encroachment. The provision for (in Intergovernmental Advisory
Council is intended td check any future federal expansion, and there
is a proscription in the legislation against any federal pre-emption
in the shape and conforinity of state education programming.

However, in the short time the Department has been in existence,
an established collectiorrof literature has developed chronicling the
administrative excesses of the Department, the wasted time, money
and energies that have failed to improve educational quality or
extend its reach. Fo'r the most part, and given the most ideal ofe,
circumstances, the authors of this report would prefer to erase what
Congress has done chtring the past two years. We would develop a
federal education policy which restores authority 'to the states and
local communities, and increases their discretionary funding power.

Because circumstances are likely to be considerably less than
ideal, however, this report's recommendations are prpsented as op-
tions which can be taken in whole or in part by planners at the
Executive level.

Current Policy Assumptions and ,Deficiencies

Elementary and Secondary Education'
,I.To a degree probably unique among the major departments, the
mission and role of the Department of Education is shaped by the
design and content of the legislation it is given to adnillnister. If all

'--akr most of the many and detailed aid-to-education acts within the
Mpartment's jurisdiction were replaced by one or two block grants,
most of the Agency's workload would be eliminated. There would
be one other result: the Department's influence on State and local

and. actice through discretionary grant authority
would isappear. Few people have ever mad or tried to read the text
of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act., Title I, in partic-
ttar,-is-written in such complex, convoluted, involved language that

29.
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it almost. defies attempts to decipher it. Literally hundreds of in-
dividual requirements and conditions, written in agonizing speci-
ficity, ,are scattered throughout the Act. Each requires regulation
writing. Each requires monitoring education agencies for conform-
ity. If the role of the federal government in education is to be
changed, the Department must'alter its relationship to state and
local, agencies and educational institutions. This can only happen
if the legislation is rewritten. .. 'a '

Instead of the present labAinth of prescriptive programs, a basic
policy assumption of the federal role in education should be to pro-
vide needed financial support with a minimum of admirtistrative
burden. We should resurrect the jraditional role of the old P.S.
Office of Education to provide basic information about the status

5.,/and needs of educatiggi and to fund neede research in education.
Accordingly, one of the highest prioritie or immediate action must
be a comprehensive overhaul of federal education legislation. There
is growing support in Congress as well as. in the,"education com-
munity" for such action, but that support could be quickly lost
through ,the advocacy of overly simple solutions. Just saying "block

J grants" will not suffice. Some federal programs do not lend them-
selves to this treatment (e.g., student financial aid) and others are
already essentially "block gints," though broadly directed toward
a purpose (e.g., vocational education).

Moreover, there are education programs which have been estab-
lished because it is said that they are in the national interest. Spe-
cial assistance for the disadvantaged (title I; ESEA), the education
of handicapped children, student aid, and aid for vocational edu-
cation are prominent examples of categorical aid prdgrams. To em-
phasize the national interest in them, these might be continued as
categorical aid programswith the caveat that the legislation in
each case should be simplified as much as possible, With federal aid
emphasized and federal controls reduced to a minimum. This, too,
can only be achieved by re-writing the legislation.,

The pending reauthorization of the Vficationa; Education Act rep-
resents still another opportunity to stress traditional values (em-
ployment, job preparation, productivity,' etc:) while simplifying
over-grown legislative detail. This, too, would result in an altered
federal role which emphasizes state and local rponsibilit.y for de-
cision-making.

.

Again, the fundamental mission of the Department of Education
should/be to assist education in the national interest, but without
interference in, the fundamental responsibilities of state, and local

-4. iirt
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educational agencies.
To° summarize the deficiencies of federal policies for elementary

'sand secondary education:
1. Numerous categorical aid programs authorized by extremely

detailed and prescriptive legislation result ill interference in
the operation of state and local school systems and costly and
time-consuming administrEitive burdens which are counter-

.
productive.

2. A host of grant programs for narrowly categoridal purposes
distorts state and local institutional program choices, which

shave to be shaped to meet federal priorities order to qualify
for the funds.

M Formula grant prqgrams chopped up into narrow categories
of assistance automatically.mean that; federal funds are avail-
able for the specified purposes only in, the amounts deter-
mined by formulawhich from "state-to-state and year-to-
year would bear no necessary relationship to actual program
needs.

4. An additional number of discretionary grant programs greatly
increases the federal "clout," since fecipients must compete

4. 0

for the funds solely on terms laid down' by Washington bu-

reaucrats.
5. All of the above make it passible for the federal government

to influence to an enormous extent the policy and practice of
public education, even though the government "contributes"
no more than 7 percent of the funds that pay for public ele-
mentary and secondary education. a

Higher Education
It is discouraging to realfze juk how much of conistriporary dis-

cussion about education concerns the role and responsibilities of the
federal government. Many Americans currently regard education
not as an end iri itself, but as a means to accomplish ends prescribed
by government: compliance with ..state pljtnipand conformity with
federal guidelines and court orders. They spenttheir entire profes-
sional lives in the arcane business of negotiating an ever-expanding
inventory of points at issucdetween government and education.
And agencies have grown up within each which are creating sys-
temic pressures to extend the patternaof niture government regii-

,
lation.

Institutions of higher learbing, like all others iri society, have
been made subject to, goverriment regulations But the impbsition of

a
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regulation'S on colleges and universities has not been the result of
careful policy-making by the current or previous Administrations.
Two problems with federal regulatory activity are worthy of note:
t l) because rules are imposed on institutions by a wide variety of
agencies, no one is adequately concerned with the total regulatory
burden on the institutions, and t2) the pursuit of accountability has
resulted tin deep federal intrusion into the academic affairs of edu-
cational institutions.

New rules to implement laudable social goals are imposed on
educational institutions in ever-increasing numbers, but nobody is
watching, to see how much pain the victim ca stand. It is costly to
comply, and colleges and universities, like others who are so bur-
dened, have limited resources. At some point, money and time de-
voted to implementing federal tules are taken from educational pro-
grams. If U.S. colleges and universities were to add the cost of
compliance with federal regulations (such as OSHA requirements
and those of Section 504 which mandates access for handicapped
persons) to the cost of the maintenance they, have deferred in recent
years, most would discover they have been effectively banOrupl.for
some time!

The federal battle cry of "accountability" has brought about a
significant federal intrusion into the academic affairs of colleges
and universities by reversing the presumption of innocence.. Recip-
ients of federal assistance are presumed guilty unless federal in-
vestigators and auditors can be satisfied they are innocent. Unfor-
tunately; the federal government fails to distinguish betwee
responsible recipients of federal assistance. and irresponsible ones;
between high-risk and low-risk institutions. All recipients are

:9guilty from the day they receive their first federal dollar.
In the name of accountability, no fact of college or universit

operations is free of federal scrutiny. Student admissions,' faculty
hiring, financial practices, student class hours, and even what fac-
ulty do with their free timeall are subject to federal 'examination
and approval. .

The federal presence on college and university campuses threat-
ens the nature of the institution itself. In order to comply with
federal demands, universities have staffed large business offices,
admission offices, planning offices, audit offices, and the like. The
president's role has been shifted from one of academic and:admin-

. istrative leadership to one of chief negotiator for and with bureau-
cracies. As the authority for decision-making is shifting from the
faculty to the university bureaucratic offirieclecentralized
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structure of the institution, which fosters intellectual innovation,
is threatened.

Any responsible federal administration must require that all re-
cipients of federal funds reach generally accepted social objectives
and that they develop good financial management systems, but it
should assume that those federal objectives are met unless devel-

NniOnts prove otherwise.
he obvious first step in a new national policy for lig er educa

tion is ta devise a new system of financing measure at relieve
education's dependence on direct government financing, aid thereby
relieves the vulnerability of education to government controls.

Such a system of financing measures would include:
1. Enactment of pending legislation to extend the charitable de-

duction to all taxpayers, regardless of whether or not they
itemize deductions, to stabilize and stimulate non-govern-
mental support of education;

2. Reform of government student aid programs to maximize em-
phasis on direct payments to students and/or their families to
help them meet education expenses, and to minimize direct
payments to education entities;

3. Rpplacement of categorical grant programs with block grants
based on costs of instruction and/or enrollments of govern-
ment-aided students;

4. Remodelling of research support programs to maximize em-
phasis on, and incentives for, achievement of mutually. agreed -
upon' research objectives; anti'

5. Coordinated initiatives, including finabcial incentives, to fos-
ter self-regulation in education, as a viable alternative to gov-
ernment rekoation.

With the adoption of thesanancing measures, the government's
rote in higher education would be proscribed and limited tothe---,_
business of recognizing tax-deductible contributions, processing
payments to students, families, and educational entities, and bb-
taining proper accountings for the use of public funds. Both the
need and the jurisdiction for government control of higher education
would be ended, along with the rationale for agency structures to
formulate government policies, to monitor compliance with such
policies, and to threaten educational entities with deferral or ter-
mination of government financing if they fail to conform to govern-
ment directions. Under such circumstances, it would becomeat least
theoretically_possibig_kor Amerie-an education to be restored to its
historic position as a free and independent enterprise. In short,
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higher education could be conserved and replenished as an end in
itself, rather than plundered to serve'government's ends.

Problems and Options in Federal Education Policy
. .

epartment Legislative and Administrative Options
Legislative Optiohs. It is virtually indisputable that the federal' pro-
gramsain elementary-secondary education have done more damage
.than programs in higher education: the former involve more de-
tailed mandates and prohibitions, and test scores show that the
quality of the schools has declined farther and faster than that of
the colleges. ,

If he pays heed_to the letter and spirit of the U.S. Constitution
and the sorry experience of the 15 years since the Elementary
Secondary Education Act was passed, a President will try to trans

fer-as much -decision-making power as possiblnaway-from- Wash,
iiington biick to state and local educators. The fastest practical way

o o is is replacing ESEA with a system of block grants.
programs -wider ESEA fall logically into two categories: (1)

aid for the compensatory education of "disadvantaged" children,
commonly referred to as ',Pale I"; and (2) everything else: aid for
libraries, counseling, textbooks, innovative and experimental pro-
grams, bilingual education, metric education, arts education, con -'
sumer education, environmental education, health education, lai-
related education, population education, women's education, ethnic
heritage programs, etc. Title. I is the colossus: in dollar terms it is
the single largest federal education program. Title I is also distinc-

t.- tive in that it allocates federal dollars among recipients-according
to a mechanical formula based on student population. The other
ESEA programs distribute- dollars on a "discretionary-grant"
basis; states and locals apply for grants under each program, and
the program's Washington administrators reward what they con-
sider to be the "best". applications. Thus, these other programs
give federal officials more opportunity to influence (or dominate)

' local' deciSion-making than4ritle I, even though they do not involve
nearLy as much money. This point is especially important for the
mograms that are at present being used as' captive vehicles by
groups of ideologial militants, such as the "Women's Educational
Equity" program and the Title VII Bilingual-Education program.

* Unless it's done in a fairly ambitious and comprehensive fashion,'
the "block-grant" reform is probably not worth doing at all. Cmi-
solidating only two or three of the dozens of elementary-secondary
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programs would not breaklip the mechanisms b? which decisions
are currently made, or transform the existing philosophy which is
based on giving each special interest its protected slice of the pie.
The four worthwhile options are as follows:

1. Consolidate everything outside Title I, except for the three
best-entrenched prograins: vocational education, handi-
capped education; and "impact" aid for school districts with
large proportions of families who live or workon federal prop-
erty.,

2. Consolidate everythingboutside Title I, including the voca-
tional, handicapped, and impact-aid programs.

3. Consolidate Title I together with the non-Title I programs
other than vocational, handicapped, and impact-aid.

4. Consolidate Title I together with all non-Title I programs.
In 1978, when the Elementary and Secondary Education Act was

being authorized,.Congressman John Ashbrook. proposed a substi-
tute amendment which essentially embodied Option 3. The amend-
ment failed by a vote of 79 to,290.

In the summer of 1980, Mr. Ashbrook introduced a more mod-,
erate proposal: similar to Option 1, but somewhat simplifying the
Title I,programs to reduce paperwork and shift major decisions from..
the federal to the state level (H.R. 7882, the Education Improve-
ment Act). This proposal was designed to have a chance of passage
in 1981 even if there are no major upheavals in the partisan/ideo-
logical composition of Congress.

Any of these optionl would give state and local educators greater
discretion to pursur _their own priorities; would reverse the 15-year
trend toward greater complexity and convolutedness in ESEA pro-
grams; and Would make possible substantial cuts in the 1400 pages
of federal education regulations, in the 10 million state and local
man-hours now_consumed by federal education paperwork, and in
he payroll of the new Department of Education, which tptals more

then 5,000, full-time permanent employees (excluding staff of the
overseas schools serving U.S. military dependents).

Obviously, Options 3 and 4 would go the farthest along this de-
sirable path.. But either would be vulnerable to the charge that the
economically disadvantaged were unjustly losing their special en-
titlement to federal assistance under Title I.

Therefore:the new administration might want to consider a fifth
option: keep Title I separate from all.the other programs, and retain
its character as aid specifically targeted for the disadvantaged; but
transform it into a voucher system. Eligibility for this aid couV
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continue to be basell on the Orshansky poverty definition and on
AFDC payments, just as at present, but the aid itself would go,'not
to local sO$ool districts and state departments of education, but di-
rectly to the parents of disadvantaged children in the form of vouch-
ers which could be used for either public or private education

Even if it did not pass, this prgposal would makeit impossible for
anyone to accuse the Administration of "middle-class bias" in its
advocacy,gf private school tuition tax credits. It would also lay the
rhetorical groundwork for fighting for cutsIn Title I appropriations
under the existing stru ture.) If it did pass, the Administration
would be rescuing the ublic-school monopoly's most helpless vic-
tims, the inner-city cks and Hispanics, at a single stroke. This
one victory would sound the death-knell for statist educatibn.
Administrative Options. A federal law already on the hooks (Gen-
eral Education Provisions Act, Section 417) gives the administra-
tion great opportunity to identify and penalize mediocre education
programs,'

This law requires the Departnient of Educatio 'in m as-
urable, quantitative terms the specific goal s of each
of its programs, and to report annually to ongre.s on -ach pro-
gram's progress (and lack thereof) toward th e ls. A 1g77 GAO
study confirmed that the U.S. Office of Education (as it was then
called) was not in compliance with this requirement, and had never
been in compliance, and did not intend to. comply. Congress did
nothing tip penalize USOE.-for its non-compliance, and little has
changed since.

The general evaluation reports provided to Congress under the
law, averaging well over 500 pages, are masterpieces of equivoca-
tion. They try to avoid saynfanything definite, and often rely on
the dodge of measuring inputs rather than results (e.g., ESEA Title
I succeeds in channeling-fonds to the most disadvantaged students,
therefore it is meeting its objectives). They appear months after the
statutory deadline, making it difficult or impossible for OMB or the
relevant House and Senate Committees to use them in making de-
cisions about budget, appropriations, and i;ealathorizations.

But the private contractors who conduct most of the federally-
commissioned education evaluations required by law do a surpris-
ingly honest and accurate job, Groups like the Rand Corporation
and American Institutes for Research have repeatedly produced
findings which show tha4 programs under study are ineffective or
even harmful. Sometimes, these findings are couched in technical
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terms that only a professional statistician can decipher; consist-
ently, the bureaucrats and Congress have disregarded negative re-
sults and proceeded to expand ptograms which are clearly doing
positive harm to their intended beneficiaries, such as the ESEA
Title VII bilingual programs.
j A Secretary of Educatikn should make it clear that he does have

a clear objective against Which all education programs will be eval-
uated: their .contributions to the basic academic skills of reading,
writing, and calculation, as measured by standardized norm-refer-
enced tests.

He should schedule an early meeting with the evaluation chiefs
of the leading contractors, and make it clear that under this admin-
istration, they will not be harassed for bringing bad news, as the
American Institutes for Research was in 1977 when it told the truth
about Title VII. They will be *encouraged to make their conclusions
in forthright, non-technical terms. (He should make sure not to
imply that he wants their findings to be artificially, slanted against -
the programs, either.)

The Secret hould also make it clear, in advance, that pro-
grams whos offi ials fail to cooperate with the evaluation process
will be penalized when the time comes to set the proposals for their
future budgets. The burden of proof will be on those who contend
thai a program makes a positive and significant difference; absent
such proof, the program should not merely be "level-funded," but
cut: . 4"...,

Federal Policy for Higher Education,

Federal Regulations'dnd Higher Education. An Overview
Colleges and universities are a unique industry for which federal

programs have special import. But, in many respects, these schools
are businesses like other businesses, and the effects of federal reg-
ulations upon schools are similar to the effects of federal regulations
upon other businesses.

A multitude of general Jaws now influence the higher education
community. Thg environmental protection laws, the Occupational.
Safety and Health Act,. the Employment Security Act, the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, and the recent and sWeduled increases in social
security taxes, 'and more, make college administration more expen-
sive and complicated, just as these laws make all businesses more
expensive and complicated.

Although no one factor sets higher education apart from other

1 3 7
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industries, several factors combine to define the particular signifi-
cance of federal programs and requirements for higher education:

1. Colleges and universities are inevitably labor intensive. They
employ 1.5 million people, a number that could 'hardly be reduced
without a direct effect upon capacity. A substantial portion of this
labor force must be highly trained, and therefore, university em-
ployees tend to be especially expensive. An extensive and expensive
work force makes the federal income and retirement security pro-
grams especially onerous for colleges and universities that must
pay all or a portion of the premiums for their employees. Social
security is by far the most expensive of all federal programs for the
schools. The scheduled increases in social security taxes will place
a heavy burden on university budgets.

2. ,Colleges and universities have only limited control over, their
income. Only a portion of their financing comes from charges to
customers, i.e., tuition. Tuition is set on a yearly basis. Income from
investments depends on how well the investments do. Private gi-
ing is a chancy affair, and various levels of government control" the
rest of the financing. Even annual increases in tuition al-e proble-
matic, especially for private colleges, whose tuitions are alieady
higher than those of state subsidized public colleges. The private'
colleges fear losing students to the less-expensive public colleges.

3. The decentraliiation o ina_ny universities makes it more dif-
ficult for them to comply, h some federal requirements. Schools
have had to establish interapartfnental and sometimes university-
wide committees to set and enforce standards, to keep records, and
to prepare reports for federal agencies..At times,.the schools have
been less than efficient in creating these committees. Committees
often are unclear in their goals and operations, and not infrequently
colleges have established organizations will), overlapping or redun-
dant duties. College departments do not want to relinquish their
autonomy, a vital aspect of their "acadeniic freedom." But federal
interference 'with universities is spawning central administrative
interference with individual departments, gradually transforming
the structure of higher education in this country,. ,

4. Colleges and universities are a handle on the future. They are at
the center of America'ncience establishment. They select, mold, and
position most of the nation's future leaders, executives, professainals,
scientists, technocrats, and bureaucrats.

Consequently, the schools have come to be viewed by Congress
as a tool of federal policy. They are thus subject to a plethora of
federal enticements in the form of grants in aid. "Grants in aid"
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has always been something of a game since college administrators
and professors have their own purposes, and are adept at diverting
federal funds to ends that are' questionable in terms of official goals.
In response the federal government has become more of a task mas-
ter, perhaps too much so. Grant recipients must make extensive
efforts to justify their work. In addition, schopl administrations
have recently been burdened with a detailed and perplexing docu-
ment known as A-21. A-21 is the manual for calculating the "allow-
able" costs, including overhead costs, of federally sponsored proj-

ects. The bureaucracy is intent on knowing the uses and depreciation
of facilities, and the percentage breakdown of the efforts of persori-

nel.
Three major issues are entailed in federal involvement wit

higher education. The first issue focuses on questions of effecti
ness: the second on questions of affordability, and the third to qu
tions of propriety.

Efforts to manipUlate research and education from Washin
must be clumsy, since both defy standardization, and require on
sight inspection. The more the federal government tries to discipline
universities in their use of federal funds or prod them toward effi-

ciency with detailed instructions, the more surreal these efforts will
become. The schools will have to. hire more people to process the
'documentation; the professors will have less time for research and
teaching, and the bureaucracy will receive mountains of exception-
ally boring material whose very complexity will invite convenient
,interpretations, both by the professors and by the bureaucrats. Con-

fusion will reign.
Like most people, university professorNralit to be left alone with

the goods. The federal government cannot responsibly dole out
money without any attention to returns. But, perhaps the grants
process can be made more businesslike. The government could con-
tract for a certain product or effort, and after a reasonable time, the
government could see what the taxpayers had gotten for their
money. This judgement could influence further dealings with the
relevant profess-Or/researcher and with the institution that he rep-
resents'. Of course, this process occurs now, but it is embellished
with a multitude of details. More attention should be paid to results;
an&less to process.

The schools, especially private schools, unlike other businesses,
cannot zadily pass on additional costs to customers. Therefore, the
increasing costs.of employee benefits such as social security, and

139
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the increasing administrative costs of complying with federal reg-
ulations and meeting grant requirements are placing the higher _

education connnunity in a finajicial' squeeze. fititigh non-profit
organizations are .exempt from income an property taxa, these
organizati s mist pay for social securit or comparable benefits,
and as the co of these benefits increases, the true tax burden upon ,

them increas . For this reason, college administrators tend to favor
the use of general tax funds to buttress social. security in place of
increased social security taxes. Granting colleges some exemption
from social security taxes would help college budgets appreciably.

A reduction in the administrative costs of regulations and grants
would also be beneficial. Here, coordination would help. As of; 1977,
colleges dealt with 400 federal agencies that were supervised by
more than 50 executive agencies. The new Depdrtment of Education
is not likely to remedy this situation. Indeed,, it may well become
a springboard for more elaborate interference.'

Despite the anus of employee benefits and the hassles with grak
-applications, the college administrators have remained relatively
calm concerning these measures. The administzetorsand academics
may grumble over the red-tape with which the government wraps
its'carrots, but no. open rebellion is contemplated. It is quite another
matter with another class of federal requirements.

These are requirements designed to promote "al justice" as
defined by Washington. The requirements are alleged to be reason-
able contractual stipedations, but,the implied volunteerism of a con-
tractual relationship is a legal fiction as far as colleges are con-
cerned. College administrators perceive extortion behind these
'requirements.. .

Federal requirements are becoming increasingly expensive for
the nation's Alleges and universities. A 1976 study by van Alstyne
and Coldren shoNVed a dramatic'growth in administrative expenses .;

attributable to federal regulations. These costs increased for six
universities over ten years from a negligible portion of their ad-
ministrative budgets to between one-eighth and one-quarter of
these budgets.

The burden federal regulations place on universities is counted
in more than money. Increased federal intrusion is an aggravation
to administrators and professors. it introduces into their conpider-
ation of persdnnel "functionally irrelevant" statuses such as ?ace /
and sex. It inevitably leads to the ill treatment of qualified persons
who do not belong to federally favored groups. It introduces an ad-

. versary relationship among' all parties. It inundates the schools
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with tedious process. It introduces lawyers into situations in which
they do not belong. Liberty suffers, and so do prospects for informal
solutions. .

Colleges and universities have not been singled out for federal
interference; such is the plight. and privilege of all American enter-
prise. Federal regulations affecting the schools are not substantially
different from the regulations affecting other businesses. TRecom-
plaints from the schools echo the complaints made throughout the
business community.

The "social justice" directives such as Section 504, Title IX and
Executive Order 11246 will be particularly 'difficult to reform or
remqve. They deal with extraordinarily emotional issues. Any effort
at additiqnal restraint on the part of the Office of Civil Rights w' 1
be seen by a variety of activists as a manifestation of "benign ne
glect", a retreat to sexism, racism, and indifference to the handi-
capped.capped.

g

Nonetheless, reforms are needed. The burden of proof should be
shifted. The schools should not .be judged guilty until they prove
themselves innocent. They should not be judged in advance. The
OCR should be entirely neutral in its consideration of the evidence.
Each side in a disptite should have to make Its case.

The originator of a complaint should not remain anonymous. Cur-
rently, the OCR withholds the names of pccusers to protect them
from campus retribution. This policy is outrageous. Any person or
persons calling on the federal government to act against any other
person or persons should have the courage for confrontation. At any

'rate, people have a right to know their accusers. .

, Compliance With Section 504' should be tailored to a school's fi-
ncial capacity to comply. Perhaps, a certain portion of a school's

bud t can be devoted to reasonable accommodation of the handi-
cappe . Requiring massive changes without regard to cost is unrea-
sonable.

Affirmative action is the sorest point,of all. The proponents of
affirmative action see it as the quickest and most practical means
of upward mobility for America's women, Blacks and Hispanics. Its
opponents see it as an attack on equal opportunity'and merit selec-
tion. Affirmative action is perhaps a quick way to lift women, and
minorities into prominent or lucrative positions,- but it is not nec-
essarily the most just. Affirmative action has,prodticed at least some
demoralization and resentment'Among workers, and caused man-
agement to emphasize gender and race at the expe'tse of skill.

Affirmative action does not run counter to American practice; it

r,
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runs counter to kmerican ideals. It should be jettisoned as soon as
it is politically possible to do so. In ,the meantime, it should not be
administered with a heavy hand. Prudence and tact should mitigate
the adversarial relationship that Rict3cutive.,Order_11246 has estab-
lished and nurtured between the federal government and academe.

r.



DIRECTIONS FOR FEDERAL
ELEMENTARY/SECONDARY

EDUCATION POLICY

Alan L Ginsburg, Marshall S. Smith and Brenda J. -

Introduction

The basic, purposes of the Federal role in the na'ion's schools
have remained largely unchanged since 1965. At that time, a re-
formist Federal government set out to do two things that it believed
the State and local authorities were not dbing: improving access to
educatidn for unserved and underserved population groups, and en-
hancing the quality of the schools.

These purposes, introduced into law in the Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education Act (ESEA), also underlie many newer Federal
programs and policies, In additibn, a few programs serve a third_
purpose: providing limited general support for the schools' regular
activities with funds that are easily merged into regular operating

This paper is the product of a collaborative effort. The order of authorship was
determined by lot. We are indebted to Michael O'Keefe, who participated actively
in discussion of many of the issues considered here. We also wish to thank Beatrice
Birman, Emerson Elliott, and Jay Moskowitz for their helpful comments on earlier

drafts. tAu,thors'onote.1
Alan Ginsburg now Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary, Technical and Analyt-

ical Systims, U.S. Department of Education. Marshall S. Smith, formerly Executive
Assistait to the Secretary of Education, is now the Director of the Wisconsin Re-
search and Development Center for Individualized Schooling, Brenda J. TuMbull is
a consultant in education.
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budgets at the.State or local level.* These three purposes dominate
the Federal role in elementary and secondary education.

This paper does not quarrel with these Federal purposes; we
strongly agree that underserved groups must receive special atten-
tis,....and that the Federal government has a role in stimulating
im-prbvements in school, quality. Our concern is vkith whether cur-
rent pidgrams and policies,are meeting these purposes. The tradi-
tional Federal strategiesidentifying problems, establishing spe-
cial-purpose ("categorical") programs, mandating the provision of
certain kinds of services, and attempting to control the State aid
local use of ex-marked fundsseem increasingly inadequate to the
task of improving education. - .

Two alternative strategies, are outlined in this discussion: (1)
'cleaning up" the present program structure, and (2) adopting a
new approach to local program coordination at the school-building
level. We will develop the second strategy in some detail, suggesting
that with the inclusion of appropriate accountability mechanisms
it would permit the orchestration of Federal, State, and local re-
sources into programs that. wouldl address' all eligible students'
needs without the administrative rigidities of current Federal pro-
grams.

Arguments for Reform
Four arguments suggest that we should reform Federal education..

programs. Each is discussed below.

Changing Economic and Social Conditions
Most Federal programs continue to address the same problem

the same ways year after year. Yet times change. One argument for
program reform is that the economic and social conditions that face
the schools now are different from those of 1 or 20 years ago. For
example, the Federal progr f Impact 4i continues to compen-
sate districts for -serving tech n of Federal workersan ap-
propriate policy when the an War overwhelmed schools near
military bases with children of non-taxpayers, but inappropriate

* The Impact Aid program provides funds to the general budgets of local education
ageucigs to compensate for such burdens as the preseuce of untaxed Federal lands
within the local taxing area. In addition, Title IV of ESEA distributes funds for
books and other materials bused for instruction on an automatic, formula basis to
school districts. Because Title Pi provides only a very small amount of the materials
budget of school districts, the Federal funds are substituted for funds that the local
agency would otherwise spend and are, the'refore, effectively general aid

_ kl
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now in the districts where Federal workers represent a stable.," tax-
paying population. Title IV of ESE'ANContinues to support the pur-
chase of lihrary and instructional equipment, still addressing" a
shortage that was felt in 1965. a-c4

Old problems have given way to new are ,s, of concern which Fed-
eral programs are slow to recognize. The test-score decline among
students in the middle and secondary grades is the most visible
focal point for current concern over school quality. HoWever, the
abmpensatory education funded by Title I, ESEA, remains heavily
concentrated in the early grades. Another area of Federal weakness
has been the lack of action on a majpi:social problem that.has de-
veloped over the past 25 yearsthat of unemployment among min
nority youths. White youth have had an 'unemployment rate of
about 13 percent for 25 years, but the rate among black youths has
jumped from 16 percent to more than 30 percent over that period.'
Federal aid ought to be sufficiently flexible to address this kind of
mushrooming problem.

Changing Federal-State Relationships
Fifteen years ago the State governments were Rot a dynamic force

for educational improvement.** Federal policy.has sometilnes ig-
nored the States and sometimes sought to correct what have been
seen as their deficiencies. When ESEA was enacted in r965, much
of the legislation bypassed the States to work directly in local school
systems. However, one program (ESEA. Title V) offered the §tates
relatively unrestricted funds with the long-range goal of strength-

ening their administrative capacity. In addition, all the formula-
based programs have included a percentage of funds for State
administration.

The States are different today. Over a dozen State education agen-
cies administer their own compensatory programs, modeled on Title

I. Nearly all the'States have taken legislative or administrative
action to test and improve students' competencies. In the education
of the handicapped, reform of school finance, and other arenas for
advancing equity, some States have taken the initiative in reform.

While a new sens,e, of educational leadership has developed at the
State level, this change is not adequately reflected in the Federal
posture. Federal provisions have failed to draw upon the States'

* Bureau of Labor Statistics, '"Employment and Unemployment During 1978,"
/Special Labor Force Report 218.

** See Jerome T. Murphy, State EducatioirA enctes andDiscretionary Funds (Lex-

ington, Mass.: D. C. Heath, 1977).
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considerable financial and managerial resources that could be char:-
, neled to reinforce Federal program efforts. In addition,-Federal pol-

icies represent a "worst case" approach relationships between
vent recipients and the, Federal governmentprogram require-
mentsents are geared to the expectation that States wilt comply
reluctantly, if at all. This approach creates unnecessary buidens for
progressive States. 4% ,

In some cases Federal 1.4may actually impede supportive
State activities. For instance, some States requite remedial services
for students who do not pass the minimum proficiency standards
that the States have enacted for.grOuation or promotion. Yet such
Stat could be prohibited from using certain Federal compensatory
funds to assist children who fail. This could happen under,- a strict
interpretation of the requirement that Federally funded contiwn-
satory instruction musthot "supplant" services that would b.7176=

- vided in the absence of Federal funds (i.e., services that include
remedial treatment mandated by State lath). Meanwhile, Stat4
that do not mandate compensatory services have no such restriction ;
placed on them.* ,

Finally, there are very few-instances of Federal incentives in the
ESEA legislation, States that expeditiously meet Federal gOals or
that are out in frOnt of the. Federal govenment in the provision of
scfrvicesQ, to needy ydurigstere, are not rhwareed, Even inithe few
intac where incentive, legislation exists, the,political_problems
of ring St 8 differentially ,have made the provisions ineffec-
tive.iFor ex mp e; no fun* have,bein appropriated for a new part
of Title I t'4 (lifers klikncial" incentive for,State compensatory
program?;. cVith fewer4hanI5tisittes eligiktejor this incentive, the
political muscle to fund it has. been lacking. "'

Proliferation of Federal Programs and."-ContrO
The Department of Education now operees. nearly 10J) geparate.

elementary and secondary-rograms. While eaclpf,theke ptograms
hal a. claim to existence in terms of a. set of percjved needs and)

*

* The new proposed regulations for Title I attempt to accommodate thikrticultir
problem, although without complete success. States with less prot,ec needy
youngsters who fail compensatory tests, intact, turn out to be r,w. .ed ith (ewer
restrictions under the proposeci.rules. The "supplement, not .pla`ht".legi lgiive
provisions for Title I are a classic instance of )!'ederal legislate in the coA IctOca ,
"worst case" mentalitythe regulations, which are a model 'of, clarity even the.
incomprehensiblitiy of the legislation, require 4,500 words of text in thelSedg4
Registerlfot local Iistrict administrators to plow through. . 4

14 U
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opportunities, the question of their cumulative effects must be care-

fully weighed. State and local government& annually.,require up-
wards of two million person hours to fill out all Federal reporting
forms.* One result is a serious diversion of resources as State and
local agencies develop special administrative cadre- rttrtleal-ivitir
the Federal bureaucracy. On the Federal side, the result is almost
certainly inconsistency, duplication, and reduced effectiveness.

In addition to diverting resources, the proliferation of programs
has led to erratic policies. A number of Federal' programs genetate
conflicting signals for local and State program administrators. For
example, the combined force of the fiscal controls in the Title I
regulations and legislation strongly encourages schools to pull stu-
dents out of their regular classrooms for Title I instruction. Bilin-
gual clastes are also separate from monolingual classes. Not only
do these practices raise serious worries about the ill effects of track-
ing, segregation, and limited communication between special and
regular teachers, they 'are also the opposite of the strategy man-
dated for handicapped children. The handicapped are to be educated
in the"least restrictive environment" appropriate, which means
the regular classroom wherever possible.**

New Knowledge
Not only are the conditions addressed by,Federal programs chang-

ing, but our knowledge about education is growing. Recent research
findings may be discouraging for anyone who hopes for quick and

it See Committee on Education, and Labor, U.S House of Representatives, 95th
Congress, A Report on the' Education Amendments of 1978, HR. 15 (Washington,
D.C.; Government Printing Office, 1978), p. 138. Although the 1978 Amendmentt

contain 'it' variety of procedures for reducing burden, paperwork behaves like
crabgrasswithout constant attention it proliferates uncontrollably. Paperwork

commissions and burden reduction reports proliferate with similar speed

**Afi even more gloomy way of viewing the local results of program proliferation
is to argue that services suffer when there are unclear lines of authority and re-
sponsibility in dealing with intractable educational problemsAs long as multiple
programs might serve a particular child, according to this agrument, nq one bears

the full burden addressing the child's multiple needs. This line or arguhient
suggests that program proliferation may be all the more counterproductive, but also
that reform proposals may draw opposition from some educators who fear morb
clearly defined obligations. Vested interest in maintaining the statue quo is not
confined to local districts, of courseWashington-based lobbies have proliferated in

direct correlation with program proliferat4on. Salaries and-status often depend upon
the identity of, separate legislation rather than on the effectiveness of the program.
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easy results from Federal grants, but they also suggest some pro-
ductive approaches.

On the negative side, it is increasingly, clear that administra-
tively simple changes are essentially unrelated to student prbgress.
Merely decreasirig class size by a few students, mandating the in-
troduction of a flew-curriculum, or hiring teachers with certain cre-
dentials will not guarantee improved achievement. Despite these
findings, simple ch'anges in school iftuts continue to be the most
visible and widely used yardstick in reports on the accomplishments
of Federal programs.

On the positive side, no 'matter what the material, it is clear from
abundant data that the time spent on learning is highly related to
achievement. The simple but powerful research conclusion is that
children are more likely to levn things if they spend more time
focusing on them.* Yet studies of Title I programs suggest that
participants who are pulled out of the regular classroom program
to receive compensory services do not spend more time in basic-
skills instruction than their non-participating classmates do. In-
deed, a very substantial percentage of students actually are pulled
out of regular rending programs to obtain compensatory reading
instructionthus destroying both a posible gain in instructional
time and the continuity of instruction that would exist if regttlar
teachers had resfonsibility for teaching reading.

Research has yielded information about whole schools as well as
about children and classrooms. In fact, several studies of unusually
effective school programs converge in stressing the importance of
commitment and capacity at the schgol building level. Critical ele-
ments in program success seem to b& school characteristics such as
strong leadership from the principal; high expectations for students;
clear goals shared by the staff, students, and parents; and the at- .

mosphere of the school (including student/teacher rapport-and ex-

* Recent research pointing to amount of instructional time es one of the more
critical in-school factors determining stu ent learning include. David Wiley, and ,
Anizegret Harnischfeger, "Explosion of a yth. Quality of Schooling and Exposure
to Instruttion, Major Educational Vehicle ,' ducational Researcher 3 (1974). 7-
12; Benjamin S Bloom, Characteristics and School Learning (New York. McGraw-
Hill, 1976); and Carolyn Dirkham and Ann Lieberman (eds.),,Tinie to Learn (Wash-
ington, D.C.: NIE, 1980).
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change of ideas among staff).* There also is evidence that new pro-
grams can take hold and succeed when, most importantly, there is
commitment from local program .staff and parents. These findings
strongly suggest that the Federal government should try to help
schools help themselvesto.apply their resources in a More con-
certed and coordinated fashion to improve the instructional pro-
gram as a whole. This approach contrasts sharply with the current
Federal policies of top-down specification of program dimensions
and of using fiscal controls to isolate Federal' dollars and programs

* from the regular school program.

Future Policy Directions
The foregoing arguments suggest an Urgent need for rethinking

the Federal program structure in elementary and secondary edu-
cation. Federal policies should gain the flexibility to address current
and future educational problems; they should build on State initi-
atives for educational imprOvement; they should reduce the tangle
of special-purpose reguirements facing local schoolsi. and they
should enable schools to implement coordinated programs planned
around children's needs. Adopting such policies would not require
a change in Federal purposes. Indeed, it would promote Atheir
achievement bychanging accountability provisions from bookkeep-
ing exercises to one based on educational criteria.

In our view these new policies cannot be effective if they are
introduced piecemeal. Merely tinkering with one or two program
provisions in a cumbersome categorical structure cannot do much
to increase the effectiveness of Federal action in education, Conse-
quently, this section will suggest. two broad strategies for wide-
ranging redesign of the programs: (1) cross- cutting reforms which
"clean up" the present structure, and (2) a strategy for reform
through enhanced coordination at the local school- building level.

An approach not suggested here is that of providing general aid

* See John I. Goodlad, Can Our Schools Get Better?" Phi Delta Kappan, 5 (1979),
342-47; Technical Summary: A 'Study of Compensatory Reading Programs (Wash-
ington, D.0 : U.S Office of Education, 1976); Ronald Edmonds, Some Schools Work
andieMore Can," Social Policy, March/April 1979, pp. 26-32; George Weber, "Inner

*City Children Can Be Taught To Read: Four Successful Schools," Occasional Paper
No. 18, Council for Basic Education, 1971; Richard Williams, "A Political Perspec-

. tive on Staff Development," Teachers College Record, 80, 95-106; Wilbur Broo-
kover and Lawrence Legotte, Changes^in School Characteristics as Co-incident with
Changes in School Achievement (East Lansing, College of Urban Development, Mich-
igan State University, 197%).
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to education frOm the Federal government. This strategy would
break down the divisions among,prograrns at the Federal level and
cut the strings now attached to State and local uses of Federal aid
to education. The great disadvantage of this approach is that, by
eliminating accountability requirements, it sacrifices the Federal
purpose of ensuring equal access to education for needy youngsters.
Moreover, general aid would not actively.promote educational im-
provement. We be4eve that aid specifically directed to educational
access ,and improvement makes more effective use of Federal dol-
lars.

"Cleaning Up" the Present Program Structure
One viable reform strategy would be to make a number of broad

changes across programs and policies to update and simplify the
existing program structure. Funding formulas would be redesigned
and some programs eliminated in order to bring Federal priorities

. up to date. A fey, new program initiatives might be deemed appro-
priate, but the/major emphasis would be on clearing away the clut-
ter of overlapping and conflicting program provisions. In addition,
such a reform strategy would enlist the States as active partners in
Federal programs. The following discussion presents seven ele-
ments of this strategy:

1. Redirecting funds to real needs. Killing a program is almost
prohibitively difficult politically. since every program has its
staunch defenders. nevertheless, an economy- minded Con-
gress must be willing to save some of the funds now expended
on programs like Impact Aid or the Vocatidnal Education
basic grant provision, which have outlived some of their orilk
final purposes. These and other funding formulas might be
chwed to concentrate more tightly on cases of real need by
increasing the allocations selectively; by removing anomalies
that treat t same creeds differently when they occur in dif-
ferent acts or States, or by cutting the funding that goes
to place; that no longer need it badly.*

An example of this strategy to improve the targeting of Federal funds is the
new Title I "concentratioy provision adopted in the 19 ESEA Atheridments.

This provision redirects Federal Compensatory education fuifils to those communities
with large numbers of poor children (i.e., cities) or high proportions of such ohildren

(Le., poor rural areas). Although the Congress rejected another proposal to redirect
Impact Aid program funds to those places with the heaviest Federally imposed bur-

den, the appropriations committees have recently shown renewed interest in such

a proposal.
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2. New initiatives. While attempting to limit.or phase out ob-
solete funding programs, the Federal governmOnt might un-
d' e a few new programs to fill the gaps left by the hap-

azard evolution, of Federal policy. For example, current
programs do not seem to meet the many problems for high
schools: making sure that students have already mastered
basic skills, imparting more complex cognitive skills, easing
the transition from school to work, and opening postsecondary
opportunities.*

3. Reducing inconsistencies in Federal laws and regulations. In-
. consistencies between different but functionally related pro-

grams are 'particularly irksome to State and local education
agencies and frequently contribute to confusion or cynicism
about Federal objectives. One example, already discussed
here, is the confusion that results between the Title I regu-
lations that encourage special instruction in "pull-out" set-
tings outside regular classes and the Ed6cation of the Hand-

, icapped Act that calls for instruction in the least restrictive
setting" (i.e., the regular classroom when possible).

To filter out these conflicting signals, Federal policymMters
would have,to make sbme fundamental decisions about what
practices to encourage, what populations to serve, and 'What
local conditions to recognize. At present, such decisions come
up.piecemeal when each separate program is reauthdized,
witti the result that consistency across programs is seldom
considered.

4. Eliminating excessive categorization. Another way of simpli-
fying the Federalorogram., structure would be to break down
some of the divisions between programs, regrouping the Small-
est categorical programs into broader initiatives. Without al-
tering the large programs for special-need pupils, the goyerp-
ment could consolidate or terminate the small-programs that

. support specialized priorities such as law-related, consumer,
correction, health, environmental, or metric education, to
name but a few. If support for such programs is still needed,
it could be offered in broader categories, perhaps'subject to

"* The growing national concern over youth unemployTent gave rise to the Carter
administration's proposed "Youth Initiative."
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an annual determination of specific priorities.* Steps are
already underway to standardize the administrative require-
ments for these and other small programs so that grantees
will face a uniform, coherent set of forms and reporting re-
quirements.

5. Tighten the relationship of research, development, and dissem-
ination with service programs. Several agencies that have
joined the, Department of Education have carried out R&D
the National Institute of Education, the Office of Education,
and the National Center for Education Statistics all take
large-R&D rolesbut only with sporadic efforts at coordina-
tion. A serious problem is that R&D or dissemination activ-
ities are not systematically aligned with large-scale service
programs. Putting the results of R&D into practice is a chal-
lenge under any ciraimstances, and the organizational dis-
tance*'between developmental and service programs com-
pounds the difficulties. For instance, no administrative
channels have been specifically set up to redesign Title I on
the basis of what is learned from NIE programs, the new
ESEA. Title II (Basic Skills Improvement), ofFollow Through.
If such channels were created, findings from research, dem-
onstrations, and evaluations could be incorporated into Fed-
eral regulations, guidelines, and technical assistance.

6. Coordinating Federal and State Programs. With the enact-
ment of more and more special educational programs and pro-
visions at the State level, the States and localities face in-
creasing problems of sorting out the inconsistent or
counterproductive demands of overlapping programs and pol-
icies. One example discussed above is the current difficulty
over spending Title I funds on students who have failed State-
w.ide tests and for whom remedial work is therefore required
by State law. Programs for the handicapped and bilingual
education provide other examples. Federal laws could work
better if they were designed with the expectation that many
State laws will echo Federal objectives, rather than the
"worst-case" expectation now reflected: that State laws sim-
ply provide a basic program that can only be supplemented

Dupug the 1978 reauthorization, proposal's for consolidating the small pro-
grams were seriously considered. These proposals were ultimately rejected because
many of the smaller programs represented "pet" initiatives of particular Members
of Congress.
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for special-need students through special and restrictive Fed-
eral requirements.

7. Enlarging the States' role. Building on 'the:,States' growing
administrative capabilities and their adoption of many Fed-
eral aims, most programs could °rely more heavily on State
agencies. The 1978 ESEA Amendments have. already ex-
panded- the State role in several functions, including moni-
toring and enforcing local compliance with Federal require-
ments. New provisions of Title IV and Title V mandate
comprehensive State plans for coordinating all training of
teachers and administrators. If they also choose to do State-
wide planning for basic skills progralms, States can receive
special developmental, grants under the Basic Skills Improve-
ment title. Although these are reasonable first steps, the Fed-
eral law does not allOw acknowledgment of more or less ef-
fective State planswaivers of, certain categorical
requirements, for example, might. be a reward for a well-con- '
structed State plan for teacher training or for basic skills. In
the future, other provisions within and across programs
might increase the States' responsibilities for planning, mon-
itoring and enforcement, and technical assistance. Wherever
possible, these provisions should encompass several Federal
programs so that the, 8tate 'can address complex problems
without having to concentrate on one Federal aid category at
a time.

Another way of recognizingithe initiatives of many States
that share Federal goals would be to Provide more funds on
a matching basis. If a State Wislature enacted a program for
the disadvantaged, those of limited English proficiency, or
another special-need group, it might receive a special match-
ing allocation of Federal funds. This approach would permit
differential treatment of the States, rewarding those States
that are going beyond minimal compliance with Federal re-
quirements and are themselves willing to support programs
that address special educational needs.

Local Program Coordination
A second broad strategy for reform would be to combine existing

programs in a different way, centering the consolidation at the local
school level and providing new mechanisms for accountability. The
central idea would be to let schoolsuse their Federal and State
categorical funds without regard to traditional fiscttl controlsas
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long as they could deninstrate that they were meeting the purposes
for which Federal funds were apptopriated. .

This'approach would retain the targeted nature of Federal funds

to the State, local agencies, and schools where there are high con-
centration of needy youngsters. In addition, the Federal govern-
ment would continue to insist that the special needs of students be
given special attentionhowever, the particular nature of that at-
tention would be less c,Insely specified from'the.Federal level. That
is, the Federal government would no longer require that separate
programs within the school should address the needs of the diead-
vaiitaged, those of limited ,English proficiency, and so on. Instead
the schools ,would be held responsible for defining each child's ed-
ucational needs and devising ways to meet those needs as part of
a coherent, building-wide educational strategy.

This would mean a shift to different accountability mechanisms
which would focus on the way a school plans its programs, what
services aie delivered, or what the results areas opposed4o the
current mechanisms which primarily aim,tasnsure the distinctness
of school programs for each Federally defined purpose. As a result;
specific Federal purposes would be less closely reflected in the way
programs are organized within the school buildings. The point of
the new accountability mechanisms would be reflected throughout
the entire school in actual instructional services and outcomes.

We will outline five alternative accountability mechanisms. Any
of them could permit this strategy of building-level coordination to
be implemented in stages, with the Federal, government loosening
fiscal controls at the building level in those States and localities

that demonkrate compliance with Federal educational require-
ments.

(1) Fiscal standards. Accountability based on fiscal standards
would use information about loccal spending but, unlike the
current fiscal controls, would not track each program's Fed-
eral dollars to determine that they are going to the "right"
students. Instead, the Federal government .would be con:
cerned with the total number of dollars available at the
school-building level to serve the particular mix of students
in the building. For the average compensatory student, for
example, the Federal standard might be set at 1.4 times the
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average per pupil expenditure in a listrictwhich is essen-
tially the level called' for in the Title I legislation.* Each
school building, held accountable for spending, that much on
the average for its identified special-need students, could use
any combination of Federal, State, and local funds to serve
the students. This approach would allow building adminis-
trators the freedom to design appropriate programs to meet
the particular needs of the students. Like the existing fiscal
controls, however, this approach only asks that the level of
funds be metit does not directly address whether the serv-
ices are appropriate.

(2) Local program development requirements. .A second approach
to accountability would be to stipulate procedures for schools
to use in developing their education. prograins. These pro-
cedures would be designed to ensure the appropriateness of
services and the involvement of school per nel and parents
in 'planning.

At the school-building level, a comp hensive education
plan developed by school personnel together with parents
could address the needs of special categories of students (Ti-
tle I eligible, handicapped, and bilingual) but would not con-
strain the school program to segregatory strategies such as
pull-Outs or completely separate bilingual classes. The new
Title I statute permits substituting a staff-developed school-
wide educational plan fin- existing requirements in schools
with large 16w-income populations, and such a plan could be
extended to other schools and programs. This approach could
provide valuable continuity within and. across Federal pro-
grams and would give, the whole staff a stringer sense of
responsibility for the school's educational programs. It
would spread the responsibility for Federally supported serv-
ices beyond the extra teachers whose salary is paid by special
programs, to the.entire tistiectional staff. If the plan was
developed in conjunction with parents, it would also serve as
a local accountability mechanism and would inform parents

* This approach is similar to the pupil-weighting systems a number of States have
adopted in recent reform of their school finance legislation. See Jack Leppert, et al.,
"Pupil Weighting Programs in School Finance Reform," in School Finance Reform.
A Legislator's Handbook, ed John J Callahan and William H. Wilken (Washington,
D.C.: National Conference of State Legislatures; 1976).
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about the goals and progress of the school.*:

.(3) Individualized education prograw. IEPs could extend the
planning process down to the individual child. The, duca-
tion For All Handicapped Act breaks new ground in ails:area
by requiring such plans for all affected students and allowing

1 for appeals when parents feel a plan is unacceptable. This
type of pianningdraws attention to the instructional needs
and capabilities of individual children while holding the
schools accountable for providing the required instructional
services. More needs to be learned about how to implement

these plans, especially about : designing instructionally
meaningful programs and holding down the paperwork bur-
den. Building on experience with the handicapped, the use

of Ps for all special-nte populations; or.indeed for all chil-
dreri, may become possib e. A great advantage would be that
children would no longer be labeled to fit into. one of the
Federal categorical classifications but would receive that
mix of instructional services best suited to their individual
needs and talent's.

(4) Service requirements. Provisions specifying the kinds of serv;
icesAitat schools must provide to certain kinds of children
would go much further toward making the recipients of fund-
ing accountable for what they deliver to children. Such re-
quirements 'Might cover time on task (for example, children
with reading probleins wouldthave tO'spend some minimum
amountlof extra time per week on reading lessons), pupil/
teacher ratios, or the provision of workbooks to parents. This
would be a direct way of using new knowledge about the
services that contribute to learning. Still, even if_ we knew

a great deal about what services to specify, Federal specifi-

cations would raise serious questions. First, the tradition of
local and State control over curriculum would be giavely
threatened: Second, inflexible specifications from the Fed-
eral level Would represent the kind of "top-down" reform
strategy that research is showing to be ineffectual. An al-
ternative to Federal specification of service requirements is
to employ'lhe services specified in IEPs as the basis for the
accountability structure. Here, the IEP would be developed

* Such an approach would be similat to the school site councils functioning as
part of the California "School Improvement" legislation. See Manual of Require-

ments for Schools Funded Through the Consolidated Applic6tiOn (Sacramento, Ca.:
California State Department of Education, 1979).
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according to a specified set of processes and the school would
be held *countable for delivering the 'services spelled out in

. .

OtaTome requirements. An eventual step might be to move
to student outcome standards, such as minimum achieve=
ment levels, to determine whether Federal objectives are
being met. This approach has an appealing directness since
the rationale for educational programs, after all, is educa-
tional tknefit. Educators have valid concerns as td the ability
to develop a sufficiently comprehensive set of outcome meas-
ures. These criticisms mean that we should go slowly in us-
ing this approach,*but not that it should be rejected alto-
gether. In bilingual duration, for instance, outcome
standards' developed 1978 may help tighten the pro-
gram's focus on students who need services. Students have
always been officially expected to leave transitional bilin-
gual classes when they becoMe competent to deal with the
curriculum in English, but in practice such students have
tended to 'remain in bilingual programs.* The ESEA1978
Amendments now require testing students every two' years
to determine if their performance requires retention in tran-
sitional bilingual Masks.

The use of IEPs might go a long way toward reconciling
local differences .with mandated Federal standards. IEPs
could indicate outcome standard's that are reasonable and °
achieyable given available instructional approaches. Prog-
ress toward meeting these goal's could be monitored and, if
necessary, changes in the instructional program could be
made if progress was too slow.

Discussion
This paper has argued that the present structure of Federal pro-

grams for elementary and secondary education is increasingly un-
wieldy and does too little to advance the goals of access and quality.
We have also outlined two broad directions for reform. Of the two,
we believe that the second, which more directly pursues program
coordination at the local school level, offers the more promising
foundation for educational improvement. Funds should continue to

* See Evaluation of the Impact of ESEA Title VII Spanish /English Iiilingual Ed-
ucation Program. Overview of Study and Findings (Palo Alto, Calif.: American In-
stitutes for Research, 1979)
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be targeted to the most needy districts and schools, but within the
schdols the nature of Federal involvement should change.

Many problems of the current Federal role,Stem froni the policies
that maintain Federal programs at the schoof;building level as fis-
cally and, ther y, programmatically distinct from the regular in-
structional progr These policies increase paperwork, fragment
the school's staff, a encourage the educationally undesirable
practice of segregating students with special needs into special
classes, reducing the accountability of the school as a whole to needy
students. Moreover, the fiscal requirements often operate as disin-
centives for the very State and local initiatives that Federal poli-
cymakers want to encourage. The issues of coordination a ng cat-
egorical programs, which are already difficult, seem likel to grow
worse as new programs are added and ttxisting ones expan

Implementing a new approach to ''Federal aid will be fjr from
simple. Some combination or streamlining of programs co Id be a
sensible policy for change since the proliferation of similar and over-
lapping categorical programs from Federal and State sources has
created a number of educational problems. If the services now
within *dicerent programS are to be combined, however, strong
acountabirity mechanisms must be devised. Special program funds
should nordisappear into the schools until there are plans at the
level of the building and perhaps even the level of the individual
child for meeting educational needs. In fact, schoolwide plans might
be developed by aggregating the requirements of individual plans.
Such planning, however, is not easy, and Federal policymakers
must be careful that new requirements can work tpromote
thoughtful and responsive planningnot simply to multiply the
schools' procedural headaches.

In summary, -then, we advocate some continuity and some change
in the Federal role in elementary and secondary education:

Continuity in broad Federal purposes is esSential. The na-
tional commitent to educational equity and quality is not out-
dated and should be maintained.
Federal programs should be changed so that Federal aid will
addreSs these purposes more effectively: Problems with the
current structure include a lack of flexibility, too little rec-
ognition of the State role, the proliferation of programs and
mandates, and not enough incentive or opportunity for local
program coordination.
Selective changes, eliminating the program provisions that
conflict with other programs or that discourage State and local
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initiatives, could be accomplished either through a, set of re-
visions in current programs 'or through the adoption of a
school-based approach that would introduce new accountabil-
ity mechanisms; .

A school-based approdch to program coordination would main-
tain the targeting of funds on schools' need; and, within .

schools, promote the planning of sound instructional programs
to address children's needs.
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The preceding papers in this book have focused onathe federal, role in what
could be called the formal educational system. But as Christopher Dede .
remind§ us in the following selection, education is more than schooling
and in both its broader and more narrow sense( the educational enterprise
confronts a technological, demogrdphic and financial revolution during the
last part of the century. .,.....
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THE NEED FOR A NEW FEDERAL
;.ROLE IN THE 1980s

Christopher Decr

CIn the, past decade, the federal role in education has been defined
in increasingly narrow ways. The 1960s were a time of broad federal
expansion into new sectors of educational policy-setting, curriculum
design, regulation, and funding. However, the high cost and unclear
benefits .of these increased responsibilities coupled with perceived
Meddling into state and local perspectives have gradually created
widespread resistance to extensive federal involvement. As a result,
especially in the last few years, continual pressure toward reducing
federal activity has led decisionmakersboth inside and Outside the
national governmenttO picture the federal role in as constrained
a manner as possible.

Mulch can be said for the importance of balancing the educational
roles of the local, state; and federal governments and for the need
to leave decision-making to the citizen, exceptlor the minimum
essential ,societal involvement By-limiting the federal role, indi-
vidual, community, and states rights are preserved; the need for
increased federal taxes is -diminishend the constitutional legit-
imacy of federal actions is not bro t into question. Given this
combination of factors, a federal policymaket finds it increasingly
attractive to avoid bureaucratic tangles, higher budgetary needs,
and increased responsibilities by refusing to deal with emergirig
educational issues under the guise of preserving a limited federal
role.

* Christopher Dede is Associate Professor, University of Houston at Clear Lake.
He is a former Education Policy Fellow of the Institute for Educational Leadership.
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7
tl eard ar high level

The fashionability of abdicating 4s reached
such a height in Washington that I recen
federal decisionmaker at a public meeting state that, "long-range
planning must be the sole responsibility of state and local govern-
m'ents, since the Constitution does not specifically mandate federal
involvement in this area." No one in the room voiced an objection;
perhal3s they felt that the massive difficulties posed by such a stance
were better, on balance, than the specter of nationally mandated,
district-specific, comprehensive ten year plans for improving edu-
cational practice. However, I sensed the baby sliding down the drain
along with the bathwater and found myself wondering if some in-
termediate ptsition on long-range planning was not.possibIe. Some-
how, if the federal role is constrained without careful consideration
of what each level of government is best equipped to do, the prob-
lems which are passed on to the states and localities m4y well be
.1:hose which are the most difficult, expensive, and controversial,

er than those most appropriate.
I . ,

In the next decade, what should be the relative roles of the citizen;
community; and local, state, and federal governments in 'educa-
tional decision-making? Asking a normative question such as this
may seem hopelessly naive when, in reality, roles are most fre-
quently defined by political clout, expediency, or historical prece-
dent. However, with the Department Status of education in ques-
tion, .opportunities for changing the status quo arise which are
usually not possible. A new organizational structure offers a chance
to make discontinuous changes in purpose and process. Further, the
essential institutional status of education will likely be very low if
federal decisionmakers are intent on dumping every responsibility
that can reasonably be jettisoned. Therefore, for reasons of both
substance and legitimacy, an examination of the optimum mini-
mum federal role in-education seems indicated.

At present, the generally accepted definition of the federal, edii-
cational role is:
Major Goals

(1) promotion of equal access
(2) enhancement of eqUal achievement

_

Minor Goals , .,

-(1) research toward new directions
(2) assessment
(3) 'dissemination
, i
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Few would question the need for some federal involvement in these
areas, given the complexity of the issues involved, the enormous
costs of change, and the social benefits to be gained by progress
toward thes4 goals. Is this a sufficient federal role for the next de-
cade? . .

One method for de ermining whether these present roles consti-
tute the minimum nec sari, future federal involvement in educa-
tion is to examine likely coming challenge's and opportunities for
our society. A case can be made tlhat purely internal problems in,
education can often best be handled by a combination of individual,
local, and state initiatives; but external problems arising from
changes in education's context usually are so systemically inter-
linked to national and international issues that federal help is
needed to resolve them. (One historical example is the launching of
Sputnik by the USSR and the passage of the National Defense Ed-
ucation Act in response). Are Similar crises likely to occur in the
1980s that will need national level guidance and funding, and what
new federal role in education might these involve?

The Future Context for Education .
In the next ten years, what major social developnients are likely

to occur, and how may these affect human services such as educa-
tion? The forecasts following are speculative (as is any tatement
about the future), but constitute a reasonable spectrum of probable'
predictions for the decade.

'Economics bi.

The 1980s will be a time of major economic instability and un-
certainty; as chaotic a period as has existed since the 193fs.The
first, portion of the decade will likely cycle among periods of low
growth with very high inflation, stagnation with high inflation, and
recessiqn with moderate inflation. This period will probably be suc-

ceeded by:
either

massive capital investment, with emerging successes in technology
and technocracy beginning to lay tke foundations of new prosperity,

Or

the relative impotence of technology and technocracy to solve cur-
_..... .
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rent crises, followed by fiscal collapse to some type of economic ca-
tastrophe (such as a Second Depression or a "Weimar Germany"

--- scenario brought on,by hyperinflation).
On the domestic level, pressure will increase for protection of

American jobs by limiting foreign imports, even at the cost of forc-
ing consumers to buy higher priced goods. Long-term, this may
strengthen the eroding American industrial base and provide
needed capital for investment. Short-term, protectionism will con-
tribute to. the inflationary spiral, and may have serious interna-
tional repercussions as other countries take similar steps in re-
sponse. .

Globally, economic interdependence has become so profound that
'small scale disruptions in a minor country may culminate in grave
worldwide economic difficulties. Oil supplying nations are one ob-
vious example; less well known is the potential impact of defaults
on indebtedness by countries such as Brazil, Ecuador, or Turkey.
(Brazil has accumulated such a large debtprimarily to U.S. ..
batiksthat two-thirds of its.total exports, profits go to-pay interest
costs). A national or even global economic depression could be trig-

. gered should anysof these countries suddenly repudiate their ohli-
gations. . .

,

No obvious short-term solutions are available to control these
potential sources of economic instability or to limit the negative
consequences should a crisis develop. Thus, the spectrum of paten-
tial economic futures for the U.S. in the 1980s is-relatively broad,

.
ranging from a slow reemergence into the prosperity of the 1960s
to a sudden collapse into economic catastrophe. How may such a
variable and hazardous economic outlook affect the human service
areas? .

Education, health, government, and the other labor-intensive
service industries are likely to experience grave financial difficul-
ties in the next decade. Certainly, a severe downturn in the national
economy would adversely affect budgets in these areas; less obvious
are the negative effects that a long period of high inflation would '-
have. Considering the inipact of inflation on education in some de-
tail can illustrate how a number of quantitative fiscal changes may
interact to cause a profound qualitative change.

Part of inflation's potential for grave damage occurs because cit-
izens seem to be approaching the maximum, percentage of their
income that they are willing to spend for educatio (currently a .
little less than 9% of the 'Gross National Product). The aging of the
population; the dwindling proportiori of taxpayers with children in

o 0 t4
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the schools, and competition from the recreation, transportation,
housing, food, and health sectors for ,the consumer dollar all are
eroding potential funding for education. Developments such as the
passage of "Proposition 21/2" in Massachusetts indicate that the
trend toward more funds for education may be starting to reverse.

One of the reasons why the price of educatiolial services has con-
tinuously risen is that in periods of inflation, costs in labor-inten-
sive industries rise faster than cosn capital-intensive industries
For example, from 1965-75, the Consumer Price Index rose 69%,
but educational costs rose 155%. Much of this can be attributed to
salaries rising faster than capital costs. The continuou§k improve-
ment of machines in efficiency stands in sharp contraftV recent

glow rate's of increase in human productivity And is a key factor in
this disparity.

At some point, the rapidly'rising costs of laboK-intensive indus-
tries such as education will bump up against revenVe ceilings. Since
education is a public sector activity, extra costs cannot easily be
passed on to consumers., but must lie met from tax revenues (or
deficit financing). Thus, the result of prolonged inflation is to create
increasingly bloody 'competition among the human service indus-
tries for ever sarcer resources. Sooner or later, taxpayers are likely
t. ebel (as indicated above, this point may be fast approaching)

e result-will be that education will become progressively less able
pace with inflation, and losses will mount each year.

or any sector of the economy, even small yearly reductions in
budget .cumulate to a major ,drs,4n in fiscal resources fairly quickly.
At present, inflationary losses for many,educational agents are run-
ning at least 14% per year, but revenues are growing at only around

per year: about a 7% net debit. In ten years, an average 7% loss
per 'year will leave education with one -half the revenues (in real
terms) it now has.

Further, given the general economic woes* society will experience
from high inflation, education will not have a strong claim on social
priorities in terms of extra funding. Creating a favorable business
climate, reducing stress on the poor, minimizing government,Spend-
ing and coping with international tensiqns will take priority. Thus,
even a high employment economic climate may well pose severe
problems for education if inflation stays high; recession or, depres-
sion would create even more severe difficulties.
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Technology
The availability of inexpensiv , powerful miniature computers

will cause a massive shift in cupational roles over the next ten
years. Since capital-intensive ndustries have a competitive advan-
tage Over labor-intensive s tors during inflationary periods, rote
tasks will gradually becom automated (especially in areassuch
as information processingin which no manipulative functions are
required). Occupational demand will center on skills df flexibility,
creativity, and decision-making given incomplete information (all
of which machines are not well adapted to do). .

New developments in instructional technology will offer, for cer-
tain subjects, cost-effective alternatives to traditional teaching
methods. Microcomputer and videodisk hardware will be readily
affordable; limited availability of quality softwpre will become the
major restriction on use. Corporations will increasingly utilize these
instructional systems to reduce industrial training costs; middle
and upper income families will use these technologies for enrich-
ment of personal time and enhancement of learning.

Resistance by the Human service industries to the substitution of
technology for hurl= workers is likely to be profound. Faced with
a difficult economic situation, educators will lobby strongly against
replacing teachers with machines. The major impact on learning
may come in non-school settings suchas the home and workplace.

A non-formal, geographically dispersed, capital-intensive system
of education may conceivably emerge, as industries retrain their
work force for job-roles redefined by microprocessors: Corporations
are already on the forefront of using technology for teaching pur-
poses because its efficiency and reduced staffing expenses create
very high economic incentives. While the difficulties in evolving a
whole new model of instruction, evaluation, and certification are
substantial, the motivation for such innovation is now present.
(Books did not suddenly become central when the printing press
was developed; they were first widely used when an economic in-
centive appeared.)

Such a non-formal instructional technology system, once estab-
lished for adult retraining, might quiCkly expand its influence be-
cause ofe.asy add-on capabilities. For example, parents who could
afford to do so would supplement their children's schooling using
system software packages, and eventually might lary'-'to substitute
these cheaper methods for the training portion of K- 2 education.
Such a shift might focus primarily on the "Three skills taught
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.

in the elementary grades or,-perhaps more likely, might be directed
toward vocational training and computer expertise for secondary
level students. Within fifteen years, through such expansions, a
capital-intensive system might rival the labor-intensive system in
importance. The unanswered equity and practice question of such
a new educational model are numerous and troubling.

Demographics
The "baby bust" generation will pose sequential problems of

enrollment decline for elementary, secondary, and college level ed-
ucation through the 1980s. However, an upturn in student popu-
lation will begin in the lower elementary grades in the middle of
the decade.

The increasing presence of women in the work force, as well as
greater demands for occupational education, will create needs for'
4tra-family socialization and supervision of children.

Many immigrants will settle in metropolitan areas, including silk,

nificant numbers of non-English speaking students. Spanish will
become the dominant language in some regions of the United
States.

High rates of mobility will cause regional flux in student popu- /----
rations. The Southern, Southwestern, and Rocky Mountain portions
of the country will experience net population in-migration from the
rest of the United States. Out-migration of middle and upper class
families to suburbs and rural areas will continue (despite gentrifi-
cation). Minority and lower income students will increasingly be-
come concentrated in urban school districts. The demographic struc-
ture of the large cities may eventually resemble a "bullseye", with
wealthy families without school age children at the heart of the
city, surrounded by a ring of poor families and a second concentric
ring of middle class suburban households.

The proportion of elderly persons in the population will continue
to rise, placing stress on income redistribution programs (such as
social security and Medicare).. Educational demand among adults

sand the elderly will grow as these age cohorts increase in size.
In general, all the human Service professions will be stressed by

these demographic shifts. Despite the high predictability of these
developments, few decisioninakers have given any thought to how
.best to respond to major variations in the size and needs of their
clientele. The concept of acceting responsibility for adult education
in extra-school, non-formal ettings (the likely major area of new

Y
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demand) has been particularly resisted by educators.
One emerging challenge is that the roles which formal education

plays in different types of communities may become quite disparate
by the 1990s. Communities with a large percentage of two-wage
families will expect schools to provide much higher levels of super-
vision and ,socialization than areas with a predominance of one-
income households. In urban areas, demographic concentration of
minonty groups and immigrants (many non-English speaking) will
create a set of educational needs quite different from those orsub-
urban, upper-income areas. Schools (mostly private) that convert
quickly to capital-intensive instructional approaches will have a
very different classroom environment than the traditional, as will
schools which respond to pressures for a meritocratic, high-powered
system of gifted, talented education to train ap elite capable of re-
versing America's problems.

High population mobility will increase the need to ensure smooth
transitions among the diverse environments. Moreover, the uni-
formly high degree of socialization requisite for functioning in a
high technology society will require some amount of national stand-
ardization and coordination. Substantial innovation will be neces-
sary to meet these emerging, diverging educational needs.

Governance
Financial pressures'on citizens will intensify the existing "anti-

taxes" movement, and some business and education groups will
attempt to link anti-regulatory arguments to this cause. The result,
will be a pervasive "reduce governance" stance. Conflicting pres-
sures will come from those who push for "strong leadership" that
can ride roughshod over inconvenient regula restifctions and
safeguards. Representative democracy may us be eroded by pres-
sures both for localism and for unitary au hority.

Public response to emerging resources cn s (e.g., water) will con-
tinue to be directed toward programs for crash priority replenish-
ment. These will tend to be oriented toward high technological so-
phistication rather than conservation measures involving lifestyle
changes. Competition among federal priorities will become ex-
tremely.intense, to the relative detriment of long-range investment
strategies.

Demands for accountability and evidehce of competence will force
conservative decisionmaking and the proliferation of paperwork to

z
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Clckument performance. These tendencies will create further prob-
lems in institutional ability to respond to change. Gains made to-
ward increased citizen input into decisionmaking may be reversed
as efficiency and effectiveness decline and public antipathy to red
tape and slow review procedures grows.

Concern will increase about the relative economic and military
status of the United States in the world. National defense will ree-
merge as a top priority area, and the performance of different social
sectors will be adversely compared to that of their counterparts in
other countries. A tendency toward forceful action to ensure avail-
ability of key resources will be coup d with a belief that U.S. af-
fluence is more important than globs litarianism. Some con-
ventional "police actions" may occur as a new, multiple country
Cold War evolves. As global and military tensions increasO, the
educational pendulum is likely to swing farther toward a reem-
phasis on high quality. .schooling for the intellectual elite.

Cultural Beliefs and ValueS
Social instability and change and a growing sense of lack of con-

trol will create difficulties in coping for many people, as the tech-
nological and bureaucratic complexity of society increases. Reliance
on the advice of "experts" for most choices will become increas-.
ingly necessary, bUt simultaneously resented. Universal socializa-
tion of the population to the multiple, higher-order cognitive and
affective skills required for participation in society will require ma-
jor, expenditures of scarce resources, yet,will be essential to the
proper functiohing of a .high technology societyx--------,

Heightened values conflicts will occur, as multiple spcial inter-
est groups do battle on individual ethical issues such aSiatortion,
individual rights ai;td responsibilities, and bianedicaf manipula-
tion. Perceived incapacities of technology and technocracy.to deal
with current crises will cause a major struggle between those who
continue to espoused narrowly rational, high technology-based,
materialistic "Americat Dream" anethose who proselytilb for a
shift to a more *adaptive, ecological, spiritual lifestyle. Planning,
leadership, and self-renew6 will become increasingly problematic
for institutions, as responding to crises in the "here and now"
consumes ever greater amounts of time and energy. One risk of thiS
cultural anomie at a time of economic distress and fear of other
countries is thd emergence of a charismatic dictator, who will use
"rally around America" ideology as a basis for limiting diversity
and pluralism. '
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°Leadership will become very difficult in education, as multiple,
continual crises drain resources. The strains which. students expe-
rience in their lives will make maintenance of traditional academic
standards almost impossible. A pervasive sense of lack of control
will cause disiljusionNient, apathy, and cynicism about the possi-
bilities of preserving the current schooling system. Voucher systems
and the franchises which develop in response will further compli-
cate this situation.

National priorities and local mandates will continually be in con-
flict, posing grave problems for educational decisionmakers. The
current dissensus on what the basic' content of education should be
will widen. In short, the existing model for formal education could
conceivably become almost unworkable.

The above 4rroup of forecasts presents a range of changes in ed-
ucation's context, each one reason9bly probable. That all of these
predictions would occur is unlikely; a given event might potentiate
some developments while repressing others. (For example, an eco-
nomic depression would make the rise of militarism in the U.S.
more likely, while reducing the chaokes of emergence of a non-for-
mal, capital-intensive instructional system).

'That few of these predictions would occur is equally unlikely.
These forecasts all ste from powerful forces and trends in the
present andradical agney may seem todaywill retrospectively
be viewed as a cautious and conservative assessment of likely di-
rections. One major lesson from past. attempts to predict education's
future has been that the "surprise-free" extrapolation is the least
likely outcome. The essence of good strategic planning is to be pre-
pared for the full range of eventualities, 'while allocating resources
preferentially by relative probability.

rmosey2ni.nu spoenaveprec, n,aeli____
Early in the 1980's, the seeds of all these trends will be present,
but as the decade matures one of two clusters will probably, emerge
as dominant. One cluster of probable futures centers arOtind the

r'"'

optimistic outcome depicted in the economic section and includes:
successes in technology and technocracy leading to prosperity
rising investment in domestic industries
ipflation slowly falling to the single digit level by the end of
the decade
lower levels of government spending and influence
multiple international economic tensions
progress in reducing dependence on overseas energy supplies
massive job retraining
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major use of instructional technology in workplace and home

settings
widening gap between rich and poor N

reliance on extremely complex technologies for the necessities

of life
The other cluster assumes a pessimistic economic progression,

which will potentiate: ,,

fiscal collapse to a6simultanerous high inflation and recession
extreme fluctuations in the world monetary situation
less disparity between rich and poor e

. high levels of government influence and spending
major emphasis on national defense
heightened value conflict in society ,

Thus, alternative likely future scenarios can be visualized within
the general group of forecasts listed earlier. Of course, elements of
both clusters will be evident in any plausible future, and some fac-
tors (such as demographic change) will occur largely independent
of other trends. ,...

Shifts in the Federal Role
In light of the challenges and opportunities discussed above, what

is the optimum minimum federal role in education in the 1980s?
Certainly, some strategies for achieving current federal goals will
need to be altered. A brief examination of such changes may help
to deter mine if this type of 'Tine tuning" will be a sufficient federal
responp to likely societal development.

Work toward achieving the goals of promotion of equal access and

enhancement of equal achievement may be affected by:
(14 loss of educational.revenuek(caused by inflation and /or reces-

getsare lik y.J avily to affectII .:. ! 1 f f

supplemental programs for poor and minority students. These
groups have few extra-school resources to use in compensating for

such losses. .

(2) emergence of a non-formal, capital intensive instructional sy-
tern: Access to hardware will he more difficult for lower income

students. Further, software design is likely to be biased toward the
cultural background of advantaged students (who represent the
largest single market for manufacturers).

. (3) growing disparity among educational needs in different com-
munities: Areas with the largest financial needs may have the

smallest ,fiscal base. Moreover, teachers will tend to gravitate to-
ward communities with greater resources and fewer problems.
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(4) erosion of deciAmakers' capability to act: Maintaining the
status quo discriminates against poor and minority populations. As
leadership becomes increasingly difficult, the momentum for eq-
uity-enhancing innovation will diminish. Ftirther, a shrinking re-
source base (with concommitant entrenchment by special interest
groups and bureaucracies) will diminish the level of marginal dis-
cretionary funds available for innovation.

The goal of promoting quality through research toward new di-
rections, assessment, and dissemination may become more difficult
to attain because of:

(1) losses of educational revenues. In theory, innovation might be
stimulated by financial hardship, as decisionmakers realize that
traditional models.cannot function at emerging resource levels and
seek alternative approaches. In practice, however, retrenchment
tends to take highly conservative directions which suppress new
ideas even as old models become increasingly ineffective under fis-
cal stress.

(2) extensive occupational retraining in extra- school settings: The
indifference of educators to worker retraining outside of formal .cer- (-
tification programs is prompting industry to undertake its own de-
sign of a new, capital-intensive instructional model. Unless bridges
are built so that such innovation reflects the knowledge of both
educators and industry trainers, the resultant system is likely to be
overly narrow and of questionable effectiveness (thus duplicating
the mistakes educators histdrically made with instructional tech-
nology), as well as diminishing healthy societal pressures for reforni -

within the traditional schooling system.
(3) new and idiosyncralic needs in individual communities. Major

increases in the disparity of student populations will further stress
the ability of teacher training institutions to_certify graduates ca-
pable of meeting the full spectrum of education#1 needs. Research
Results will be less generalizable, dissemination strategies will of
necessity, become individually tailored, and the overall complexity
of assessment will greatly increase.

,(41 the, rise of international tensions; Concerns about United
States stature as a world power will increase lobbying to orient the
curriculum toward scientific training for the gifted/talented. With
a limited amount of both time and resources, schools will be forced

.direct innovative activities in narrow, highly focused directions of
benefit only to a small percentage of the student population.

An overarching problem in achieving all federal educational goal
will be intensified pressure to reduce government spending, with
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correspondingly high levels of competition among social service pro-

grams. The temptation for federal policymakers will be to fund only
immediate-impact, targeted programs as a method of building con-
stituent support for educational funding by Congress. Such a strat-
egy can only backfire eventually, as educational problems worsen
for lack of attention to their root causes.

Farsighted policies to address these obstacles to achieving-federal
goals can be envisioned. For example, an assertive research, im-
provement, modeling, and dissemination program in educational
technology could. demonstrate to industry the value of educators'
expertise, promote adult education in the "workplace as a priority,
and help to ensure that software development reflects the culttiral
diversity of users and the needs of special Populations. Would a
series of comparable strategies for each of the areas above be a
sufficient minimum federal response to likely developments of the

1980s?
While essential, such a far reaching set of strategic changes is

unlikely to be successful if perceived solely as "fine tuning" of
existing priorities. Needed is an overarching new 'goal for federal
involvement which integrates these diverse strategies into a con-
sistent whole and affirms the need for a transformation of the ex-
isting educational model. This transformation would be.so broad as
to require for its achievement a major national effort toward recon-
ceptualizat(on and reprioritization, Only the federal government is
large enough to initiate such a shift. (In systems theory terms, the
boundaries of the problem are so large and its influerice so sweeping
that only intervention by the largest component of the social system
is likely to bring about a change).

What would be this new federal role in education? One way of
stating its purpose is to say that the federal education establish-
ment would become responsible for coordinating knowledge produc-
tiln and distribution systems in society. That is, the national gov-

Iterhment, as the institution best equipped to accomplish these vital
purposes, would:

coordinate the process of anticipating societal needs for know l-

edge
develdp in educational institutions the capacity for training
appropriate levels of human resources
assess the ability of current institutional mechanisms for gen-
erating needed knowledge, and augment this capability where
necessary
organize the dissemination to citizens of vital knowledge so
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that it is fully utilized.
Such a mandate would include expanding formal education to all
'age groups through schools, families, communities, workplace, and
media. Intrinsic would be activities as diverse as helping develop
TV programming to respond to,a gasoline crisis and initiating long-
rang aies o the basics" needed by youth in the next ten years.

me of these activities row take place at varying levels of qual-
ity 'thin different Departments of the government.' Others. have
been le the "invisible hand': of self-interest. A lack of overall
coordination and integration, however, has resulted in many of the
emergent problems of the 1980s. To place such coordination respon-
sibilities under the) umbrella" of education, rather than scattered
in 'Labor, NSF, NIH, and other agencies, seems the best strategy.
Education is the logical choice to oversee this area because the pro-
duction of knowledge and human resources is its intrinsic.function,
and the new role is intertwined with its current goals and responsi-
bilities.

Such a new goal transcends "fine tuning" to give a simultaneous
mandate for educational transformation and a carefully limited set
of objectively measurable priorities which the federal government
is best equipped to execute. Conceivably, the costs of implementing
these additional responsibilities could_he defrayed by the increased
efficiency of coordingteel efforts anny the benefits in societal pro-
ductivity that ensue. In fact, when compared to the results of a
laissez faire approach for past decade, this strategy provides such
a potential strengthening of America's world economic position as
to be justified on that basis alone. Thus, this proposed change rep-
resents a discriminate augmentation of the minimum federal role
in education based on cost/benefit considerations and arguments for- - -efficiency-Ad effectiveness.

4

Immediate Stepslor the Department of Education
Of course, if Aqndled with what cynics would term "typical gov-

ernment efficiency", such a new federal role would be ill-designed,
- bogged down with red tape, wasteful of resources, fought over by

special interest groups, and hopelessly confused within six months
of inception. Certainly, the credibhity of the Department of Edu-
cation in immediately announcing and undertaking such a program
would be very low, and political retaliation for encroachirrg on the
perogratives of other federal Departments would surely follow.
What then could the Department do to byild both a reputation for
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competence in this area and a public mandate for such an augmen-
tation of responsibility?

First, a sefies of studies needs to be undertaken to determine and
document the cost to America of not now coordinating:

(1) the anticipation of societal need's for knowledge,
(2) the development of human resources,

t (3) the generation t' needed knowledge, and
(4) the dissemination of knowledge to citizens.

Such studies could serve as the basis of a rationale for organizing
the work now taking place in these individual areas.

Second, the relative roles of individuals; corporations; educational
institutions; focal, state, and federal governments; and other social
agents in knowledge production and dissemination need to be de-
lineated. In particula.r, the essentiality of a federal coordinating role
must be evident if,public support is to b-e obtained.

Third, current federal efforts to improve portions of the knowl-
edge production and distribution process need to be assessed. The
competence of government programs in this area must be docu-
mented and their cost-effectiveness shown.

Fourth, the utility of locating the federal coordination effort un-
der education must be determined. This wilt require both an histor-
ical examination of the effectiveness of other Departments and a
careful plan for action should this new goal be assigned to Educa-
tion.

Finally, a national crisis must occur to generate the necessary
political leverage for cha1ge. Given the likely developments for the
19gOs discussed earlier, the probability of such a crisis Is over-
whelmingly high.

Given all these steps, the assumption of a new limited role by
education could take place within three years. Such a delay is dan-
gerousgiven the peril of our present ntiona sr a u pr I

ably unavoidable.
This shift would not detract from tie primacy of current federal

goals in education. On the contrary, rroproviog educational equity
and qua ity uld Be absolutely essential to the success of this new
role. 0 y if all human resources in the populace achieve their full
potent I can knowledge production and distribution be maximized,
and the enhancement of equity and quality would be necessary for
such maximization,

4.
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-4-

CONCLUSION

All of education is predicted on images of the future. Educational
research is tailored to the future contexts in which it is to be used,
instruction is based on a vision of the world in which today's stu-
dents will be decisionmakers, and school budgets assume that eco-
nomic and demographic projections will bed accurate. What does it

° mean for our daily work if the future seems ever more indetermi-
nate and negative developments increasingly likely?

When people aren't certain about what's going to happen, or the
.., future seems tening to them, the natural response is to retreat

into a psychological framework in which we say, "I_ don't know
what's really going to happen, but the safest thing is to assume
that at least some things will stay the same. These perennial issues

.0' are the areas in which I'm going to work; it's too risky to respond /
to a mere probability". So, almost all federal effort is spent wres-
tling with "eternal" educational issues and problems. Perennial
concerns are crucial and should absorb perhaps 70% of our re-
sources, but the other 30% needs to be oriented toward resolving
the uncertain future issues outlined above. The least speculative
stance to adopt is to acknowledge andiprepare for legitimate inde-
terminacy.

This paper has argued that:
the federal edUcational role has been narrowed beyond its
minimum appropriate level
opportunities to change this situation presently exist, but will
disappear with time
the peril of America's future is great, and our need for societal
flexibility and productivity is very high
educational transformation is essential to creating this pro-
ductivity _and _flexibility
revision of current federal educatibnal goals is necessary, but
insufficient without adding a new role
giving the limited goal.of coordinating production and distri-
bution of knowledge to the Department of Education will help
to resolve this situation

The 1980s will be a grim period in part because America believed
that a "context-free" education was sufficient for most citizens,
that a high technology society could be run by a small group of
experts and staffed by a large group of people with rudimentary
knoivledge in the basics'''. This assumption is obviously wrong; a

c
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cohiplex society requires that every citizen be as intelligent and cre-
ative as possible. The costs to our society of not educating one per-
sonin tetras of crime, welfare expenditures, and foregone produc- ,

tivityare far higher than the expenses of a good education from
birth throughout life. For this reason, it is vital that the national
government become active in reshaping education's relationship to
society, thus laying the foundation for a bright future.
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